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ABSTRACT :,

This document ' ummarizes- the resultr. of a survey of nuclear power plant designs

control. practices and design reconstitution efforts conducted during 1989 at
six utilities and with one nuclear steam supply vendor. Conclusions and
observations resulting,from the survey assessments'are provided so that.

utilities and the NRC can consider actions to improve these programs.
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EXECUTIVE Su MARY

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the utilities have identified
shortcomings involving tne maintenance of well-defined design bases and the
availability of the necessary supporting design doramentation. Many utilities
have embarked on design-document reconstitution programs although there has been
no clear consensus regarding what information should be included in design-bases
documents, what is the minimum set of necessary design documents to support the
design bases, or how missing or deficient design documentation should be handled.

The NRC initiated a survey to ascertain the status of design control programs
within the industry and the approaches to design-bases documentation used by
some utilities. The survey scope included six utilities and one nuclear steam
supply system vendor. Observations and conclusions presented by the survey
team in no way reflect NRC requirements. Subsequent to this survey, industry
guidance entitled " Design Basis Program Guidelines" was published by the
Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC 90-12). As stated in a
letter from W. T. Russell to W. H. Rasin dated November 9, 1990, NUKARC's
approach will provide a useful approach and worthwhile insights to those
utilities undertaking design basis programs of various scopes. The letter
also transmitted NRC perspectives on several areas not extensively addressed
by the NUMARC guidelines which are consistent with the perspectives contained
in this report.

While utilities with large design organizations (typically associateu with units
that have been recently licensed) feel that a review of the design bases and
creation of design-bases documents (DDDs) is not necessary, there are several
factors that bear on the need to develop DBDs. Such factors include the even-
tual loss of design personnel with long-term system design knowledge and the
evolution of the utility from a design to an operating environment.

Since each utility has different needs and functions that will be satisfied by
the DBDs, an assessment directed to the intended use of the DBDs and a deter-
mination of who the primary users will be can provide information to structure
the format and content of the DBDs. A centralized location for design-bases
information that emphasizes the design intent and an index to design documents
that reflect the current plant configuration are key features of successful
design-document reconstitution programs. Having this information in a user-
friendly format that is readily accessible can enhance design control and con-
figuration management. While it is expected that most DBDs will contain certain
similar types of information, the format and content of DBDs will of necessity
be somewhat different for each utility.

Strong design-document reconstitution programs are characterized by extensive
involvement of utilities in the development of their design-bases documents,
including dedicating utility personnel to perform some elements of the design-
bases document preparation. Increased utility involvement can enhance the qual-
ity of the design-bases documents, lead to greater acceptance and understanding
of the design-bases documents by utility personnel, and increase utility
personnel knowledge about the aspects of plant design.

NUREG-1397 ix
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Reestablishment of the design bases without reconstitution of the supporting
design documents may not provide a sufficient level of information to support
future modifications and current plant operation. One important outcome of a
design-document reconstitution (DDR) program is continuity among the various
levels of design information (e.g., design calculations and design-bases docum-
ents) and the physical plant characteristics. A strong DDk program can enst;'e
that the design-bases documents accurately reflect the source design documenta- i

|

tion, the design output doct,ments accurately reflect the design bases, and the
plant configuration is in accordance with the design output documents.

When plant modifications are made, there must be confidence that sufficient
I

design documentation is available to verify the implementation of the design
bases and to provide justification that key design parameters (e.g., pump net
positive suction head) are adequately accounted for in the design to ensure that ,

a structure, system, or component will perform its intended safety function. !

Establishing this confidence is an integral part of the DDR process. The use I

!

of a template to identify design documentation necessary to demonstrate the
implementation of engineering design-bases before beginning a system or topical i,

design-bases document is a good approach. It can define the design attributes
'

and parameters necessary to demonstrate that structures, systems, and components )will perform their intended function. The use of a template will assist in '

identifying areas where there is missing design documentation. Only one of the
utilities surveyed had used a templete to systematically identify the system
functions and design bases for which they should have design documentation.

Most utilities surveyed had not included a technical review of the supporting
design calculations and analyses in their DDR programs and had not defined the
set of design documents or design parameters that are necessary to ensure that
safety related structures, systems, and components will perform their intendedsafety function. A review of each design document retrieved can verify that it
is technically sound and consistent with the as built facility. When missing
or deficient design documents are identified, a predefined prioritization
methodology can ensure that resources are focused on regenerating these design
documents, if necessary, or reconciling document deficiencies or discrepancies
on a time scale commensurate with the perceived safety significance of the
deficiencies or discrepancies. An initial screening process is useful in quickly
determining the safety significance of a missing design document and the effect
on plant operability and reportability requirements.

It is likely that the implementation of a DDR program will reveal that certain
design documents will be unretrievable or contain inconsistencies. While the
regeneration of the complete set of design documents may not be necessary, it is
important that certain design documents are available to support plant opera-tion. This set of design documents, referred to as " essential design documents,"
must be accurate e,nd those that are unretrievable or deficient need to be regen-
ersted or reconciled. In the view of the survey team, essential design documents
are (1) those necessary to support or demonstrate the conservatism of technical
specification values such as pump f)ow calculations and set point calculations
and (2) those necessary both for use by engineering personnel to support plant
operations and for use by the operators to quickly respond to events. Examples
of essential design documents include, but are not limited to, electrical load
lists, set point lists, valve lists, instrument lists, fuse lists, breaker lists.
Q-lists, diesel generator load sequencing, PMDs, flow diagrams, electrical
single-line diagrams and schematics, and brealer and fuse coordination studies.
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The regeneration of missing or inaccurate essential documents should be givena high priority. However, if a high level of confidence can be established in
the ability of the system to fulfill its safety functions through alternate
means, such as test data, it may be possible to give a lower priority to the
regeneration of the essential document.

Other than the essential documents discussed above, it may not be necessary to
regenerate missing design documents if other supporting information or test data
is available to demonstrate that a system, structure, or component can ptrform
its intended safety function. For example, it may t.ot be necessary to regenerate
all missing piping support calculations if, on the basis of reanalysis of a suf-
ficient sample, it can be demonstrated that adequate design margins exist. How-
ever, if a modification is proposed that would affect a piping support good
enginetering practice would dictate that it be reanalyzed unless a valid analysis
exists establishing the point of departure for the proposed modification. Addi-
tional analyses can be performed to demonstrate that an adequate design
margin exists following the implementation of the modification.

The programs to implement design changes were generally thorough-at the six
utilities surveyed. However, some of these utilities did not have a formal pro-
cedure to define the process for approving a modified item for operation and
some did not have a procedure requiring walkdowns of a modification before and

'

after it was implemented.

The conclusions and observations of the survey team resulting from the assess-
ments conducted are provided so thet utilities and the NRC can consider actions
to improve these programs.-

1

t
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i
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PREFACE

This report is being issued to provide the results of a survey reflecting the'

scope and performance of several utility design-changa control programs and
design-document reconstitution programs. Observations and conclusions contained
in this NUREG reflect the opinions of the survey team and do not constitute NRC
requirements. The reader is also referred to " Design Basis Program Guidelines"
contemporaneous 1y being issued by the Nuclear Management and Resources Council
for related industry guidance.
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I INTRODUCTION

1.1 Backerround |

A combination of factors have contributed to the need for utilities to
investigate the adequacy and completeness of the set of design bases, design
analyses, and final design output documents that define the design of their
plants. A consistent finding of Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inspections i

(particularly safety system functional inspections ($$FIs) and safety system
outage modification inspections (SSOMIs)) is that utilities have not adequately
maintained well-defined design bases, nor have they maintained adequate support-
ing design analyses or final design output documents. This has resulted in
plant modifications that have been made without a firm understanding of the
available design margins and how they have been affected by the modification.
Some of the findings from NRC inspections that have demonstreted inadequate
engineering design basei, are discussed below.

During an SSFI at Turkey Point in late 1985, the NRC staff found that the-

design bases assumption of auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system functionality
on the loss of the non-safety-related instrument air supply to the AFW flow
control valves had not been verified by test. Subsequent testing showed
that the safety-related nitrogen system, which provides backup to the
instrument air supply, had sufficient capacity for 6 to 7 minutes rather
than the assumed 15 to 20 minutes that formed the basis for related operat-
ing procedures and training. Therefore, the operators were under the
impression that they had more time to supply additional nitrogen. Addition-
ally, it was found that the set point of the low pressure nitrogen annunci-
ator had been reduced from 1000 psig to 500 psig without an adequate safety
evaluation; a design-bases requirement to ensure suf ficient AFW flow to
each steam generator after a dual unit trip had not been incorporated into
the emergency operating procedures; and the design bases and supporting
analyses were not readily available.

During an SSFI at Pilgrim in late 1985, the NRC staff found that the-

design bases and design criteria for the high pressure coolant injection
(HPCI) system existed in various controlled and uncontrolled documents
that were not easily retrievable. The lack of a HPCI system description
resulted in numerous inaccuracies in the HPCI operator training materials.
The lack of traceability to the design bases led to problems in establishing
some instrument set points and assuring proper equipment sizing.

During a SSOMI at Fort Calhoun also in late 1985, the NRC staff identified-

the failure of the utility to obtain, maintain, and use design-bases infor-
mation to ensure that original design margins were not violated. For exam-
pie, the utility had disconnected 2 cells from the 60-cell safety-related
battery to reduce the maximum voltage on the de system during battery charg-
ing. However, the adequacy of the 58-cell battery capacity was based on a
load profile developed in 1979 that had not been updated to account for new
loads added to the dc bus. In addition, the load table used to construct
the discharge profile was composed of general loads without supporting

NUREG-1397 1-1
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references to substantiate detailed loads. Since the original design bases
and associated calculations had not been maintained in a workable fom, the
updated safety analysis report (USAR) was heavily relied on as a design
input source document. While the USAR contains design-bases information, it
is a licensing document and daes not contain all the information needed by
the engineer designing a modification. The information contained in the
USAR also can be as much as 18 months behind the current plant configuration.

Duriag an $$FI at Arkansas Nuclear One in early 1986, the NRC staff-

identified that a single failure of an active component in the vital power
supply in conjunction with a steamline break could have resulted in a sim-
ultaneous blowdown of both steam generators. The failure of one vital
power supply would have caused both steam generators to be cross-connected
through the turbine-driven emergency feedwater (EFW) pump's steam supply
line, resulting in a loss of EFW flow to both steam generators. The NRC
approved the design with the specification that check valves would be used
to prevent such a scenario. However, the utility eliminated these check
valves from the design because of operational concerns without considering
adverse effects to design and safety functions.

The availability and adequacy of design documents (1) fom the basis for future
plant modifications by quantifying the design margins and defining the operating
envelope, (2) form the basis for Title 10 Code of Federal Raoulations (10 CFR)
50.59 safety determinations, and (3) fom a living record of the as-configured
plant. The industry's heightened awareness of this problem prompted many
licensees to review their design bases and reconstitute missing information.
However, identification of desi0n bases and reconstitution of missing or inade-
quate design documents can be an extremely costly process and must be balanced
against the increase in plant safety. Experience has shown that the availability
of design documents is an invaluable aid in making decisions that support plant
operations and maintenance. These design documents also will form the baseline
for future plant modifications. Until recently, however, there has been no clear
consensus as to what the term " design bases" means: what comprises the minimum
set of design documents necessary to support plant operation and meet the demands
of the design change and configuration management process, and what prisrity
should be placed on the regeneration of missing design documents.

1.2 Purpose and Scope of Survey

An underlying consideration in the discussion of design bases, design documents,
design change control, and physical conformance of the plant to its supporting
e cumentation is configuration management. Simply put, configuration management-

is tne control of interf aces between various utility organizations (such as the
technical disciplines in the plant design organization, licensing, operation,
maintenance, design change, administration, and management) with the end result
being that the as-built facility is continuously maintained and operated in
accordance with its design bases. This integrated process generally has not
been found at utilities until very recently. Programs to define and institute
configuration management processes appear to be an industry priority. If suffi-
cient design documentation does not exist, the success of these programs will
hinge largely on the success of (1) the design-document reconstitution program
to reestablish design bases and recreate, as appropriate, design documents that
demonstrate the as-configured plant confoms to the design bases and (2) design-
change control programs to maintain the plant configuration.

NUREG-1397 1-2
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h

As_a result of the apparent differing philosophies and approaches to programs
for design-bases documentation, the NRC initiated a survey of several utilities
to ascertain the availability of design documents in the nuclear industry to
gain an understanding of current design-change control programs and practices
and, where possible, to review and evaluate existing design-document
reconstitution programs.

The survey team gathered information from a representative cross section of
operating power plants, including those that have recently received operating
licenses as well as older plants that have a longer operating history. On the
basis of this information, the team assessed each utility's design-change control
and design-document reconstitution programs.

Surveys lasting 2 to 3 days each were conducted at six utilities and at the
office of one nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor by a team of NRC and
HRC consultant personnel. The team surve
mechanical components, electrical power, yed the mechanical / nuclear systems,and instrumentation and control disci-plines. Key technical personnel in each engineer'ng discipline as well as key
management and' plant personnel were interv 4wed nocuments and drawings typical
of the utility's design documents were e; * emple basis. A small'

sample of plant modifications also wera ... , examine each utility's
design-cha me control program.- Utilin y esentations on engineering controle,
configuratios, management, and design-bases reconstitution programs proved helpful
to the team in gaining an understanding of the overall utility # sign manage-4

ment program. The survey included design control as
interrelationship with the design-bases activities. pects because of the closeFor example, the utility
controls that have been employed in the configuration management etta will have
a direct bearing on the need and ability to reconstruct the plant design bases.
An overall perspective of the design control environment is provided so that the
design-bases re onstitution discussions can be viewed with regard to current
utility practices.

Utility responses to the survey questions (see Appendix A) enabled the team to
gain a detailed understandir.g of each utility's design-change control program.

- The use of discinline design-attribute matrices (see Appendix B) helped the
survey team gain an understanding of the status of design documentation at each
organization surveyed..

Thesurveyhadthefollowingobjectives:

Identify the utility definition and scope of design documentation for'its*

facility.

Identify specific design documents that the utility uses to support plant-

operations and maintenance and that form a basis for future plant
modifications.

'

Determine the utility's control of and use of design documents, includingi -

location, availability, and appropriate use of design documents by j
-

engineering, operations, and maintenance personnel
i
l

degree of control by engineering procedures and the scope and effec--

tiveness of these controls

i
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those documents that are controlled and maintained to show the as built-

plant design

Identify the scope of the utility's program, if any, to define, reconsti-*

tute, and maintain the plant design bases and supporting design documents,
including identification of

level of commitment and incentives for reconstituting design documents-

scope of system-oriented and topical design-bases documents (e.g.,' -

environmental qualification of equipment, fire protection, and single
failure) planned for reconstitution

' types of documentation to be included in the utility's program and-

the specific design documents to be reconstituted for design at-
tributes covered by the design-bases documents

priority and rationale for reconstitution of specific design docu--

ments (e.g., design input, design process, and de6ign output documents)

On the basis of the information gathered during the survey, the team assessed
the following areas:

utility design control and configuration management programs-

the types of design documents to be controlled and maintained as-built toe

support plant operations

the types of design documents to be controlled but not to be maintainede

as-built

the conditions that detemine which missing design documents are regener-a

ated, the priority for regeneration of the missing documents, and the re-
portability requirements associated with missing design documents and with
design discrepancies

the need for additional regulatory or industry guidance regarding design-

document availability and control

1. 3 Desian Bases Versus Desian-Document Reconstitution Programs

There has been much confusion regarding terminology, in particular, what is
meant by design bases. The NRC inspections. discussed earlier in this report and
other similar inspections at different plants led to the conclusion that many
plants had unretrieveable, undocumented, or incomplete design bases. This means
that plants had insufficient design documentation to support the'as-built facil-
ity. Since these inspections focused on systems that had been modified from the
original design, the original design documents (e.g., calculations and drawings)-
formed the design baset or point of departure for subsequent modifications.

-

Therefore. if engineering judgment was used as the point of departure for a
modification, rather than the original design calculations because they were
unavailable, the modification was said to have an undocumented design bases.
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However, the definition given in 10 CFR 50.2 states that design bases are
"information which identifies the specific function to be performed by a struc-

values chosen for controlling for parameters as reference bounds for design."ture, system, or component of a facility, and the specific values or ranges of
bases it is only necessary to define the functions performed by systems, struc-This has caused some utilities to infer that in order to have an adequate design
tures, and components and the values or range of values for controlling
parameters, without the supporting engineering or design analyses.

There are three categories of design documents. These are design inputs,
design analyses, and design output documents, and all are necessary to nave a
fully documented and auditable design.
confusion, the survey team has consistentlIn view of this and to avoid further

" design-bases programs." tdion programs" y referred to utility programs as" design-document reconsti
throughout this report and not as

However, the team has retained the term " design-bases
document" (DBD) for individual system and topical DBDs because it is so widelyused and understood in the industry.

1.4 Engineerino Design Bases

The design bases for a structure, system, or component identifies the specific
functions to be performed and the controlling design parameters and specificvalues or ranges of values for these parameters.
the design bases of a facility are a subset of the current licensing bases andFrom a licensing point of view,
are contained in the FSAR and other docketed information used by the staff in
judging the acceptability of a facility vis-a-vis the health and safety of thepublic.

neering design bases," to include both the design bases as defined by 10 CFRFor the purposes of this report, the team has defined a new term, "engi-
50.2 and other design considerations implemented to optimize the system designfor operational, maintenance, procurement, installation, or construction reasons.
As used in this report, the term " engineering design bases" refers to the com-
plete " engineering design bases" of the facility and includes the entire set of

-

constraints imposed on the design (e.g., regulatory requirements, system func-
tional requirements, conformance to accepted industry codes and standards,
licensing commitments, vendor interface requirements and other design consid-
erations that could be classified as " generally accep,ted good engineering prac-tice"). Asusedinthisreporttheterm"dasignbases"isconsideredtobe
equivalent to " design input' as defined by the American National Standards
Institute in Supplement S-1 to ANSI NQA-1-1989, " Nuclear Quality Assurance
Program Requirements for Nuclear Facilities," or in ANSI N45.2.11-1974, "American
National Standard Quality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants."

i
As stated above, engineering design bases are not limited to design features or
considerations that are necessary to satisfy regulatory requirements. For ex-
ample, the heat exchanger in the residual heat removal (RHR) system may be sized ,

tc cool down the reactor coolant system to the refueling temperature within a ,

specified time (e.g., 24 hours) after system initiation. This des n require-
ment,althoughnotsafetyrelated,maybeimposedtominimizefacilytyoutage
time and may be the controlling parameter in the sizing of the RHR heat exchanger.

.

Therefore, from the standpoint of creating a practical document that is self-
contained, design bases documents should include design considerations e st are
safety related as well as those that are not safety related because in some i

instances it is economic or operational considerations and not safety-related
considerations that control the design.
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1. 5 Definitions

Because the definitions of certain terms vary, in this report, these terms are
used with the following interpretations.

Accessible Documents: Controlled documents that are readily available to engi-
neering and plant personnel.

As-Built /As-Configured Data: Documented information that describes the cur-
rently existing characteristics of structures, systems, and components.

Configuration Management: An integrated management process to ensure that the
plant's physical and functional characteristics are maintained in conformance
with the plant's design and licensing bases; that operating, training, modifica-
tion, and maintainenance processes are consistent with the conditions prescribed
by the design and current licensing bases; and that the plant is operated and
maintained within these conditions.

Controlled: Records that are within the scope of the document control program
of the utility or its contracted organization and are subject to the requirements
for quality assurance records specified in ANSI N45.2.9-1974, "American
National Standard Requirements for Collection, Stora
Qualit.y Assurance Records for Nuclear Power Plants."ge, and Maintenance of

Currert Licensing Bases: The NRC requirements imposed on the plant that are
currently in effect. These include the requirements at the time the initial
license for the plant was granted together with requirements subsequently im-
posed. The licensing bases are contained in NRC regulations plant technical
specifications, orders,licenseconditions, exemptions,andIIcenseecommit-
ments contained in the final safety analysis report, and other docketed licensing
correspondence including responses to bulletins and generic letters. For addi-
tional guidance in this area refer to the Statement of Considerations for the
proposed Rule on Nuclear Power Plant License Renewal (10 CFR Part 54) and NUREG-
1412. " Foundation for the Adequacy of the Licensing Bases," dated July 1990.

Desian: Technical and management processes that commence with the identifice-
tion of design input and that lead to and include the issuance of design output
documents (ANSI N45.2.11-1974).

Desion Authority: The organization having responsibility for maintaining the
design ba~es and ensuring that design output documents accurately reflect thes

design bases.

Desian Bases: Information that identifies the specific functions to be per-
' formed by a structure, system, or component of a facility and the specific val-
ues or ranges of values chosen for controlling parameters as reference bounds
for design. These values may be (1) restraints derived from generally accepted

-

:

state-of-the-art practices for achieving functional goals or (2) requirements
!,

derived from analysis (based on calculation and/or experiments) of the effects
of a postulated accident for which a structure, system, or component must meet
its functional goals (10 CFR 50.2). The design bases, as defined here, is iden-
tical to the definition 10 CFR 50.2 and includes only the design constraints
that are included in current licensing bases and form the bases for the staff's

| safety judgments (see the definition of engineering design bases).
.
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Desion-Bases Document: The encapsulation or summary of system or topical
information that relates to design bases as defined by 10 CPR 50.2 and engineer-ing design bases. These documents serve to delineate the design intent and
either directly incorporate the related design documentation or are a directory
to related design documentation (e.g. , calculetions and analyses).

Desion Chanoo: A change to a final design document that affects a system,structure, or component.

Desion__ Document: A document belonging to the set of documents comprised of
design input documents, design studies or analyses, and design output docu-
ments that specify the design of a structure, system, or component. These are
the documents to which one can refer to verify that structures, systems, and
components have been designed to perform their intended function within the
reference bounds of the controlling parameters and that form the point of
departure for future plant modifications.

Desion-Document Reconstitution Program: The overall
summary system or topical design-bases documents; (2) program to '(1) developconduct verification and
validation activities to ensure consistency between the design bases documents,
final design output documents, and the current plant configuration; and
(3) reconstitute missing or inadequate design calculations and analyses,as appropriate.

Desion In>ut: Those criteria, parameters, bases, or other design requirements
upon whici the detailed final design is based (ANSI N45.2.11-1974).

Desion Marcin: The difference between the value of a parameter as determined
by test or analysis and the design basis specified for that parameter.

Desion Dutaut: Documents such as drawings, specifications, and other documents
defining tie technical requirements of structures, systems, and components
(ANSI N45.2.11-1974).

Enoineerino Desian Bases: The entire set of design constraints that are imple-
mented, including those that are (1) part of the current licensirg bases and
form the bases for the staff's safety judgments and (2) those that are not
included in the current licensing bases but are implemented to achieve certain
economies of operation, maintenance, procurement, installation, or construction
(see the definition of design ba "

Essential Desion Documents: Those asign documents that demonstrate that
structures, systems, and components addressed by technical specifications will
perform their active safety function and support or demonstrate the conserva-
tism of technical specification values. Additionally, essential design-docu-
ments are those necessary both for use by engineering to support plant operations

| in responding to plant events and for use by the operators to cuickly respondto plant events. Examples of essential design documents incluce, but are not|

limited to, electrical load lists, set point lists, valve-lists, instrument -
lists, fuse lists, breaker lists, Q lists, diesel generator load sequencing,
P& IDS, flow diagrams, electrical single-line diagrams and schematics and
breaker and fuse coordination studies.
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Operable: A system, subsystem, train, component, or device is considered to be
0 operable when it is capable of performing its specified function (s) and when

'all necessary associated instrumentation, controls, electrical power, cooling
or seal water., lubrication, or other auxiliar
performing their related support function (s).y equipment also are capable of4

'
Retrievable Documents: Documents not readily accessible but that can be locat-

! ed in utility or contractor files or archives and that contain information that
| 1s valid for use in the design or design change process. t

validation: The process of ensuring that the physical plant, the design output
documents and the design-bases documents are consistent.

Verification: The process of checking that the information contained in ths-

design-bases documents has been correctly and consistently translated from the
o source documents.

!
L

1

.

,
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2 OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF UTILITY DESIGN CONTROL

This section of the report provides the overall assessment of the design prac-
tices and techniques used at the six utilities. The survey team concentrated
on the manner in which design changes are initiated, processed, and pursued to
completion by the various utility organizations. Utility controls on external
and internal interfaces, design documents, licensing commitments, and plant
operational documents are described. Assessments of the availability and
retrievability of design documents and internal guidance documents for engi-
neering design are included. For those readers desiring only an overview.
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 below are suggested.

2.1 _ Internal Corporate and Site Engineerina Interf aces

Each of the six utilities surveyed has organized its engineering activities
into traditional architect / engineer disciplines (i.e., mechanical, electrical,
instrumentation and control, and civil / structural engineering) with some minor
variations. All of the utilities have established both corporate office engi-
neering groups and site engineering groups for performing and/or technically
managing the engineering activities required to support design modifications.
The site engineering groups are either an extension of corporate engineering
or they report to the plant organization rather than to corporate engineering.

The site engineering groups of the utilities surveyed, to varying degre- are
counterpart discipline organizations to the corporate engineering staff Jener-
ally, the larger or more significant modifications are developed by the ' po-
rate office and the smaller or replacement-in-kind type modifications E.w cevel-
oped by the site engineering groups. Site engineering assists in implementation
of the more significant design modifications developed by corporate engineering.
The corporate office is typically responsible for engineering standards, calcu-
lations, analyses, design specifications, and drawings. Site engineering is
typically responsible for liaison with site organizations concerning construc-
tion specifications, maintenance / test procedures, and installation details.

In some cases, the site engineering staff is not an independent engineering
group but rather a part of the corporate engineering group working at the plant
site. Typically, the site engineering staff has the responsibility for design
and implementation of smaller scope design changes and plant modifications while
the corporate staff has responsibility for more intrusive, larger scope modifi-
cations. In some utility organizations, the site eng'neering staff reports to
the plant manager rather than to the manager of corporate engineering; in other
instances, a matrix organization exists and engineers that are part of the cor-
porate engineering staff are assigned to the plant staff reporting to the plant
manager. In other utilities, the operations organization has total responsi-
bility for design and configuration control and uses the corporate engineering
staff as hired consultants for specific tasks, even to the extent that the
corporate engineering staff needs to compete on a cost-basis with outside
organizations to perform modifications at the plant.

:

!

i
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While an architect / engineer organizational structure generally is used, the
team identified some organizational weaknesses that are noted in Section 4 of
this report.

The technical (vs. administrative) involvement in the design and the depth of
personnel skills varied considerably among the utilities, as well as among the
disciplines for a particular utility (discussed further in Section 2.2.3).

All of the utilities surveyed established a lead engineering discipline with
an associated lead engineer for a particular modification. The involvement and
support from other engineering disciplines varies depending on the scope of the
modification. All the utilities surveyed have internal procedures and controls
to ensure that all engineering disciplines are aware of the modifications at
least at the management level. Periodic meetings (typically weekly) among the
engineering disciplines are conducted to ensure coordination of design packages.
One utility had a list of technical issues (such as fire protection and high-
and moderate-energy line breaks) requiring coordination between discipline
groups. A matrix of discipline engineers is used for large, complex projects.

At one utility the survey team found that site engineering performs nearly all
of the smaller modifications in-house while corporate engineering contracts
nearly all of the larger modifications. As a result, the site group appeared
to perform most of the utility's modification engineering while the corporate
group serves primarily in a project management role. The survey team concluded
that this resulted in a shallow technical involviment by the corporate staff in
the design process (for example, in-house capability for seismic calculations
was sparse). If two engineering groups are perftrming the design changes, it
becomes more difficult for a utility to control its configuration. A central
design organization, which minimizes the engineving performed by separate site
groups, appears to provide better assurance of configuration control.

The survey indicated that (1) utilities with plants that have recently become
operational have larger design staffs with more engineering disciplines and per-
form more fundamental design engineering in-house, and (2) utilities with plants
that became operational in the early to mid-1970's tend to have smaller staffs
and rely more heavily on outside contractor organizations for the more complex
and involved design activities while overseeing these activities in a project
management role. The increased reliance on contracted engineering organizations
will tend to increase the difficulty in performing a design-document reconstitu-
tion (DDR) p. v am since the source documents are more widely dispersed and are
more dif ficult to retrieve. Significantly, at the time the survey was conducted,
none of the surveyed utilities had adopted the corporate systems design engineer
concept, which appears beneficial in centralizing the technical ownership of the
DBDs. However, many of the utilities do have system engineers that are part of
the plant operations staff, although they do not perform a design function. The
system engineer is responsible for the material (physical) condition of the sys-
tems assigned to him/her and usually perferes ;ystems walkdowns at periodic
intervals to inspect for items such as leakage, proper lubricant levels, and
loose fasteners or kinked instrument tubing. At one utility surveyed, these
walkdowns were performed with the participation of a representative of the
design engineering organization. Although the systems engineers have a thor-
ough understanding of how their system operates, they may not fully understand

! the system design and the design decisions and tradeoffs made in arriving at
the current co *iguration.
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2.2 External Corporate Engineerina Interfaces

The utility's corp rate engineering organization typically interfaces with the
utility's licensing organization, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor,
the architect / engineer (A/E) and engineering services contractors, equipment
vendors, and the utility's plant organizations that implement and are affected
by design modifications.

Interface with these groups is discussed below and significant differences
between the organizations are highlighted. Further discussion of the interface
with plant organizations and other groups is provided in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.2.1 Licensing Interface

The utflity licensing organizations are responsible for maintaining licensing
commitments. The licensing organization controls the utility's final safety
analysis report (FSAR), distributes NRC bulletins, generic letters, information
notices, neders, inspection reports, as well as other licensing correspondence
and is the point of contact with tha NRC. NRC generic communications are typi-
cally screened for distribution to the proper design discipline manager for dis-
position. Most of the utilities assessed are using, or ple to use, a tracking
system to facilitate direct access by engineers to licensing commitments. The
licensing commitment tracking system and the FSAR are important source documents
to support the design-bases documents.

The design engineer working on a plant modification is responsible for identify-
ing any required update to the FSAR necessitated by the modification. In most
cases, the design engineer directly marks a copy of the FSAR sections and appends
those sections to the modification package. Generally, the licensing group
perform an independent review of the design engineer's markup to ensure
completeness of the changes to the FSAR.

While the FSAR and other licensing documentation will not be a complete source
of design input information, it is an important repository of design-related
information that is necessary for developing the design-bases documents.

2.2.2 NSSS Vendor Interface

The utilities typically interface with the NSSS vendor in support of NS$$
analyses, design-bases reconstitution, and major modifications to the NSSS.
The survey team also visited an NSSS vendor to discuss the interface process.

The utilities contract the NSSS vendors to provide the assumptions and results
of the major computer codes, such as transient and accident analyses; however,
the utilities do not receive the methodology or the actual code. Most utilities
do not have the capability to maintain these major codes. In cases where the
utility no longer uses fuel supplied by the NSSS vendor, the utility has
typically contracted with the new fuel supplier for these services.

The involvement of the various NSSS vendors in support of the utilities'
actigt.* bases reconstitution efforts is described in Section 3.6.

Unless separately contracted to do so, the HSSS vendors generally do not maintain
NSSS design documents as-built after commercial turnover to the utility. A few
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liinited instances were reported where a NS$$ vendor had provided this service.
It was often found that the NS$$ drawings and documents had not been maintained
as-built by the utility, with the exception of piping and instrumentation dia-
grams and elementary wiring diagrams. NSSS vendors functional documentation
such as system design specifications are typically not well maintained, nor are
vendor manuals. Documentation of past modifications that affected the design
did not always contain explicit rationale for the change.

The NS$$ vthdors generally have limited involvement in plant modifications,
empt when a utility had procured specialized equipment or services for signif-
icant NS$$ modifications. Even in those cases, the NSSS equipment or services
are typically handled by contract organizations, within the NSSS vendors organi-
zation, not responsible for the original NSSS design. These contract organiza-
tions may not have enough NS$$ design insight to ensure that the engineeringdesign bases have been maintained.

Extensive efforts will be required to overcome the failure of utilities to
maintain the NS$$ as-built design history. The reconstitution efforts in the
NSSS area will involve the original NSSS vendor, alternate new fuel suppliers,
and 1.he utility or A/E that has cognizance of the NSSS modification history.
Close scrutiny of NS$$ design work not performed by the NSSS vendor is warranted
to ensure that the engineering design bases have not been compromised.

2.2.3 Architect / Engineer and Engineering Services Interface

The utilities engineering organizations contract A/E and engineering services
organizations for support in the preparation of design modifications as well
as for balance-of plant design bases reconstitution and specialized engineering
studies or services not normally found within the utility organization (for
example, fracture mechanics or materials analysis).

There was a wide range among the utilities surveyed in the depth of technical
capabilities, staffing levels, and the degree to which engineering work was con-
tracted externally for the less specialized traditional engineering disciplines.

The total corporate nuclear engineering discipline staff varied from 30 to 270
between the utilities. If this is reduced to a per-unit value, the variation
was from 20 to 135 employees. The percentage of work contracted orterna11y and
the supervising of contracted work also varied considerably, Generally, the
proportion of modification packages performed in-house was estimated to be
between 40 and 60 percent of the total, with extremes of 20 percent in one case
and nearly 100 percent in another. However, when the complexity of the modifi-
cation packages was considered, the proportion of those done in-house was lower.
Thus, it appeared that the involvement of many utilities is more directed toward
project management of contracted A/E or engineering services organizations in
support of complex modifications with the bulk of utility technical effort con-
centrated on smaller, simpler modifications and other engineering efforts in
support of plant operations. For example, the survey team found that some util-
ities have no capability for performing piping stress analysis in-house and rely
on external design organizations to provide such analyses, using the contracted
organization's procedures and design standards. Because of the wide variety of
staff capabilities and engineering involvement, the survey team developed the
following organizational classification scheme.

1
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Category 1: The utility has an extensive discipline-oriented staff in--

house, and the staff has breadth and depth of engineering skills and knowl-
edge. Hature design specifications and engineering procedures are main-
tained. Most engineering is performed in-house. The utility has the tech-
nical capability to develop major modifications with only specialized con-
tracted support. The utility has high technical involvement in the work.

Category 2: The utility has full breadth of engineering skills and-

knowledge in-house, but not the depth of Category 1 in all disciplines.
Mature design specifications and engineering procedures are maintained.
The utility has the capability to develop extensive preliminary engineering
for modifications in-house, althcugh implementation of pre engineered pack-
ages may be contracted externally. The utility has high technical
involvement in the work.

Category 3: The utility has limited breadth and depth of engineering
-

skills and knowledge in-house. A limited scope of design specifications
and engineering procedures exists in-house. The utility serves as tech-
nical project manager with a contracted engineering service organization
and has limited technical involvement. The contracted organization gen-erally uses its own procedures manual.

The survey team concluded that it may be difficult, but not necessarily unac-
ceptable, for a utility to operate as a Category 3 organization. However, the
methods by which a Category 3 organization ensures that the engineering design
bases are not abrogated during modifications and that right questions are asked
dering the development of modifications and that the answers are properly derived
will be different than for a Category 1 or 2 organization. Conversely, operating
as a Category I or 2 organization in itself will not guarantee successful design
control unless factors such as discussed in this report are considered.

The ability of the utility to carry out a design-document reconstitution program
will depend significantly on the level of in-house capabilities as defined by
the three organizational categories. While the Category 1 staff should have
more wherewithal and greater availability of source documentation, the Category
3 staff will possibly have the most to gain from becoming actively involved in
the DDR process. The involvement of utility engineers should lead to greater
understanding cf their plant's design characteristics and should provide the
opportunity to expand the amount of accessible design documents that will be
of value for future modification design activities.

2.2.4 Equipment Vendor Interface

The utilities mainly interface with equipment vendors during the procurement
process. There appeared to be little difference among the utilities surveyed,
although there were some differences in the degree to which utilities maintain
vendor manuals consistent with the as-built facility.

Utilities generally consult with the NSSS vendor and subvendor when modifying
or replacing major equipment. However, the NSSS vendor included in the survey
expressed concern that a utility might not be aware of the availability of newer
and better parts for use in the NSSS vendor's equipment if the utility dealt
directly with an original equipment subvendor when replacing parts.
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The long period of time that has elapsed since component design and procurement
may aggravate the ability to reconstitute the associated design input
information.

.

2.2.5 Plant Interface

The corporate engineering organization interfaces with plant organizations
.during the design modification process. However, there was little evidence of

'

proactive interface between the corporate and plant organizations for plant
studies not c|irectly related to a planned modification.

During the design process, most of the utilities surveyed have two formal design
~ review meetings (all utilities surveyed have at least one) between the design-

organization and the site organizations to review the modification under devel-
opment. These meetings occur at different stages in the design process depending
on the utility, but one is usually held early in the design process (20 to 50,

percent completion) to resolve issues or conflicts' involving design,- implementa-
tion, construction, procurement, maintainability, safety, operability, health-

-

physics, cost, scheduling, or startup, as appropriate. The second meeting may
be held toward the end of the design process (90 percent completion) to ensure
that no problems exist with constructability, operability, or maintainability of

.

-

the modification and that new problems will not be created for plant personnel
after implementation.' Reviews and comments are formally documented and conflicts
resolved before the modification package is approved and issued. The utilitiesn

reported that these meetings are very valuable to3he design development, promot-
ing understanding of the modification and its effect on all site organizations,-
and enabling resolution of most problems before implementation.

The plant interface reviews generally are conducted by the plant systems
engineer. All of the plant organizations affected by the modification estab-
lish review teams. During the plant reviews, the corporate design engineering-.

organization is essentially in a contractor' role relative to the plant
; organization.

The level of_ plant experience acquired by the desion engineers within the
utilities' corporate engineering organizations varled among the utilities.
For example, some utilities have design engineers with sufficient experience
to'directly mark up and prepare installation or test procedures with little
further effort required by the~ plant organization; others do not have this
level of experience and leave detailed preparation to the plant organizations.

2.3 Document Control'

One element of design control and configuration management programs is a document-
control program that controis-revisions to documents that show the as built con-,

. figuration of the plant and makes these' documents available to engineering and
plant personnel for use in preparing design modifications.--Some utility proce--

:dures for handling controlled documents specifically address ANSI Standard
N45.2.11-1974. 'This standard specifies methods for document control of changes--
and distribution. _ Types of typically controlled documents are listed below.-

design drawings,- including those provided by contractors I
-a

procurement specificationsa

|

|
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insta11etten specifications.

system descriptions
|

*

safety analysis reports.

;environmental reports-
'

administrative, design, installation, and testing procedures-

design calculations and analyses-

t
design-bases documents-

vendor instruction manuals and drawings*

interface documents*

revisions to design documents-
-

field change requests-

design change requests-

Most of the surveyed utilities maintain a controlled copy of plant design
documents to ensure that they reflect the as-built configuration of the plant
with the possible exception of piping area drawings, procuremer,t and construc-
tion specifications, original- vendor drawings, or other historical records.
Many of the utilities do not update controlled calculations to incorporate minor
changes.or track these minor changes so that they can be assessed in aggregate
to determine the total impact on system or component performance. A few util-
ities surveyed maintain a controlled copy of every design document affected by
a design change. Those utilities surveyed that have DDR programs plan to con-
trol the topical and system DBDs, which they are currently preparing, to ensure
that these documents will re' lect the as-built configuration of the plant.

The utilities indicated that the types of documents listed below typically
capture the design bases for the plants and serve as'the basis for the design
change process.

design-bases documents*

Q-list (listing of safety-related components)-

engineering correspondence+

NSSS_ vendor, A/E, venocr, and utility design documents such as engineering.

calculations, drawings, specifications, and internal design standards and
procedures

FSAR, including outstanding updates-

t

. operating license, including Technical Specifications.

NRC safety evaluation reports-

general design criteria (10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A) and other NRC-

regulations

licensing correspondence and regulatory commitments-

environmental, State, and other regulations*

I

NRC Standard Review Plan-
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regulatory guides*

industry standards*

analyses and test reports-

Each of the utilities has several data-base management systems and other
information systems that can be used to retrieve information to be used by thedesign engineer. These systems typically provide information on components and

,

'

other plant equipment, drawings and drawing changes, calculations and analyses,
design documents, a list of safety-related (Q-list) components, and plant modi-fication status. Several utilities noted their intention to develop a configu-
ration management information system (CMIS) that would provide an integration
and control of the information contained in the other data bases and informationsystems.

The team revie,-
one CMIS that is under development and is designed to have one

primary data Sco keyed to the component tag number with a number of secondary
data bases toat can be accessed for additional component and design-bases infor-mation. The goal is to provide a system for the controlled maintenance rand useof configuration data. Among the data bases planned are the Q-list components
valve list, hanger list, equipment list, instrument list, tag number versus pro,-
cedure number, tag number versus drawing number, text contents of D00s, annunci-
ator list, and tag number versus technical manual number. The CMIS was demon-strated to be a very capable and useful tool. The configuration data in the
CMIS is accessed from a carousel-type array that allows great expansion of data
availability coupled with rapid retrieval of information. The utility indicated
that continuous interaction of the utility personnel and the computer system
designers was necessary to achieve a truly useful, user friendly system that
met their needs.

An established broad range of controlled as-built documents will aid the
reconstitution of the 31 ant design bases. The verification and validationefforts associated wit 1 design-bases documentation will be impeded if the
source documentation has not been maintained in an as-built condition. The-
DDR program in concert with ongoing configuration management efforts can prompt
the expenditure of resources to attain consistency between the design documentsand the plant configuration.

2.3.1 Drawings

Plant drawings are an essential part of a document control program because they
are critical to design-engineers, plant operators, maintenance and technical
staffs, and others in performing plant modifications and normal plant operational -

,

evolutions, in developing procedures, and in coping with off-normal operating
These drawings provide needed design information, but become untrust-e ents.

worthy when they are not maintained consistent with the as-built plant design.
Timeliness of updating drawings is a difficult task, but is necessary if the
needs of the designer and the operator are to be met.

All of the utilities surveyed have experienced difficulty with drawing mainte-
. Categories of drawings, such as logic drawings, instrument loop drawings,nance.

and piping area drawings, have not typically been maintained as-built and can
only be provided through a reconstitution program. In some instances, drawing
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update programs in the past only caught up to a certain point and d d not provide
a mechanism for continued updates resulting from future plant change:s. Drawing
update priorities were not well defined, resulting in an overload for the draft-
ing organization and missed update schedules. It is important that control room
drawings are always updated before a modified system is returned '.o operation
because this could result in unsafe operations and disagreemets betwc2n
procedures and referenced drawings.

The utilities surveyed have drawing control pro
resulting from design changes or modifications (grams that address revisionsincluding interim or special
drawings particular to the modification or change) and revisions resulting
from minor deficiencies or nomenclature errors that are not design related.
The drawing control programs encompass NSS$ vendor drawings, A/E drawings,
plant equipment drawings from other vendors, and utility produced drawings forthe plant. One utility has identified 165,000 drawings associated with its
drawing control program.

Each of the surveyed utilities has established a priority categorization for
updating drawings and has identified timeframes for accomplishing the update
of the drawings in each category. The number of categories vary from two to
five, and the timeframes for updates vary from 5 to 14 days for the highest
priority drawings (e.g. , control room drawings that are required to be updated
before acceptance-for operability) to 180 days following a declaration of
system operability or a request for updating on the lowest priority drawings.
An example of e drawing prioritization method is described in Appendix.C.

Although control room drawings have the highest-priority for updating, only a
limited number of drawing types are classified as control room drawings. Otherdrawings have a longer update

-tenance and operations personn.timeframe, and the team noted instances of main-el experiencing difficulties in determining the
appropriate plant configuration to perform such operations as electrical system
tagouts. ' An associated problem arising from the extended update time was the
existence of some individual drawings with as many as 15 to 20 design changes
outstanding against the drawing, with some implemented and some yet to be imple-
mented. Further refinement of drawing categories in some instances may be
necessary to better minimize operational, maintenance, and design controlproblems.

Control room ~ drawing types considered critical to plant operations varied-

<

cignificantly from utility to utility. 'The drawing types that utilities typ-
ically update before turnover of the modified systems to plant operations as
well as additional. drawing types that are important to operations and located
.in some of the control rooms are listed below.

piping and instrumentation diagrams (P& ids) or equivalent
-

control-logic dia' grams-

electrical one-line diagrams-
'

instrument functional. loop diagrams-

control wiring diagrams, elementary wiring diagrams, or schematica

connection diagrams
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l

electrical distribution and panel arrangement drawings-

' ,

reactor protection and safeguards drawings*

circuit breaker list or interruption diagrams-

' 1evel-setting diagrams*
!

4

three-line electrical diagrams-

ac.and.de 480-volt and 125 volt feeder diagrams-

.-

!general arrangement drawings*

valve indexa

instrument inder 1*

i

lighting drawings*

:

piping schematics*

!

internal wiring diagrams*

instrument block diagrams*

The survey team found utility programs that did not require all drawings
designated as control room or. operations drawings to be redrafted before modiff-
cation turnover. Interim as-built temporary drawings were supplied for opera-
tions use until the drawing revision process was complete, usually within 30 to
90 days of modification turnover.. Updating of critical plant drwings for oper-
ations use as a condition of modification turnover is an important function.

.

Further refinement of drawing catsgorizations and better-definition of priority
drawings should be considered to enable timely updating of important drawings.

'

' Some of_the utilities said that they are maintaining'all of the plant drawings
to reflect the as built configuration of the plant, while others said they try

- to maintain all but a few drawing types with the as built configurationi The
exceptions are usually historical drawingsisuch as those contained in vendor
manuals or used for a one-time or temporary application, piping area drawings,
and equipment plan and general layout drawings. Key drawings are extracted
from the manuals and placed in the drawing control program separately from the<

-

manuals.

Most utilities produce interim drawings in one form or another for use in
_modification packages, with the areas affected by the modification noted on them

interim drawings. In one utility surveyed, the original drawing is marked to
indicate that a modification is' outstanding so other modifications can be pro-
perly coordinated. ' Interim _ drawings are_ issued with the modification package-
and as aperture cards to be included in the computerized drawing control -system
along with the original-drawing.. In other utilitiesr the control and. status of
interim and revised drawings are sometimes accomplished by means of a computer-

! ized drawing control tracking system, which would be more compatib'le with the
L integrated CMIS.
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!

There are several unique drawing types for plant operations or modificatius.4

Composite consu cction drawings that cover several modifications or field eevi-.

sions are developed to show the effect of planned work on a system or area of :
the plant to minimize interference and modification interaction during plant'

outages. Composite drawings are developed for wiring and tubing modifications
to provide an overview of the modification by showing interface u d interconnec-
tion points of existing systems. Drawings that are composites of plant safety
system P& ids and logic diagrams are used as control room drawings critical toplant operations. Drawings that show the configuration on which the design was
based are included in electrical and instrumentation and control design change
packages so that the actual field condition can be verified before the
modification is implemented.

~ s

While utilities have established prioritization categories to guide the drawing
update process, the survey results indicated that some drawings have been,

inappropriately categorized and the delayed drawing updates have negatively '

affected the conduct of plant activities.
.

2.3.2 Calculations -

,

Another class of design documents is calculations or analyses. Calculations
demonstrate in an analytical fashion that the facility structures, systems, or
components can meet their engineering design bases and perform their intended

i

safety functions. . Calculations and analyses are not generally considered design
input documents, but often these calculations form the point of departure for
plant changes and modifications.

The survey team reviewed the availability of original plant calculations and the
adequacy of the origi;ul plant calculations in light of regulatory and system
changes since plant licensing. They reviewed the control of changes anj revi-
sions to these calculations arising from'the design change and modification pro-
cess, the philosophy toward missing calculations and the priority for regenerat-
ing calculatioas, and the tracking of and accounting for incremental changes to !
system configurations that may reach a threshold necessitating a revised calcu-
lation to ensure the design bases (including the required margin of safety) are
maintained.,

Many-of the plants have designs that pre-date the requirements of Appendix B
to 10 CFR Part 50 and the-specifications of ANSI Standards N45.2.9-1974 and
N45.2.11-1974. As a result, availability and control of design calculations
in the time preceding these regulations and standards were much less than during

- periods following the imposition of these requirements. Utility design-document,

reconstitution,(DDR) programs have resulted in accessing thousands of design -
documents and pieces of correspondence 'from the NSSS vendor's files, original
plant A/E's files, an'd utility's files. Some-calculations cannot be traced to
a particular system or component, or.it cannot be determined if the calculation,

< '

- was the latest revision applicable to the system at the time of the plant oper-
ating license. Most utilities with early plants did not appreciate the need for
turnover of plant design documentation from A/E and NSSS vendor files to utility
filus at the time of plant licensing; nor did they anticipate the need-to estab-

- iish and maintain configuration control of the documentation in their files
following plant licensing.

.

?

k
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However, current utility design change / modification procedures address in detail
the control and revision of calculations. Some utilities revise existing calcu-
lations while some perform new calculations, leaving the existing ones in placeas a historical rncord. When minor changes were performed on a system (e.g.,
replacement of a tee with an elbow in a piping run, weight change resulting from
valve replacements, pipe hanger modifications, and rerouting of cable trays),
evaluations and justifications for not revising calculations were usually noted
in the modification package, but were not generally noted on the affected cal-
culation to indicate that the calculation was no longer representative of the
as-built system because of modifications. An instance was found, however, whero
procedural guidance exists for calculation addenda to summarize such minor
changes so that later calculation revisions can account for these minor changes.
In some cases, performing calculations to determine the effect of minor system

4
'

changes may not be necessary as long as testing (such as flow testing) can ade-
Quately confirm the capability of the modified system to perform its specified
function and meet the design requirements.

Some utilities do not maintain generic files of calculations, but maintain the
calculations with the design modification package. In one instance, contractor
organizations are relied on to prepare design modifications and to control
calculations under their program, leading to potential incor41stencies in
calculation control.

The survey team reviewed the identification and tracking of multiple incremental
' changes to calculations for which each change in and of itself might be inconse-
quential to the results of the calculation, but the cumulative effects might be
of sufficient significance to warrant revision of the calculation to account forall changes. None of the utilities surveyed has vigorously addressed thisConcern.

One utility expressed concern that the existence of auditable but trivial
discrepancies in the plant design documentation could require excessive and
physically meaningless revisions to the documents to obtain conformity. Theutility believes that as the data base of design and as-built information
increases, it will find a substantial number of minor inconsistencies between
documents that would be very costly and time consuming to reconcile. The util-
ity suggested one way to address this would be to develop tolerancas for minor
deviations in data that are within the range of calculational or installation
accuracy for design and physically measurable attributes. The Electric Power
Research Institute, Nuclear Construction Issues Group suggested a cimilar ap-
proach for piping systems in its " Guidelines for Piping System Reconciliation"
(NCIG-05). The utility also suggested that judgment should be exercised in
deciding which design and construction attributes are to be a part of a config-
uration management program because the amount of information that is controlled
or that needs to be verified can fncrease geometrically as the number of attri-
butes is increased. For example, many attributes can be controlled for piping
supports, including weld length and s'ize, anchor bolt characteristics, and evenpaint color.

Some attributes have attributes of their own. For instance, some
anchor bolt attributes are embedment length, thread engagement, perpendicularity
to the base plate, bolt torque, and locking device type. Therefore, if it were
necessary to retrieve, control, and verify every attribute for every component
one would very quickly be overwhelmed with data, much of which could beinconsequential.

!
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2.3.3 Af19cted Procedures

The plant change / modification packages developed by the engineering organizations
usually resulted in the development of or revision to plant procedures such as
installsu on, acceptance test, startup test. operations, maintenance, surveil- e

-lance, and chemistry procedures. These procedural changes were accompanied bychanges to plant trcining programs. Methods for preparing these procedural
changes vary from utility to utiiity. For some utilities, the design organiza-
tion has a major role in defining procedural changes; in others the design
organization provides guidelines for implementation and plant organizations
define procedural changes.

One method specifies that the design engineer responsible for developing the
modification design package prepare a summary functional description of how
system operation will be affected by the modification. In this instance, mark-
ups or draft changes to the operations, maintenance, or other plant procedures
are not prepared by the design organization. The plant groups are responsible ,5

for reviewing the modification, determining which of the procedures require
changes, and preparing those changes. The procedure changes are identified to
the project superintendent responsible for tracking the changes and ensuringthey are accomplished. However, step-by-step installation instructions are
provided by the design organization, along with examination and functioni,testing.

- Another niethoo specifies that the design engineers provis guidance for test,
instc11ation, and plant operating procedure changes, whi'r the site installation
organizations develop detailed installation instructions and work packages usingthe design guidance. The plant systems engineers define the required procedural
changes with the assistance of the-affected plant organizations and coordinate
the-development and implementation of those procedural changes. The plant sys-
tems engineers alco define procedural requirements for post-modification testing.O
Development of the majority of the procedures is typically performed on site
because corporate design engineers generally have limited experience with regard-to plant operating requirements.

Another utility uses a plant procedures upgrade group to develop all new
procedures and procedural changes, including those arising from plant modifica-
tions. -Installation process sheets and installation 1ists are developed by theimpleranting organization. Design engineering provides criteria for installa-4:

-

tion, startup,-and testing and provides operation and maintenance guidelines and
other necessary information for use in developing plant operating manual
procedural'chan0es.

The w etice of using the design engineers to provide draft plant procedural
chahaw with the modification packages was only found in instances in which
utilities have extensive plant operating experience within their designorganization staff.

' Plant moH fications and design changes have a similar effect on the training
departments.. Typically, training receives copies of modification packages for
review and comment during the development stage and again at final issue of the
modification. -Operator training requirements relevant to the modified system
are determined and the timeframe for the training (i.e., immediate, before
turnover of the modification to operations, or long term) are established. 1
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1 raining requirements are determined for maintenance craft, installation craft,-
and other non-operator training programs and lesson plans are revised or devel-
oped. Special lesson plans' are prepared, if necessary, for_ training that is.
required befo n startup or turnover of a modification-to operations. Simulator
changes also are determined. Training is held during the normal operator train-
ing cycle, throu
operating crews.gh special training classes or during shift briefings for t5e

.

Procedures that are deemed critical to plant operation of x modified system
(e.g., operating, abnormal operating, emergency operating, surveillance, and
chemistry procedures) are required to be updated, approved, and in place in the

,control room before the modified system is declared operable. Other procedures
that are not required for operability, such as maintenance procedures, may bt
updated following the determination of system operability and turnover to opera-
tions. Modification control procedures at utilities require listing all revised
design and plant documents in the modification package. Most utilities use the
document revision list as a checkoff or use other means of tracking procedural
changes to ensure all changes are implemented before the modification package
is closed.

In the past, utility design organizations had not reviewed plant procedures
for conformance to design requirements. However, programs are in place, or
planned, in several instances, to accomplish such reviews. The greater degree
of involvement by the design organization with generating plant procedures
should result in-fewer concerns identified during the design-bases document
verif_ication stage.

2.3.4 RetrievAility/ Availability of Design Documents

Each of the utilities surveyed varied in the scope and detail of its design
document types because these documents were prepared by four different NSSS
vendors, four different A/Es, and four different constructors to site-specific
and other plant-unique design requirements. One utility designed and constructed
its own plant. The original design documents for most of the plants were pre-
pared in tha late 1960's and early 1970's, while the original design documents ;

for one plant were prepared in the late 1970's.

Technical control over plant design modifications-also varied from utility to
utility. Severas_ utilities surveyed either perform most plant design modifica-
tions in-house or perform technical reviews of the plant design modifications
that are prepared by contracting organizations. These utilities have also
obtained all of the original plant design documents that the plant A/Es could.
access. Other utilities function in a project management mode and assign the-
preparation of plant design modif_ications and the responsibility for the tech-
nical adequacy of these plant design modifications to the original plant NSSS
vendor, the original plant A/E, or other contracting organizations. The plant
A/Es maintain the original plant design documents for these utilities, thus the
utilities must rely on these organizations for information on document
availability and retrievability.

For each utility surveyed, the team obtained an overview of the availability
and.rotrievability of the utility's design documents with regard to its unique
plantLlicensing commitments and design requirements for the electrical, instru-
mentation and control, mechanical components, and mechanical / nuclear disciplines.
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The attributes reviewed in each discipline are tabulated in Appendix B to this
report.

The utilities surveyed have adopted ANSI N45.2.9-1974 as the standard for the
preservation of lifetime quality assurance records. The plant design records
for plants with more recent startup dates appeared to be adequate. The design
records for earlier plants do not ,3 port all aspects of the original plant
design because those plants were designed and built before the requirements of
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 applied. Most of the utilities intend to regener-
ate some missing calculations to validate system design-bases documents.

2.3.5 Availability of Corporate Design Guides, Standards, and Design
Specifications

An important measure of a design engineering organization's capability is the
scope, quality, and maintenance of internal design guides, standards, end designspecifications. These documents typically comprise specific technical guidance
that supplements the general requirements imposed by industry standards and reg-
ulatory requirements applicable to the plant design. While these internal guid-
ance documents need not represent regulatory commitments or mandatory design
practice in all cases, as a minimum, they would be evidence that the organization
has considered and selected alternative design approaches, and would define at
least one acceptable (but not necessarily unique) approach. Such documents
promote a uniformly understood design approach to ensure that higher-tier regu-
latory commitments :9d safety requirements that are a part of the plant design
bases are fulfilled.

Typically, higher-tier requirements are deliberately not prescriptive in the
details of design implementation. Lower-tier documents provide working-level
guidance to the designer For example, the requirement for physical separation
of redundant equipment is translated into a design approach. Such plant- -

specific and detailed guidance is required to control the design activities to
ensure conformance with the plant design bases. The utilities addressed this
need in various ways. All of the utilities surveyed had prepared or plan to
prepare at least some topical DBDs that are intended to be specific enough to
be used directly by a design engineer for certain areas such as electrical
separation. There DBDs are particularly valuable for older plants constructed
before the establishment of more recent and detailed industry standards.

Some utilities believe it is sufficient to just use industry standards and
regulatory requirements to control the formal conduct of their lower-tier designactivities. However, it also is necessary to control plant-specific interpre-
tation and application of these standards and to recognize that the industry
standards do not cover all of the lower-tier design decisions and analyses that

a must be made by the engineer.

All the utilities reported the existence of other internal guidance documents
known variously as design guides, standards, specifications, design criteria
memoranda, engineering instructions, quality' instructions, and design (drawing)
details. There was a wide variety in the scope of these documents, as well as
wide variation in their structure, use, and maintenance. In some cases, the
documents reflect an emphasis on procurement or installation specifications,
rather than design specifications. In other cases, utilities employ older cor-
potate standards that had been developed for fossil plants without updating or

|
l
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tailoring them to nuclear application. Some utilities rely extensively on the
design standards and practices of the A/E performing the modification work.

|

A summary of the design guidance topics that the utilities reported as either
available or planned is provided in Appendix 0. Documents maintained by con-
tracted organizations were not reviewed as part of the survey and are not
addressed in the summary. The survey team briefly assessed the scope of the
utilities' documents for comparison purposes, but did not evaluate their ade-
quacy. The topics listed are representativt, but not all-inclusive of the
design attributes that might require internal guidance documents.

None of the utilities have a comprehensive collection of internal engineering
design guides, standards, and specifications. Some utilities seem to have a
fair number of such documents in place, some utilities have comparatively
aggressive plans for developing such internal guidance, while other utilitics
seem to be relying on a collection of topical DBDs, existing analyset, design
output documents, a sparse collection of procurement and installation related
guidelines, or their A/E's standards and practices.

The degree to which design-bases information has been implemented through the
application of consistent design guides will have a direct bearing on the ease
and ability of.the utility to verify and validate the DBDs. A sufficient spec-
trum of internal desigr guidance documents also ensures better control of the
activities of contracted engineering organizations. This would provide for a
consistent design approach and ensure incorporation of design-bases information

-into the working design.

2.4 Design Control

The design control process is applied to design activities for safety-related
equipment and/or systems to ensure that applicable design requirements such as
design bases, regulatory requirements, codes, and standards are correctly
translated into the associated design documents, such as drawings, specifica-
tions, design analyses, calculations, installation procedures, and test proce-
dures. The current activities at all of the utilities surveyed are stated to
be in compliance with ANSI N45.2.11-1974

Most of the utilities have taken the approach that changes to installed equip-
ment or equipment replacements will be reviewed, evaluated, and approved or
rejected on the basis of an evaluation of the changes against their current
licensing bases, which for the most part are the original or equivalent codes,
regulations, and quality assurance requirements employed for the unit during
original design and construction. If items arise that were not considered in
the original plant specifications or the FSAR, an independent determination of
the applicability is made. Modifications must be consistent with or exceed
design requirements for the originally installed equipment.

All of the utilities surveyed have some form of centralized design organization
for control of the design and design changes. This organization is discipline
oriented and located within the corporate offices. However, the responsibility
and authority assumed by the design organizations differed among the utilities.
Some organizations assume complete authority and either perform design changes
in-house or tightly control work performed outside the organization by invoking
the use of utility procedures and design standards and practices for A/Es or
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other contractor organizatbns. At the other end of the spectrum, several
organizations control design changes in a project management mode. The design
authority is delegated to the contracted organization performing the work and
little technical design review and oversight is exercised by the utility designorganization.

1

The objective of the centralized design organization is to focus on engineeH ng
and design issues rather than operations issues and to develop and use consis-
tent engineering procedures and technology to solve plant problems. All of the
utilities stated that they have improved their means to meet this objective over
the past several years and are interested in further enhancement. Several util-
ities have a design feedback system whereby a comprehensive data base of exper-
ience, problems, and good practice is maintained and made accessible to the
engineers developing plant modifications.

Some utility personnel characterized the modifications performed before recent
program improvements as generally of good quality and involving few changes inthe plant design bases. The major program improvements are in administration
and control of the modification process--better configuration control and
increased documentation requirements and documentation control that will ensure
a tighter linkage to the plant design bases.

Utilities typically have prepared detailed procedures for the preparation andcontrol of plant modifications.
Some utilities have made minor enhancements

to their procedures over the vear=, while others have made significant changesand improvements to their pre 'dui as late as mid-1989. The followingdescription of a plant modifi tiw process is representative of the process
followed at the utilities surv. and serves to highlight the detailed require-
ments for adequately controlling design chang u to a nuclear facility. Key dif-ferences in utility methods of controlling var w aspects of the design changeprocess are addressed. Generally, current plant nodification processes of the
utilities surveyed are sufficiently controlled by procedure so that, if these
procedures are followed, plant configuration control will be maintained. The
observations noted in this section may provide a basis for further enhancements.

2.4.1 Design Change Initiation

A design change is generally initiated by the plant to request engineering
assistance or a plant improvement. Often, the request is linked to an inte-
grated schedule that provides for processing technical and engineering services
while prioritizing the use of resources and providing budget accountability.
Many utilities designate a modification coordinator or liaison engineer, who
is either a site engineer or a plant systems engineer, to coordinate the modi-
fication as necessary throughout the development and installation of the modi-
fication. A detailed screening of the work scope is performed by the plant
configuration control supervisor, or systems engineer, and the proposed work
is directed to either the technical organization, the site engineering office,
or an offsite source. Most significant design change requests are usually not
handled by the onsite organizations. Some modifications are reviewed by an
interdisciplinary management review board before being approved as a plantproject.

The initial screening process appeared to be a key factor in determining which
proposed modifications are selected for development and implementation. All the
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utilities surveyed appeared to have adequate procedural controls for the designand installation of facility modifications. Many utilities have developed pro-
cedures to screen suggested modifications to eliminate quickly those that were
not necessary or were not justifiable on cost-benefit bases. It app.ared that
utilities are coming to the realization that the easiest way to control the
plant configuration is to restrict modifications to those that are essential
or at least highly desirable because they enhance operation and maintenance of
systems, structures, and components.

_

The team found that there was a correlation between the rigor of the modifica-
tion screening process and the_ implementation of the modification. A rigorous
screening process forces the design staff to do a thorough job of assessing the
impact of a proposed modification on the plant operation, the potintial plant
interferences that needed to be considered in the modification development, the
difficulty that would be encountered in installing the modification, the antici-
pated radiation exposure to craft personnel installing the modification, the
cost of the modification, and the effect on the outage schedule. Therefore,
when the utility selectively decides to implement a plant modification that has
gone through a-rigorous- screening process there are few, if any, surprises dur-
ing implementation because walkdowns have been performed and much of the-inter-
organizational coordination has been'done in order to develop the_information
needed to gain approval for funding. At least one of the utilities surveyed
had a two-step approval process to quickly scre m out modifications that were
not cost beneficial before a significant amount of engineering and developmentalcosts were incurred. A more rigorous screening process results in better util-
ity control of the overall modification implementation program.

The key to configuration management is to control and minimize facility changes.
Examples were cited where a weak project determination process had adverse effects >

on schedule management and personnel morale, while a strong project determina-
tion process that concentrated on plant needs and minimized the scheduled list
of-low priority modifications, resulted in a high approval rate of projects and
good schedule management.- At least one utility periodicelly reviews the list
of outstanding modifications and cancels proposed discretionary modifications
.if they have not been installed after one or two refueling outages.

2.4.2 Design Change Development

Multiple phases are-often involved in the development process for those projects
that are directed to the corporate engineering organizations. For example -there
are four-individually approved phases (i.e. , project identification,- propos,al,
project plan, and modification package) through which a design modification
.normally passes as it is processed from conception to a comp 1Ge modification-
package. In each phase, the scope of the design modification is refined, the
design is developed.further, and plant' endorsement.of that design is ebtained.
A brief outline of the process is provided below to show how the design change
process is carried out. The survey team does not intend this to represent a '

recommended process; rather, it is to serve as a typical example of how designchanges evolve. Some utilities use as few as two phases, but most use at least
-three phases. Some of the intermediate phases are optional if the cost or com-
plexity of the modification is sufficiently small or if the project is of an
emergency nature.
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In the first phase,_the plant and the utility's corporate engineering group
perform an initial screening to determine if_ the proposed modification-is neces-
sary and, if necessary, whether it should be done in-house or contracted to an

' external organization.

The second phase consists of a walkdown of the-area affected by the modification
to validate existing facility drawings and to note any structural details, envi-
ronmental conditions or other configuration details that may need to be consi-
dered in developing a detailed proposal package. As part of the proposal pace
age, a project summary is developed that describes the scope of the_ problem, the
recommended solution, and the-alternative solutions considered. The project
summary is-generally reviewed by the utility's management art other administra-
tive end technical groups. The summary becomes more detailed as the preparation
of the design modification progresses.

The project summary that the design organization prepares explains the problem>

history and the effects of the problem and provides an independent root-cause
analysis, an outline of the recommended solution, and a list and brief descrip-

| tion of_the major equipment added or affected by the design change. The summary
'also describes the philosophy and major elements in the control scheme of the
design change, any direct or indirect changes to the operation of affected sys-
tems,-and _any changes to the unit's efficiency or reliability. It provides the
outage requirements and key organizational responsibilities for the interfacing
portions of the plant affected by the installation and the testing requirements-
for.the design change. Finally, the-summary describes the alternative solutions
that were considered but not recommended, including initial cost, any operating
costs and benefits, and any effects on occupational exposure.

The proposal package also contains preliminary assessments regarding the need
for a technical specification or FSAR change or a license amendment. It includes
also a consideration as to whether implementation of the proposed design modifi-
cation.will involve an unreviewed safety question, as well as. considerations
such as environmental- effects or unusual design or installation challenges. The
proposal development up to this point represents approximately 5 percent of the
total engineering effort.

It is necessary. to identify design. bases and design . inputs i_n'the development
of a proposal-package. Many of the utilities surveyed use a comprehensive
design review -checklist to identify appropriate design -inputs, design attributes, _
design criteria, and design documents. For example, the design input checklist
at one utility addresses applicable codes / standards, performance requirements
'(including-operational requirements and _ failure effects), compatibility, instal-
lation, maintainability, test requirements, public/ personnel safety, fire pro-
tection,'and security. It also addresses technical topics such as dynamic

_

-

qualification,. electrical separation, flooding protection, human factors engi-
. neering, welding, operating experience, and computer sof tware changes. The
detailed checklist appeared to be beneficial to the design engineer.

From these. design bases and design inputs, preliminary design support documents
are developed and a budget package put together that identifies time and material
costs -for the proposed modification.

The package is then circulated for comment by the plant's modification
coordinator. The coordinator resolves these comments, as required, and " epares
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the proposal package with any additional information for review by the plant
review group (PRG), which conrists of the plant reviewers or their managers.
The PRG may recommend proposal acceptance, change in scope, cancellation, or
deferral to management. The design organization is consulted when comments
affect the technical or safety content of the proposal.

One utility has established a formal subcommittee to the plant review committee
to review all design issues of a modification package. The subcommittee is
chaired by the system engineer responsible for initiating the project and
includes specialists from operations, maintenance, construction, and radiation
protection, as appropriate. The proposal package is typically reviewed for cor-
rectness of the problem statement; adequacy of the 10 CFR 50.59 safety evalua-
tion, equipment selection, and recommended design change; effect on plant sys-
tems during installation; requirements for system tag out during the outage;
and accuracy of plant provided design input and post-modification testing.

Some utilities have performed 10 to 30 percent of the design effort by this
point in the design development process, depending on the scope of the project
and the utility organization.

The project plan is the third phase of the example modification development
process and forms the basis for the decision to consider funding the modifica-
tion. Its primary purpose is to clearly define the recommended minimum design
changes that will meet the intent of the project. The project plan also provides
estimated labor and procurement schedules and cash flow requirements. It is
comprised of the engineering plan, produced by the design organization, and com-
plementary plans produced by the site and other organizations. The amount of
design work completed at this stage of the modification package usually consists
of adequately defining the modification and reaching agreement with the plant
on the basic design. About 50 percent or more of the project's engineering and
design work may be required at this time to reach the desired level of design
definition. In this phase, extensive coordination between the various
engineering discipline is required for complex modification.

The engineering portion of the project plan is intended to resolve design issues
so that the final design, the procurement, and the modification package can be
completed. Design uncertainties in the engineering plan are listed on affected
drawings and documents to facilitate site consideration. These issues will
either require resolution before project plan approval or later during the
development of the modification. When the design organization releases the
modification package to the site after an independent design review of calcula-
tions has been performed, there are usually no outstanding issues that require
resolution before site approval and issuance for implementation. ,

The engineering portion of the modification package includes the traveler (the
cover sheet for the modification package), the project summary, the design sup-
port documents, and design drawings, and the budget package. Design support
documents include a preliminary safety evaluation; a design-bases document;
lists of valves, motors, instruments, lines, and other significant equipment;
a cable list; a bill of materials; a list of spare parts, and plans for
installation and testing.

The design-bases document incorporated in the modification package is prepared
for those projects involving design changes or installation methods that are
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anticipated to affect safety-related structures, systems, and components (SSC).
The document contains applicable design inputs such as design bascs, regulatory
requirements, safety analysis report, and technical specification requirements,
as well as codes and standards for those SSC to be modified or added. If an
applicable design-bases document already exists either through a DDR program or
through development for a previous modification package, reference and revision
may be made to the existing document instead of creating a new document.

Using the engineering plan, the plant and support organizations develop
complementary plans for fabrication, installation, training, simulator modi-
fication, testing, and closecut. The design organization integrates the
complementary plans into the complete project plan.

The integrated project plan is then submitted to the PRG for review and
approval. Unresolved issues that will require site concurrence for resolution,
are listed with the party responsible for resolution, the party from whom
concurrence is required,' and the forecast schedule for resolution.

Once the project plan is approved, the design organization must produce final
design documents and drawings consistent with the plan and the site is required
to commit to the design plan so that additional requirements will not be imposed
during or after design completion. This approach reflects the concept of the
plant as a customer'and the engineering organization as a supplier of materials
and services.

-The fourth phase is the modification package phase and represents the culmination
of the design change process. The package contains the traveler, project sum-
mary, design-support documents, design drawings, installation instructions,
testing requirements, documentation revisions, and review / comment sheets.

The traveler is the cover sheet for the modification package documenting the
completion of design, reviews, and approval. The project _ summary specifically
describes the scope of the modification. The design-support documenti, that
accompany the-modification package include design-basis documents, plant draw-
ings, and equipment lists; nuclear safety- evaluations; major radioactive evalua-
tions according to an approved procedure; certification of seismic design ade-
quacy; an environmental qualification impact evaluation, Q-list or marked-up

-

drawings showing safety-related (Q-list) components or boundaries; and other
-

engineering impact evaluations required by other procedures.

Several utilities hold periodic meetings to coordinate the implementation of a
modification. These meetings were usually held on site before implementation of
a modification and at various stages during implementation and typically include
(depending on the scope and complexity of the modification) representatives from
groups such as operations, modifications, instrumentation, engineering (site and
corporate), health physics, training, and construction.

Most utilities perform field walkdowns associated with the design phase of the
modification. These walkdowns are performed to identify potential interferences
or. requirements that may have been missed by review of the design documents,
identify errors or inconsistencies between plant configuration and design docu-
ments, confirm testability of equipment, and identify possible security or fire
barrier effects. A formal set of walkdown questions for each of the two walk-
downs may be used, with observations recorded and resolved by the design engineer.
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In some cases, the walkdowns are mandatory unless waived by approval of utility
management, and typically involve design engineering, operations, maintenance,
construction, system engineering, and other organizational representatives as
necessary. In some cases, when the decision is left to the individual design
engineer such walkdowns may not be performed, resulting in a less effective
modification implementation process and possible field changes required to
resolve interferences that should have been identified in the walkdown.

,2.4.3 Modification Implementation

The installation instructions for the modifications are developed by the design
engineer and incorporated in the modification package when it is issued to the3

plant. The installation instructions specify any special inspections, processes,
and testing requirements, including acceptance or rejection criteria not normally
specified by existing programs or applicable drawings and specifications. These
instructions also reference the installation-related codes, standards, specifi-
cations, and regulatory requirements that are specified or assumed as part of
the design bases but are not indicated or included on drawings, reference
specifications, or approved procedures.

The procedural steps provide a sequence of events and sufficient direction to
perform the work. The detail of control and guidance needed is dependent on
the complexity of the work, the possible effect on plant operation and opera-
bility of equipment, the documentation required, and the existence of applicable
procedures. The drawings, instructions, and necessary procedures are designed
to be sufficiently detailed to ensure the work is performed correctly.

'
-

At some utilities, design engineers only provide draft instructions or general
guidance on the effect of the modification on work activities; specific instal-
lation instructions and work control documents are prepared by tb- implementing
organization. The maintenance organization prepares the specific ...sta11ation
requirements for simpler changes or the site construction organization for
changes involving major work efforts and staffing requirements.

Acceptance tests are included or identified in the modification package by the
design engineer. These tests are to demanstrate that the changes made by the
modification were satisfactorily implemented and to verify compliance with the
required surveillances. As a minimum the tests

(1) verify that the new or modified components function satisfactorily and
are adjusted properly

(2) test logic under all credible configurations within the limitations of
plant design and conditions

(3) verify the performance requirements to the extent necessary to determine
operability

(4) include post-maintenance tests required because of maintenance and
modification-related activities performed as part of the modification
work

(5) include new technical specification surveillance test requirements that
result from the modification and are necessary to demonstrate operability

1
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(6) include existing technical specification and American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME), Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, surveillance
test requirements on new equipment or components as required to demonstrate
operability

(7) include tests required by the codes and standards (ANSI Standard B31.1 or
ASME Section III)

;

(8) include hold points for other prerequisites for operability not otherwise
provided

(9) verify that temporary connections or temporarily installed equipment for
testing has been removed

Acceptance tests include details on how the test is to be run and what consti-
tutes acceptance. Existing or proposed surveillance tests may be used for
acceptance tests. Those portions of acceptance '.ests that cannot be performed
until af ter the unit or affected system is returned to service are typically
identified as startup tests. Startup tests may include inservice leak tests,
surveillance tests, and other tests that can only be done after the modified
system has been released to operations. These tests are identified as
exceptions. Some utility design packages contain only general information on
testing, leaving .the detailed development of the tests to the site organizations
after issuance of the final engineering package.

All utilities-surveyed require that modification packages contain a design
-document revision sheet that lists the design and plant documents known to need
revision. The design engineer mar provide draft changes to plant documents or
the responsible plant group may prepare document changes directly on the basis
of.the information contained in the modification package. If the safety analysis
. determines that a change to a description contained in the technical specifica-
.tions'or FSAR is required, marked up copies of the affected pages are included
in the package. -The lead engineer is responsible for obtaining vendor documen-
tation, drawings, and technical manuals for engineering procured equipment
installed for the modification. ,

'

The design organization and the' plant both review the modification package for
approval. . The design organization performs, as a minimum, a design verification /
technical review and the nuclear safety review, as well as other reviews that
are addressed on the traveler. The design verification review is in accordance
with Section 6 of ANSI N45.2.11-1974. This would be an independent verification
performed by competent > individuals or groups other than those who performed the
original design. . Acceptable design verification methods include design reviews
and alternative calculations or qualification testing. If the design review
method is chosen, it would include such things as verification of design inputs

: back to their source. documents, review of the design methodology and the reason-
-ableness of. design assumptions.and the reasonableness of' design outputs relative
to design inputs. The designated. plant reviewers review the modification in

,

accordance with the list of attributes specified in the modification procedure.
Modifications'that are determined to constitute either an unreviewed safety

.. question or a change to the technical specifications are typically approved by
} the plant nuclear safety committee before final approval. The modification is
|- then approved by plant management and distributed in accordance with plant
! procedures.

|
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Modification packages are usually released to the sites 3 to 6 months before
.

the required impler.antation date. -Most major modifications are implemented '

during plant outages because systems or portion of systems are required to be
taken out of service or to minimize the potential for interaction with safety
system functions during operation. Most of the utilities indicated that the
release of modification packages by the design organization is generally timely
to accommodate plant review cycles, preparation of implementation paperwork,
and procurement of equipment.

Any changes to an approved modification package are performed by field revisions.
Field revisions are typically limited to changes that are within the scope of
the modification package and do not conflict with any requirement or conclusion
of the safety evaluation. Field changes.predominar.tly occur during installation
becaure'of interferences or other complications that were not considered in the
initidi instructions. Incorporating a large number of field changes into the
modification package makes it difficult for the implementing organization to
confidently accomplish.the work tasks. One utility survey.ed requires that the
modification package be revised if the total number of field changes accumulating
against the package has the potential to confuse or mislead the constructor or
plant personnel.

The site implementation phase of modifications normally involves work authori-
zation, installation and inspection, acceptance testing, walkdown, installation
documentation review, and declaration of operability.

The modification coordinator is responsible for coordination of work activities
between the utility organizations and/or contractors involved in the modifica-
tion installation. The testir4 coordinator is responsible for maintaining
control of the system during acceptance testing to prevent misoperation.

The modification coordinator also schedules a walkdown inspection near completion
of the installation. The additional participants in the walkdown are usually
the systems engineer,.the installing organization, quality assurance (QA) and
quality. control (QC), the design organization, operations, and maintenance. A
detailed set of guidelines for the walkdown is provided. The walkdown consists
of a' field ~ verification of.the modified equipment to generally verify the com-
plete and proper installation of the modifications. All outstanding or inade-
quate work items are listed on the exceptions list, and those-impacting
operability are resolved before declaration of operability. The modification
coordinator maintains the-exceptions list. Most of the utilities regard a post-
modification walkdown as optional at the discretion of the modification coordi-
-nator, and when a walkdown is determined to be necessary, it may not include
operations, maintenance, or design organization representatives.

The performance of the post-modification walkdown presents a unique opportunity
- to have a multidiscipline group review the finished product for acceptability.

The involvement of operations and maintenance can augment the normal QC inspec-
tion perspective and identify operability concerns that would otherwise remain
undetected

2.4.4 Modification Closeout
'

Several prerequisites have to be satisfied at most utilities before a completed
modification can be declared operational and turnover of the modified system

l
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to operations can be completed. These include such things as completion and
sign-off_on all work packages, revision of operating procedures, update of con-
trol room drawings, and training of operators. The updating of. control room
drawings before acceptance of the system by operations ranged from red-lined
drawings to totally redrafted drawings. Some utilities append drawing change
notices to the control room drawings until redrafted versions are available.

Most of the utilities surveyed have a detailed process specified for closeout
of modifications. One utility's process for modification closeout involves pre-
paration of a modification completion report, QC review of the construction work
procedures, verification that construction drawings are as-built, update of
operating manual procedures, updates of vendor manuals, preparation of a recom-
mended spare parts list, and completion of any additional operations and mainte-
nance training. Review and acceptance of the completed modification is performed
by a plant management committee. Design documentation is updated, generally-
within 3 but not more than 6 months following acceptance.of the modification.

Once the implementation of a modification is completed, all installation and
testing documentation is reviewed for correctness and completeness. When the
review has been completed and comments resolved, the modification coordinator
forwards the installation documentation package to document control.

A modification cannot be declared operable until installation, acceptance
testing,_ documentation package transmittal, and formal declaration of operability
have been completed. The scope of operability may be final operability (total
scope or last in a series of partial operabilities), partial operability (less
than total _ scope, with boundaries-defined by field revision), or exception
(resolution of an exception which-affected equipment or system operability).

The declaration of operability by the operations organization certifies that
installation activit es (except for those declared as post-operability excep-t

tions) have been saticfactorily completed; acceptance testing is satisfactorily
completed (except startup tests); installation documentation packages are com-
plete; plant documents and drawings required for operation are updated; respon-
sibilities such as training and incorporation-of the modification into plant
programs have been completed; technical specification changes, if applicable,
have been resolved; pre-operability exceptions are closed;-and startup tests
are completed.-

2.4.5' Modification Interactions

Each utility surveyed has provided mechanisms to minimize the likelihood of
conflicts or adverse consequences arisine from conflicts between modifications
that are planned or in process-that may affect other planned or in process
modifications. Many utilities = have systems engineers either in the site engi-
neering organization or in the plant operations organization. As empicyed by
most utilities, the systems engineer is an engineer generally reporting to a
site organization under the plant manager. The systems engineer has the respon-
sibility to be knowledgeable on all modifications that are-being proposed or
implemented on his/her assigned systems. The systems. engineer usually acts as
the modification coordinator interfacing between the site orgaaizations involved
in the installation of the modification and the engineering organization, either
site or corporate, that is sponsoring the plant modification. In this role he/
she typically assures that the work packages have been properly prepared and the
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work has been completed as specified by the craf ts involved, that the necessary
drawings, plant operating or maintenance procedures, and other plant documents
have been updated as required, and that the modified system has been turned
over to operations in accordance with plant procedures. The systems engineers
assist in determining the impact of multiple modifications on their assigned Isystems.

One utility stated that its technical staff maintains awareness of potential
modification interactions through project management mechanisms administered
by engineering and plant staff. These include 5 year business plans; progress
reports; design-control computer data bases; scheduling techniques; internal
planning, budgeting, and scheduling programs; and contact with the plant systems
engineers. Meetings are held between unit managers within engineering and
between engineering and the site organizations to discuss planned and in process
modifications.

One utility minin.izes modification interactions by using a special set of
composite drawings to reflect all modifications issued against that drawing
and to indicate the status of the modifications before and during the outages.
This utility said this effort helped to resolve the many and complicated
interfaces between extensive plant modifications.

At this utility, Nnthly coordination meetings are held between the general
office and the Eite engineering organizations to cover the scope of work in
which each group is actively involved. Specifically, engineers are instructed
to review the interim drawing reports to ensure that any modification packages
already issued would not adversely affect work in progress in the same area.
Design engineers are required to reserve items such as terminal blocks, penetra-
tion points, tag numbers, and breakers and to provide modification indicators
on controlled file copies of the affected drawings.

Another utility uses special designators for drawings, calculations, specifica-
tions, and other affected file documents for changes that are in process. This
alerts a designer to possible changes that might affect his design when he
accesses the documents. Also, if construction of a modification has not been
completed within 6 months of approval for implementation, the construction draw-
ings are reviewed to verify that no other design changes have been installed that
would adversely affect the installation or testing of the modification. All
affected approved design output documents are required to clearly state restric-
tions associated with the sequence for implementation of the modifications.

The utilities surveyed appeared to have developed mechanisms to administrative 1y
control the potential for adverse modification interaction.

2.4.6 Selection of Modifications for Implementation

The utilities all have some form of multiple year (usually 5 year) integrated
schedules for utility projects to which their proposed nuclear plant modifica-

| tion projects of any substantial magnitude must conform. Proposed projects are
'

screened not only technically but also by considering the cost, priority, and
importance of the project to overall plant safety and operational efficiency.,

| Management budget committees conduct continuing reviews of each modification
'

during its early stages to ensure costs are adequately estimated. Such a review
may cause a proposed project to be deferred or cancelled. Conditions also may
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.arise requiringicompleted modification packages awaiting implementation to be-
deferred or cancelled because _of; a higher priority modification. .

..As' stated in Section 2.4.1", the initial. screening process for plant modifica- 1

| tions is a 3 key factor in determining which of the proposed modifications' are
selected for development and implementation.. A good screening process-results
in better utility control-of.the overall modif! cation implementation program. ,

One vtility process for-preparing a request for engineering assistanco details !
cost and personnel resource requirements and rates the benefit of the requested ;

work in 12 categories.- These categories. include nuclear accident prevention and
1

mitigation;. plant' availability, avoidance of personnel-error, plant reliability,- !.
, and community or industrial obligations. This detailed screening enables the'- '

utility to more accurately judge the priority of the modification with regard
;

Ito its value:to the overall safety and efficiency of the plant. 1

2.4.7 Design ~ Margins
,

Nuclear power plant designs of structures, systems, and components inherently.- !

contain design margins with respect to limits in-industry codes and standards ,

.and NRC regulations and regulatory guides. During the plant licensing process,. .

certain design _ margins may be established by the NRC either implicitly or _ a-

explicitly to ensure additional plant safety or to compensate for uncertainties
:in the analysestintroduced by simplifying assu.nptions.

These margins may be~ defined in-the utility's FSAR or technical specifications, i

the NRC'susafety evaluation raports; or other licensing correspondence. . Reduc-
tion of these margins ty plant licensees requires review and approval by' the NRC.
pursuant to.10 CFR 50.59. j

i
However,. additional licensee-established design or operating margins that exist' l

2 over and.above.those specified in licensing documents may.be revised at.the
utility!s discretion during the design-change process without the involvement;

:of NRC regulatory review and approval.-- An' example of this_ type of margin might -
be the installation of a-new system pump that has.less developed head than the

.

previously installed equipment, but it is still capable of_ meeting head and |-

sflow requirements specified in the licensing documents.

|2.4.8 L Minor -and Temporary Modifications _

(1)' Minor Modifications _- ,

'

The._ utilities' surveyed handle minor modifications in a variety of ways.
Severa1> categorize minor modificationsias those that lie outside the vital

, ? plant areas and .have no effect on safety-related aspects of the plant.
Others apply a'10:CFR 50.59 safety determination to determine ii.a safety ,

F1 evaluation is' required.1-One utility. instituted 1a procedure for minor modi-
fications' that' incorporates a . screening process consistent with the Elec-
trical-Power Research Institute, Nuclear Safety Analysis Center document--

NSAC-125,'and inLessence declares that the modification-shall not be one,

! that adversely affects a structure, system, or component' described in the
FSAR.or technical specifications. If these conditions are not met, the

; change >is processed as a modification package, even if the expenditure for
-the change:is-minor. In many_ instances, however, utilities do not distin-
guish minor and major modifications-in terms of how they are handled.

.
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Most utility design organizations prepare equivalency evaluations for re-
placement parts or components used in maintenance and repair activities at
the plant. If like-for-like replacement parts or components cannot be
obtained, + hen it may be necessary to use a substitute replacement item.
The plant system or component design bases are considered not to have been
altered if equivalency of the form, fit, function, and interchangeability
(including equipment qualification requirements) of an item has been es-
tablished; that is, no modification has occurred. The equivalency evalua-
tions inciude comparison of the original and replacement item characteris-
tics, determination of critical design characteristics, and consideration
of failure modes, replacement parts evaluation, seismic qualification, and
environmental qualification. If, however, the new item is not equivalent,
a modification must be processed in the normal manner.

One utility has extended the minor modification process to address other
plant changes that do not involve complex changes and do not alter existing
design bases and criteria. Examples of these are material substitution,
hanging and mounting of miscellaneous items, instruments and pipe / conduit
supports, and administrative changes to drawings, vendor manuals, or other
plant design documents.

If properly implemented, the utility controls surveyed appeared capable of
controlling the degree to which the plant design is changed by a minor
modification.

(2) Temporary Modifications

Most of the utilities surveyed have methods of controlling the duration of
temporary modification installations.

Temporary modifications are controlled in a manner that ensures operator
awareness, conformance with design intent and operability requirements,
preservation of plant and personnel safety, and plant configuration con-
trol. It is intended that temporary modifications be minor in scope, of
short duration, and few in number, thus minimizing excessive temporary
changes of drawings and other documents. A temporary modification is
defined as temporary electrical jumpers, line, or hose that is used to
alter a system's configuration or that removes components within a system
thus altering the system's configuration.

A temporary modification log is usually maintained by operating personnel
in the control room. A cognizant engineer performs a techaical evaluation;
completes a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation; develops procedural changes, if re-
quired; _ prepares drawing markups, if required for operations concurrence;
and obtains approval by the plant nuclear safety committee before installa-
tion of the temporary modification.

Installation and removal of temporary modifications are normally performed
by maintenance personnei. Verification of the installation and removal or
a functional check is performed to ensure correct operation of the modified
or restored system.

At one utility, temporary modifications are resubmitted to the plant safety
committee for authorization to remain installed after a duration of 6 months.
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A cognizant engineer is required to make a physical check of each accessible
installed temporary modification to ensure proper installation, presence of
tags, and satisfactory condition of the modification device. In another
instance, the plant is required to submit a design change request to ini-
tiate a possible design change for any jumpers or lifted leads that are
intended to be installed for more than 30 days.

The utilities surveyed considered strengthening the control procedures for
temporary modifications as a factor in reducing the number of outstanding
temporary modifications. Control of temporary modifications, historically,
has been a weak area for the industry in general and is an area that needs
continued attention to maintain control of plant configuration.

2.5 Control of Licensing Commitments

Most of the utilities surveyed have some form of commitment tracking system to
log, track, and ensure closure of corporate and regulatory commitments. The
survey team reviewed some of these systems with regard to how they related to
the design control and configuration management aspects of the plants.

Technically based licensing commitments resulting from NRC bulletins and
notices, licensee event reports, or corporate correspondence (such as commit-
ments to alter the plant, its current licensing bases, or its procedures) are
sometimes not entered into a data base tracking system. This made it difficult
for design engineers to search for, retrieve, and review these commitments when
preparing design modifications. In some instances, the licensing commitment
tracking system is used to track administrative details such as the specific
licensee correspondence that responded to NRC vulletins, generic communications,
and inspection reports.

One utility maintained two data bases, one for historical licensing commitments
and _another for licensing commitments currently applicable to the plant. These-
data bases are accessible and are used by design engineers when preparing design
modifications. In addition, topical and system design criteria documents under
preparation for the plant detailed the relevant licensing commitments. Another

' utility tracks licensing programmatic and administrative commitments in its sys-
tem'but does not specifically track design commitments. However, design commit-
ments can be determined through knowledgeable individuals searching other
available data bases.

Utility modification procedures generally-require preparation of a safety
evaluation and research of the FSAR, technical specifications (TS), and other
licensing commitments as part of the design process. These documents are updated-
as necessary and the updates are included as part of the modification package.
Current ~ requirements for FSAP updating assist the design engineers in assuring
that the FS*C is consistent with the current licensing bases; however, it should
be recogni/ej that the information in the FSAR can be as much as 18 months out
of date. Therefore, it is important for a designer to look at the FSAR in con-
junction with any licensee-approved changes that have not yet been incorporated.
Likewise, it should be recognized that the FSAR alone does not form the entire
current licensing bases for the plant. The current licensing bases are con-
tained in docketed documents such as the FSAR; TS; safety evaluation reports;
and correspondence between the licensee and NRC.

1
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3 EVALUATION OF DESIGN-DOCUMENT RECONSTITUTION PROGRAMS

This-portion of the report provides an assessment of the design-document recon-
stitution (DDR) programs for the six utilities surveyed and how these programs
are integrated into the overall design control and configuration management pro-

The team reviewed the philosophy and approach of utilities to the recon-cess._

stitution of engineering design-bases, the level of effort expended, the output
documents resulting from the programs, the schedules for completion, the involve-
ment of original plant A/Es and NSSS vendors, and the degree of validation of
the program outputs. The survey team assessed the utilities' definition and
concept of design-bases documents (DBDs), their incentives for initiating design-
bases documentation programs, their intended uses of engineering design-bases
documentation, their reconstitution process for these documents, and the nature
and depth of detail provided in the documents.

3.1 Overview of-Design-Document Reconstitution Programs

The utilities surveyed are using a variety of approaches and philosophies in
their design-document reconstitution programs. This is-primarily because each-

utility has-different methods for controlling the plant design and configuration,
different levels of design documentation that are available and retrievable, and

-different goals and objectives they want to achieve through completion of their
design-document reconstitution program. :Because utilities have different needs
and objectives, it is. beneficial .for them to retain the flexibility to choose
the scope of their program,- the program goals and objectives, and the format of
the DBDs that best suits-their individual needs.

3.1.1- Design-Bases Document Concept-

The most common approach to DBDs in the utilities surveyed is that they are
controlled documents that are produced by collecting verifiable upper-level
= design information into integrated documents that address either plant systems
-or plant generic topics (such as seismic design or electrical separation). Most
utilities consider DBDs to be system or topical summaries of the engineering
design bases of the plant and directories to design analyses and design output
documents that demonstrate the implementation of the engineering design bases.
They believe the DBDs integrate information that already exists but that is not
.readily retrievable or: accessible to the designer. Where the engineering design
bases or other design documents do not exist or cannot be found it may be
separatelycreconstituted and referenced in the DBD (e.g., an ess,ential-
calculation might be regenerated).

Generally, the utilities use ANSI H45.2.11-1974 to categorize design documents.
The three categories of design documents are design input documents, design
analyses, and design output documents. Design bases are usually considered to
be equivalent to the- ANSI N45.2.11 definition of design inputs. The difference
in DBDs produced by the various utilities was a matter of document structure,
varied emphasis on engineering _ design bases versus configuration, depth of
detail, depth of cross-referencing to other design documents, and degree of
verification or validation. The general intent of the utilities in developing
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their DBDs is to provide fundamental design inputs (such as codes, standards,
regulatory requirements, and analytical assumptions) and a varying degree of
cross-referencing to design analyses (e.g., calculations, trade-off analyses,
evaluations) and design output documents (e.g., facility drawings and procure-

,

ment documents). Unless otherwise indicated, this interpretation of DBDs is '

used in this report.

Although the utilities used various names for their DBDs, including " design
criteria memoranda," " enhanced DBD," and " analytical DBD" and the emphasis on
the DBD content regarding the inclusion of different types of information also !

varied among the utilities, most of the DBDs reviewed contained the following ?

information:

system-specific regulatory requirements and exceptions-

system-specific licensing commitments and exceptions-

supporting documents containing design information (e.g., drawings,-

calculations, procurement documents, and correspondence)

system functional description and engineering design bases-

component descriptions-

system and component testing requirements-

functional requirements for support systems-

3

system instrumentation and control requirements-

Some DBDs contained the following additional information:

description of . system and component design limitations and operational-
i

considerations and restrictions |

1historical summary of system modifications and why they were made-

description of how regulatory design bases were met-

list of open items to be resolved as part of the DDR process-

description of system and component design parameters and why they were i
-

selected

system-based success trees that define the sequence of functions that-

need to be completed for successful operation of the system |

system-based logic trees for each system operating mode to define i-

1
design bases and regulatory requirements 1

-

system safety function |
-

system parameters-
i

,

( component parameters-
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design bases for safety-related structures-
^

design bases and asst,mptions used in the FSAR Chapter 15 analyses
-

operational conditions matrices to define-

component operation during different plant operating and accident-

conditions
system operating conditions during plant operating and accident

-

conditions

system responses to plant transients and accidents'

specification of design margins-

system-specific responses to postulated failures during different*

plant operating modes

reasons for set points and alarms-

system-specific calculation summaries including significant assumptions and
-

conclusions

The utilities expressed different viewpoints with regard to what constitutes
design inputs, particularly as related to information contained in the FSAR.
The general consensus among utilities is that some information contained in the
FSAR is provided to assist the NRC staff in understanding the design or function
of a structure, system, or component. However, in the opinion of many licensees,
such information provided for descriptive purposes does not form a part of the
current licensing bases and should not be identified in a DBD. Although certain
information may have been included in the FSAR as descriptive information, it
is extremely difficult to partition the information in the FSAR into that which
represents regulatory commitments and that which represents descriptive informa-
tion. As presently defined, all the information presented in the FSAR as well
as other docketed information is part of the current licensing bases. In addi-
tion, to limit the information contained in the DBDs to only that information
that supports the current licensing bases would limit the usefulness of the DBDs
sio,:e some design criteria or engineering design bases were imposed for economic
reasons or to achieve perhaps greater operational flexibility. It is important

-that the DBDs contain all the rationale used in arriving at the final design,
not just those dictated by regulations or regulatory guidelines. In some cases,
it was the engineering design bases that were the design limiting considerations;
inadvertently abrogating these assumptions could affect the ability of the
system to function when challenged.

One fact that became clear as the survey progressed was that each utility had
different needs with regard to design-document ceconstitution depending on the
utility's organizational structure, the age of the facility, the design documen-
tation that was originally purchased from the A/E or the NSSS vendor, the amount
of engineering that was done in-house, and the degree to which design documenta-
tion was maintained current and the ease with which it was retrievable. In
addition, to the obvious purpose of compiling engineering design-bases informa-
tion and recreating certain design documents, utilities had other objectives
that they wishtd to accomplish by their DDR program, such as the support of
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anticipated plant life extension activities or to provide engineering design--
bases information to their operating and maintenance personnel. Therefore,
although all DDR programs may contain many of the same elements, each utility
needs.to develop a program that' fulfills .its unique needs. For this reason the
DDR program for each facility will be somewhat different as will the format and.
content of their DBD documents. Several examples below demonstrate different

' approaches and conclusions reached by utilities on DDR programs.

On the basis of the results of a prototype DBD program, one utility believes
that it has sufficiently comprehensive, controlled, retrievable, and accessible

-design documents. Therefore, the utility has determined that the investment
necessary to produce system DBDs is not justified. This utility claims that its
existing design documentation, internal procedures, configuration management,
and document retrieval / access system is sufficient for maintaining the engineer-
ing design bases. The prototype DBDs, developed by a contractor, appeared to
the ' utility to be embellished system descriptions with little perceived value.
Consequently, this utility does not plan to develop any system DBDs but is
developing a limited number of topical DBDs (addressing, for example, electrical
separation and issues related to Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50).

Another utility that believes it has a complete set of design documents and an
adequate system for keeping design documents current has a DBD program that is
directed at increasing.the awareness of plant organizations to design considera-
tions in order that operations personnel can better understand the types of
changes, for example, to maintenance or Werating procedures, that constitute
design changes and require engineering review and approval. This utility con-
siders the DBD to be primarily a training tool to promote an awareness of the
plant engineering design bases within the. plant operations and maintenance

-organizations. In contrast, other utilities cited engineering as at least one
of the primary users of the DBD, particularly for the preparation of design
modifications.

-The fundamental engineering design bases for .important aspects of recent designs
were often ' established in earlier NSSS vendor and A/E design evolutions when
documentation? r6quirements were much less rigorous. . Also, utility organizations

. tend to evolve from a design orientation to an operations orientation over the
Loperating life of the plant, which makes the definition and maintenance of the
plant engineering design bases important.- In addition, utility staff turnover
as a result of retirement or_ other reasons makes the preservation of design
information in a. retrievable, user-friendly format a necessity. Utility pro-
grams conducted to date in conjunction with industry configuration management

-programs and the continued findings of NRC inspections indicate the.value of
adequate definition and maintenance of plant engineering design bases both from
the benefits to plant safety and the efficiencies achieved in designing and I

reviewing proposed plant modifications and performing. licensing reviews. Con-
,

tinued decline of the corporate memory of the NSSS vendor, the original plant i

A/E, and the utility through personnel attrition will make the DBD development R

process more difficult the longer it is delayed.

3.1.2 Incentives for Initiating Design-Document Reconstitution Programs

The driving force behind the development of many of the DDR programs has been
NRC inspections that found licensee deficiencies and weaknesses in adherence
to, or knowledge of, the engineering design bases. The DDR programs have often,

I
,
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been coupled with other utility programs to improve configuration management ofthe plant. With one exception, the plant DDR programs started with a pilot
phase that addressed two or three systems and then progressed to a more int',nse
effort once the pilot phase had been completed. The utility fully def % Q the
objectives of the program and the lessons learned during the pilot program were
incorporated into the final DDR program. A well managed DDR program is expected

.to take 3.to 4 years to complete, including verification of the DBDs and vali-
dation to ensure that the facility agrees with the engineering design bases andother design documents. The DDR program will provide a documented reference for
engineering personnel to use that will facilitate and support many operational
and'Itcensing actions, such as the development of plant modifications, the con-
duct of 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluations, operability determinations, the devel-
opment of justification for contmued operation to support waivers of compliance
from plant technical specifications and to support licensing document updates
.and changes to technical specifications.

In additinn to pragmatic reasons for initiating a DDR program, the prime reason
is the increase in plant safety gained by having a complete knowledge of the
facility's engineering design bases. Although the increase in safety is an
intangible benefit because it may be difficult to measure in the short term,
in the longer term the increase in safety should become apparent from a reviewof operational data.

3.1. 3 Intended Use of Design-Bases Documentation

Of the six utilities surveyed, all have some level of a DDR progras in place.
One utility reported that the plant organizations are intended as tne primary
user because the engineering organization uses other documentation and the DBDs
do not provide any additional-information or insights for that organization,
Of the five remaining utilities, most intend the engineering organization to be
the primary user and the remainder assign roughly equal importance to engineer-
ing and plant organizations as users of the DBDs. Plant systems engineers, for
example, may use the DBDs as the basis for validation of system performanct.

-One utility specifically defines the user to be a graduate engineer having 2 to
3 -years experience who is knowledgeable in theory but not necessarily knowledge-
able in the engineering practices employed at the time the plant was designed.-

Again, because of the unique needs of each utility, it is important for each
utility to target the end users of the 080 during the pilot phase of the DDR
program to identify the specific objectives to be achieved. Training and
involvement of engineering and plant personnel in the use and development of
DBDs will be required before DBDs become significant enhancements to design, control.

3.1.4 Design-Bases Document Development and Design-Document Reconstitution

-.The utilities surveyed have different approaches toward developing DBDs. One
' good. approach toward engineerirg design-bases reconstitution-is a template
approach. The utility begins with a specific list of design attributes, speci-
fic values or ranges of values for controlling design parameters, analyses, cal-
culations, and documents that it believes to comprise or support a complete

~

engineering design bases. One utility surveyed used the template approach to
identify the values or ranges of process parameters that should occur at the
design conditions and the system actions that need to be completed for the sys-

; tem to perfom its intended safety function. These were developed in the format
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of success trees and design-bases functional diagrams. An example of these is
- provided in Appendix E. From these success trees and design-bases functional
diagrams, the important system parameters and operations can be determined and
the necessary supporting documentatica u n be identified and/or parameters can
be identified for field validation.

As the utility searches, retrieves, classifies, and assesses its documentation,
shortfalls relative to the template may be identified. The acceptability of the
values of the design parameters documented and supported by these missing design
documents are then evaluated and the need to regenerate the missing supporting
design documentation is assessed. The utilities with plants that have operated
for more than 10 years seem to be more aggressive in identifying missing sup-
porting documentation. If regeneration of these documents is deemed necessary,
regeneration can be prioritized on a time scale commensurate with its perceived
safety significance. At least one utility uses probabilistic risk assessment to
determined the safety significance of missing supporting design information and
prioritizes the regeneration of missing design documentation on the basis of
change in probability of core melt.

While utility DDR programs all seem to be identifying missing design documents,
they are not all assessing the need for regeneration or prioritizing the
regeneration. This tendency was most noticeable for important supporting
calculations. -For example,-one utility has a completed DBD for the electrical
distribution system, but complete short-circuit calculations supporting the
engineering design bases-of the emergency power system were not available.

An analysis-based approach is useful for developing a template of engineering
design bases and design parameters for which one would expect to find supporting
design documentation. In this method, the utility begins with the accident
analyses identifi4d in the FSAR. One utility program generated 18 anal
based documents covering all FSAR accident analyses (see section 3.2(5)ysis-for
more detail).

Utilities may find during review of source documents for their DBDs that few
design documents exist for the plant. The plant design may be, for example, a
takeoff _ from earlier plants of the same or similar design, and much information
may be contained in correspondence with the attendant supporting calculations
being those performed for another facility. There may arise a need to document
engineering judgment and corporate memory of the NSSS vendor and the A/E in
order to arrive.at the basis for the design in some areas. In such cases, the
calculations' may be found to be confirmatory in that they may simply verify that
a design used on a previous facility also was acceptable for use on the facility
in question. For example, the volume of the reactor coolant system pressure
relief tank may have been sized for one facility; however, for the second facil-
ity, the size may be based on the previous design except that the volume was
increased by the ratio of the core thermal power. Facilities, therefore, may
not.have unique' calculations or supporting design documents and the engineering
design bases for one facility may reside in the engineering design bases of an
earlier facility.

In the opinion of one utility, some of the open items and missing documentation
are the result of a lack of documented systems integration by the original plant

| A/E. For example, structural calculations and analyses could not be found that
related NSSS vendor design criteria to plant equipment specifications and;
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parameters. The utility stated that it was able to find a substantial amount of |

detailed information,- but the bar,is for the information or determination of
design margins could not be traced. Calculations were found for system para-
meters, but the documentation was often informal-and it was difficult to
correlate the calculations with associated equipment. A portion of the
engineering design-bases information that was found existed in teleconference
notes, correspondence, and meeting minutes rather than in formal documents and-
reports.

For many of the older plants it is to be expected that much of the original
design documentation does not exist, or may be difficult to retrieve at best.
At the completion of.a successful DDR program, a utility should possess suffi-
cient design documentation, test data or substantiated and documented engineer-
ing judgments to demonstrate that the plant meets its engineering design bases.

As design calculations, analyses, or other design documents are retrieved from
external design organizations such as the NSSS vendor or the A/E, utilities are
assuming ownership of these documents within the bounds of proprietary informa-
tion considerations. For preprietary information, the utilities will have a
detailed knowledge _of what information is available and where it resides.-

Some utilities appeared to emphasize greater involvement' of their design
engineering personnel in the preparation of DBDs, even though all the utilities
surveyed require varying _ degrees of outside assistance because of the large
amount of. data gathering, document research, and evaluation- required for their
programs. Other utilities subcontract virtually all of_the effort required to
produce and validate the DBDs and do not involve their design engineers signifi-
cantly in the reconstitution process. For example, one utility surveyed pro .

. duced- high quality- system-level and topical DBDs, but the design personnel did
not appear to use them since they were not involved in the development of the
DBDs and were unfamiliar with the type of information they contained. The sense
of ownership of the DBDs should provide an impetus to maintain the DBDs
consistent with the current plant' configuration.

~

3.1.5 ~ Design-Bases Document Cross-Indexing to Design Documents

Design of modifications requires access to and understanding of all pertinent
~

design information, which then forms the engineering design _ bases for the modi-
fication process. Therefore, the DBD is an important element.of design. control
although not sufficient in itself. The utilities-with DBD programs appear to
share this opinion, their DBDb all contain some level of cross-reference to
other-design documents, such as calculations or analyses.

The utilities surveyed varied with regard to the depth of detail and cross-
referencing of the DBDs to design input documents (such as the FSAR), to design
process documents _(such as system or component design calculations), and to
design output documents (such as drawings and specifications). The degree to
which operational documentation (such as operating and surveillance procedures)
was' referenced also varied among the six utilities. Several utilities had com-
paratively sparse references in the DBDs while others had a stand-alone index
in each DBD to virtually all des!qn-related documciitation.

The former approach is manageable if :ome external, controlled, and comprehen-
sive data base is maintained to support the more simplified DBD. The database
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would be the single point of entry into the design information. The latter.
approach has the advantage of providing a controlled, self-contained, single-

point of entry into the design information for a system or technical topic, but
requires a more elaborate DBD.

Either approach may be workable, provided that the design engineer for a
particular modification has a single point of entry into the design documenta-
tion and.that all the necessary design-related documentation is linked for
identification and access by the engineer. This access needs to be on a system
or-topical basis and needs to be comprehensive, tractable, and user friendly.
Such design-related.information includes, but is not necessarily limited to,
accident and transient analysek, licensing commitments and requirements, design
calculations, engineering evaluations, engineering procedures / standards, speci- .

1

fications, technical correspondence, configuration drawings, operating proce-
dures, surveillance procedures, and plant modifications.

Most of the utilities provided cross-references within the DBDs for most if not
all of these design-related documents, recognizing that all of these documents
represent the plant's configuration with regard to the engineering design bases.

Finally, whatever methods are used to define, establish, and document design-
bases information, an important attribute of the DBD and the configuration doc-
umentation is the, ease by which the design engineer can-determine the existing
margins in the design as currently installed in the facility. A basic purpose
of the DBD is to provide a tool for ensuring that design margins have not been
exceeded. Design margins are discussed in detail in Section 2.4.7.

3.2 System-Level Desian-Bases Documents

-Most of the utilities _ surveyed are in the process of developing DBDs for key
plant systems. Generally, the systems chosen for DBDs are those required for
safe shutdown and accident mitigation. One utility considered expanding their

, program to include DBDs for systems that are not safety related but that can
affect reliability. Because the approach to system-level DBD development is-
different at each of the utilities, direct comparison of the programs is dif-
ficult. .Therefore, a synopsis of each utility's approach'to system-level DBDs
is given below.

1

(1) First Approach

One utility with a plant that recently began operation does not have a
defined DBD reconstitution program.- It believes that the quality and
amount of design information obtained at the time of plant licensing from
the A/E and the NSSS vendor, coupled with the cataloged and accessible
irformation available through computerized design management and informa-
tion systems, will enable-its engineers to know what design documents are

|available, access these documents as required for the modification / design- qchange program, and ensure configuration management requirements are main-
tained. i

'

This utility contracted for a pilot program to develop system-oriented DBDs.
The effort was not continued because the utility found the product to be
more of an embellished system description rather than a engineering design-

|bases document. Although the amount of design documentation controlled by
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the utility is good, the true bases for plant safety systems may not be
fully contained in that documentation. For examplet many of the NSSS sys-
tems are extensions of earlier designs and the bases and justifications for
these extrapolations may not be included in the documentation provided to
the utility. This utiiity did think it would be beneficial to develop
selected topical DBDs to address, for example, electrical separation and
requirements to Appendix R of 10 CFR Fart 50.

(2) Second Approach

Another utility with a recent vintage plant believes that DBDs are not
required for engineering personnel. This utility has a configuration man-
agement enhancement program that is currently under way. It involves the
preparation of equivalent DBDs for 86 systems and generic topics that were '

written for plant operations, maintenance, surveillance, and other plant
groups. The documents were written to provide plant personnel with an
understanding of_the_ plant's design considerations and engineering design

,

I

bases. The program should improve the plant organizations' understanding 1

of the engineering design bases, why the engineering design bases must be
msintained, and how plant actions could affect or compromise the engineering
design bases.

An engineerin'g design-bases document source reference guide was written R

. that lists the sources -of engineering design-bases information, how it may
be accessed, how it may be used, and the limitations of its use. The guide
is a controlled document, which allows it to be revised and upgraded as '

)

sources are chan
overall program.ged or increased as a result of further development of thePlant system engineers are trained on the subject of
engineering design-bases documentation and that training is extended to
other plant groups. Existing design summary documents will be expanded to
encompass and establish engineering design-bases information by codifyino
the system design information that_ currently exists in design documents
such as drawings, calculations,- specifications, procedures, and the updated
FSAR. The design bases will be established for all safety-related systems,-
systems that can cause challenges of safety systees, and systems important
to plant availability. The design bases will be established for the over-
all system and major components as a minimum and will envelop all features
and components included in the plant surveillance program.

Three expanded system documents were drafted as a pilot program. The
utility cited the-following lessons learned from the pilot program:-

A sufficient level of engineering design-bases information existed in-

the engineering files.

The enhanced document fomat was appropriate for presentation of--

system-level engineering design-bases information.

Reviews by plant personnel were beneficial in creating a useful and-

complete-document.

| The plant viewed the enhanced documents as beneficial to their-

programs.

!
n
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Several design and operations open items were found, but none required-

reportability in accordance with regulatory requirements. -

(3) Third Approach !

The remainder of the plants addressed in the survey have been in operation
since the early to mid-1970's and their designs date to the late-1960's.
One of these utilities initiated an enhanced DBD program to integrate the
design requirements and design related licensing commitments into a single
document for each of the 37 systems in the program scope. Appropriate
engineering design-bases information was included to support both safety i

and key operational' functions and serve as an integral part of the overall
configuratiert management program. The objectives of the program are to
provide an effective and reliable source of engineering design-bases infor-
mation; ensure.the. accuracy, reliability, consistency, and credibility of
the available plant calculations; ensure the availability of documentation
to support key-design parameters; provide assurance that the licensing com-
mitments are reflected in the enhanced DBDs; and ensure that key engineering
requirements and assumptions critical to plant safety are identified in the y
enhanced documents.

1Several types of documents have been researched as potential source docu-
ments for engineering design-bases information, including existing DBDs;
analysis-based documents; calculations and analyses; plant licensing bases;
NSS5 vendor.and A/E design criterio.. standards, functional specifications
and design reports; special project reports; NSSS vendor and A/E correspon-
dence'; plant modification packages; regulatory requirements and industry

- codes and standards; internal utility correspondence; design drawings; pro-i

curement requirements, outlines, and specifications; select vendor corre-
.spondence, drawings, manuals,.and bulletins; pre-operational, startup and
post-modification test reports; and plant procedures.

The utility developed several unique tools for the' development of input to
.the enhanced DBDs. One of these tools is a sec of logic trees that show
the flow from general design criteria to-safety function to system parame-
ters and, finally, to comp nent parameters for each safety function of the
system.: The trees enable.the 0BD preparer.to focus on the important aspects.
of the system design and to determine the necessary information to support
the engineering design-bases requirements. Another tool is composite safety '

function diagrams (success trees) that show the state'.-(e.g., open, closed,
running) of active-and passive components necessary to complete specific
system functions during various accident response modes.

The pilot program for two systems that the utility had completed showed
that the enhanced DB0s had a unique and user-friendly format. System-level
or componnt-level performance requirements that cover the spectrum of

' plant operation'from normal operation to emergency operation are addressed.
Automatic actuation and required operator actions also are addressed. The
design and performance margins avnilable far certain safety parameters are
incladed, as well as why the margins.were provided and limitations of the-,

margins. The reason for both system and component performance requirements
is given and the key source documents that contain the basis for the per-
formance requirements are' documented. The enhanced DBDs also contain
interface requirements for support systems (such as heating, ventilation,
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and air conditioning; electrical power; cooling water; and instrument air)
and indicate the system and component performance requirements that were
or were not considered in the accident analyses.

The utility developed a program for the analysis-bases-documents (ABDs) to
complement the DBD effort. The utility contracted an NSSS vendor to gen-
erate 18 ABDs that covered all FSAR accident analyses. The ABDs document
system and component operating parameters, briefly address analysis
techniques, and identify the gross effect on the analysis if a parameter
were to change. Since the reload analy:.is for the plant was done by the
NSSS vendor, the document is most useful to the utility to conduct 10 CFR
50.59 evaluations. The ABDs also describe accidant scenarios and contain
assumptions made by the HSSS vendor in the accidtat analyses. The assump-
tions made in the ABDs were verified during plan .c Mdowns, and key para-
meters were validated where possible by reviewing 24srtup test data (origi-
nel plant startup and refueling outage startups), surveillance test resuits,
and operating procedures. The field validations for the ABDs included -

operator actions assumed in the accident analysis that were determined by
reference to emergency operating procedures. The ABDs were completed
except for field verification activities at the time of the team's visit.

(4) Fourth Approach

Another utility.with an older plant is in the process of preparing system
DBDs for all of the plant systems that are required for safe shutdown and

r - accident mitigation by (1) organizing, defining, and controlling the cur .
rent engineering design bases and calculations of record, (2) validating
the critical design parameters related to the plant procedures-and hardware
against the regenerated or current engineering design bases, and (3) creat-
ing.and maintaining an experienced knowledge base within the utility.

Each of tne 22 system DBDs will incorporate, either directly or by refer-
ence, the system's engineering design bases, the system calculations, anal-
yses of record,'and the-system-descriptive design documents.-.The utility
considers the system engineering design bases will be accumulated from the
NSSS-imposed system _ functional requirements, the regulatory-imposed design
requirements, and the design codes and standards of record. The system
calculations and analyses.of record are contained in design documents such
as accident analyses, component sizing calculations, and piping stress
analyses. Examples of system-descriptive design documents are component
specifications, general arrangement drawings, flow diagrams, purchase orders
and other procurement documents, vendor manuals, FSAr<, -technical specifica-
tions, testing procedures, and installation procedures.

The. system DBDs are intended to enable the utility's engineering group to
'

prepare design modifications to plant systems in a consistent and timely
fashion and to enable the plant system vmgineers to validate the perfor-
:: ace of each system with regard to the system's functional requirements
kteiled in each DBD. The design requirements for the major components
within each system also will be specified.

.

The utility has generated and issued three system DBDs neveloped as part Oi

of a pilot prograra. The pilot program has discovered oily minor discrep-
ancies for the systems designed by the NSSS vendor. Tha utility antici-
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pates substantially more discrepancies will be discovered with the systems
designed by the A/E and others because of the interface requirements and
the looser contro. of quality records during the timeframa in which the
plant was conttructed.

(5) Fifth_ Approach

A fifth utility, which also has an older plant, has completed deule ment a
of DBDs for 18 Let act$ dent mitigation and support systems. Two u uments, *

one on a system level basis and the other on a component-level basis,
capture the basic function, performance requirements, and interface
requirements for each system and component. Several of the system-level
documents contain an adequate level of information for the functional bases
of the system that is t. # supported by reference to supporting documents
and calculations. For some systems, detailed flow, heat balance, cr other
calculations were performed to validate the capability of the systems to
meet design requirements because of technical is.tues that arose during the
reconstitution process.

(6) Sixth Approach

Tne sixth utility, another older plant, is well under way in its DRD
reconstitution program and has defined 35 system-level DBDs to be developed.
An interesting feature of the program is the development of design-bases
documents for the auxiliary building, the containment, the intake structure,
and the security building. The development of the DBDs are controlled by
a writers' guide and a detailed development guide.

The selection process for the generation of syst6m DBDs is based on the
importance of th: system to nuclear safety, the frequency of modifications
to the system, the complexity of the system, and the importance of the
system to sustained plant operation.

The information contained in several of the DBDs was comprehensive and
useful without being overwhelming. The intention of this utility was to
make the DBDs a directory for easy access to detailed engineering design-
bases information. It did not want the DBDs to become documents of only
academic interest or documents that are subject to constant change as modi-
fications are made to plant systems. The utility Mad one DBD to resolve
conf *iicting information concerning the qualification level of a component.

Several weaknesses were evident in the DDR programs of the utilities surveyed.
One program tended to contain a significant amount of descriptive material
rather than being focused on the design intent and providing references to sye-
cific engineering design-bases information. Another program was inconsittent
in the format, type, and level of information contained in the documents as a
result of a writers guide that allowed too much flexibility in the devel>pment
of the documents. Sections of the documents on design margin addressed only
FSAR-type margino and did not address design and performance margins available
in system and component designs. Another program provided engineering design-
bases information that was derived from procurement specifications rather than
information that reflected the true engineering design-bases requirements. In
addition, the information was not verified or validated, which made it suspect.
The two major prcgrammatic weaknesses were the lack of emphasis placed on the

>
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verification and validation of DBDs and the lack of a methodology to assess the
nec. ".ity and timing to regenerate missing design documents.

ihe content and format of system-oriented DBDs varied in the level of detail
and arrangement of information, but the categories of information were similar.
A number of fundamental and notable attributes resulting from the survey team's
review of industry DBDs were identified that may be useful to utilities that
are planning a DBD program or are in the process of initiating one (see Appendixf).
3.a _1ca_1 Desion-Bases Documents

A number of the utilities surveyed have developed or plan to develop generic
or topical documents for issues that are common to many plant systems and areas
and are important engineering design bases to consider in modifications and
maintenance of plant design. One utility included such topics as general design
criteria, seismic criteria, tornado missile criteria, pipe treak criteria, safe
shutdown criteria, electrical separation criteria, external environmental cri-
teria, internal and external flooding criteria, control of heavy loads, single-failure criteria, fire protection criteria
guidecompliance,andenvironmentalqualifIcation. internal missile criteria, regulatoryOther utilities included in
their generic documents such topics as site meteorology, welding, accident anal-
yses, emergency facilities, hardware and instrument installaticn, personnel
protection, records retention, instrument classification, and seismic events.
One utility included generic design issues in subsections of their enhanced DBDs
and does not intend to develop separate generic documents for the topical issues.
The utilities did not intend to validate the implementation of design attributescovered in topical DBDs.

The development of generic or topical documents would provide a concise and
comprehensive design guide for use by the contracting organizations developing
the major design modifications for the plant. These documents also would pro-
vide the utility's corporate engineers with rapid and comprehensive access te
detailed topical design information, to eaable spot checks of the design modi-fication packages. In addition, a verification and validation process applied
to the attruutes addressed by the generic topics would enhance DDR programs.

3.4 Level of Effort

The utilities with formal DDR programs have expended a graat deal of staff and
financial resources on their programs. Personnel from the utilities and in the
support organizations, such as HSSS vendors, A/Es, and other contractors, are
dedicated to the DDR task. These personnel retrieved plant design records from
archives, reviewed the documentation to find those dealing with engineering
design-bases information, compiled the information into the DBDs, produced and
reviewed the documents, and performed verification and field validation of the
information contained in the documents. One utility estimated that each
document of the ones planned would require 1500 staff hours to prepare and cost
approximately $300,000, including field validation and regeneration of missing
calculations required to validate key functional parameters.

A typical retrieval effort involves identifying, collecting, indexing and1

| organizing all applicable recoros needed for the input to DBDs. Records are! located in NSSS vendor and A/E files, varion utility files, engineers personal
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files, and local warehouses. Licensing correspondence and the original FSAR
and NRC safety evaluation reports also are a source of engineering design-bases
information. One utility's task was complicated since the original plant A/E
closed its local of fice and later was absorbed by another company on a corporate
level. Other dif ficulties arose as a result of certai.1 information being
designated as proprietary by the NS$$ vendor or others. Over one million docu-
ments may be screened for engineering design-bases information for a particular
plant, but the number of documents with pertinent information is usually sub-
stantially less. Documents obtained through the screening process are usually
loaded in a computer data base for later seatth and retrieval efforts during
the DBD writing effort.

)

The organfzations that prepare the DBDs are usually contractor organizations,
plant A/Es, or NSSS vendors. The utilities provide program management and I
establish the writers' guide that delineates the format and content of the DBDs
and the level of detail to be contained in them. The utility control exercised j

;

during this process varies from directly involved to program oversight. How- Iever, those utilities exerr.ising tighter control and leadership in their DBD |
reconstitution programs have the better and more useful documents.

)
The better utility DDR programs include verification of the information contained |
in the DBDs win the source documents and other confirmatory documents. Most
programs also include field validation of the infonnation to ensure consistency
between the DBDs and the physical configuration of the plant. The more aggres-
sive validation process often includes a safety system functional inspection
(SSFI) of several systems in addition to plant walkdowns and physical confirma-
tion of the system against the design basis. One utility intends to perform
an equivalent SSFI on each of the systems included in its program. This type
of engineering inspection is the way in which the NRC has checked the adequacy
of the results of design control and DDR programs.

3.5 Priority for Desian-Document Receneration

The DBDs generally are prepared in accordance with a prinrity that considers
the safety significance of the system, the frequency of modifications to the
system, the comalexity of the system, the importance of the system to sustained
plant operation, the possible effect of the system on safety-related systems,
the importance of the system to environmental qualification, and safety-related
topical design considerations. An overall list of the systems, structures, and
topical DBDs that the utilities have prepared or plan to prepare is provided in
Appendix G. Several of the plant programs represent enhancements of previously
developed DBD-type documentc. The number of DBDs to be issued ranged from 18
to 84. The programs reviewed by the team are scheduled for completion before
1993.

Some utilities had informal methods for determining t!.e nacessMy and timeframe
for document regeneration. These determinations were in large measure inade on
a case-by-case basis, based on the ju'3 ment of the cognizant discipline lead
engineer. Other utilities just identified the documents as missing, delaying
evaluations and decisions on reconstitution until later in the program. Most
utilities are considering regenerating only missing den p documents that are
required to validate critical system or component functional attributes, espe-
cially if these resulted in a reportable item. Missing documents are usually
identified during the preparation and field validation of the DBDs.
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Prioritization for the regeneration of less critical but important designdocuments is generally lacking. For example, whereas a missing calculation for
system net positive suction head may be regenerated, regeneration of missing
seismic qualification documents is not planned, particularly if archived cor-
respondence indicates that such seismic qualification was originally performed.

,

As a consequence, a number of system and component seismic qualification'
requirements and attributes may not be confirmed.

One utility had an elaborate categorization program for open items found duringthe DBD development program. Categories exist for missing or conflicting docu-
mentation or other concerns that are not reportable under NRC notification regu-
lations, but are important to the engineering design basis of the plant. Whilereconstitution is in order for. these items, the priority and timeframe for
reconstitution has not been established.i

During the early stages of the DDR process, utilities found that many unanswered
technical questions arosa involving potential nuclear safety issues and devia-
tions from NRC requirements that could not be readily answered. These
arose because of undocumented design bases, calculations, and analyses; questionsdocumen-tation conflicts; or undocumented verification. The questiona, were dealt with
on a priority basis and, on several occasions, led to a plant shutdown while the
issue was resolved or to an extensive effort expended on a priority basis to
demonstrate that the facility was being operated within its design bases. The
utilities tuon found that the number of-questions outstripped the capability toaddress each one on a priority basis. As a result, to prioritize and resolve
questions based on the safety significance of the question, several utilities
have used or are planning to use probabilistic risk assessment techniques.
Questions with high safety significance are given priority evaluations, while
those judged to be of moderate safety significance are given a more routine
evaluation.

One utility employed a risk-based prioritization using standard reliabilitytechniques. Available data bases are used as a screening tool. The risk
screening prncess identifies the failure of concern the consequence of con-
cern, the time sequence of concern, the time sequenc,e of events, and quantifiesthe limiting scenario. Risk categorits are developed based on the probability
of the scenario compared to risk values of core melt (IE-4) or severe release
(IE-6). The results are further screened against NRC requirements and the con-
tribution of the subject scenario to the cumulative risk of all assessed risk
items to come up with a resolution category. Thus, a scensrio with a very low
risk, which made it a low priority item, could still result in a plant shutdown
categorization because of a violation of NRC requirements.

'

This utility realized the benefits of integrating design, operations, and risk
perspectives and enhancing understanding of plant safety as an ordered approach
to resolution of technical issues. This utility had a unique approach for the
reconstitution of missing design analyses. Rather than regenerate individual
missing design calculationO the utility developed detailed thermal-hydraulic
analytica) models of plant fluid systems to determine whether they would be able
to perform their intended design function. _In developing these models, several
design' concerns were discovered that were categorized as potential high-riskissues. The utility recently extended the program to include any unconfirmed
technical issue that is identified for its nuclear plants.
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3.6 A/E and WSSS Vendor Involvement

The roles of the original plant A/E, the NSSS supplier, and other contracting
organiaations in the preparation, review, and validation of plant DBDs vary
throughout the utilities. One utility has a well-developed in-house engineering
capability and is in the process of preparing its own DBDs. The utility pur-
chased all of the design records that the original plant A/E could access and
interfaced with the A/E on a limited basis to interpret these design records.
The utility also contracted with the NSSS supplier to prepare design-summary
documents (through the operational licensing timeframe) for tha systems that
the HSSS supplier designed in who?e or in part. The utilit', incorporated the
inf ormation from these design summary documents into the system DBDs. Excapt
f a r these external interfaces, the utility's engineering and plant staff are
preparing, reviewing, and velidating all of the plant's DBDs.

Another utility was the A/E for its plant, but plans to use other A/Es and
consultants as necessary to assist in the preparation of enhanced DBD-type docu-
ments. This utility also retained the NSSS supplier to review and approve the
documents that have been prepared for the plant's NSSS systems. It has developed
a writers' guide for the enhancement program.

Another utility has accessed all of the design records that the original plant
A/E had archived. However, since another A/E has prepared plant design modifi-
cations and performed design services for the utility over the past 12 years,
the utility chose the latter A/E to conduct the DDR effort because of its famil-
larity with the plant's design. The work effort and resultant product has been
tightly controlled because the A/E is working as an extensien of the utility
under the utility's program procedures. To obtain NSSS design information, the
utility has joined with other utilities in an owners group to collect and index
NSSS design information from the NSSS supplier. This task is expected to be
completed in mid-1990. The NSSS supplier also is preparing several DBDs for
this utility's NSSS systems. The A/E has developed a comprehensive set of pro-
cedures to control the DDR project in accordance with the utility's procedures
and program. While the A/E is preparing the bulk of the remaining DBDs, the
utility has prepared several DBDs in-house.

Another utility continues to rely heavily on the original plant A/E, NSSS sup-
plier,andothercontractingorganizationstoperformdesignmodificationstoits plant. These organizations maintain r any of the plant s original design
documents for the utility. However, this utility has prepared DBDs in-house
and has used the plant A/E and the NSSS supplier primarily to provide the cal-
culations and other design documents that the utility required to prepare the
DBDs. To assist the utility in the preparation of the DBDS for the plant's NSSS
systems, the NSSS vendor has prepared nonproprietary versions of the design
information for each NSSS system. Supporting calculations and other design
documents are available in a proprietary library maintained by the vendor in a
local office near the utility headquarters.

The remaining utility continues to rely heavily on the original plant A/E, the
NSSS supplier, and other A/Es to pi rform design modifications te its plant.
These organizations continue to ma'ntain many of the plant's original design
documents for the utility. The ut+11ty had contracted with the plant A/E and
the NSSS supplier to prepare and v,11date the DBDs in accordance with the util-
ity's quality assurance programs iad writers' guide.
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The HSSS vendor surveyeo stated a concern that many utilities perceive the NSSS
design interface package provided at commercial turnover to be design-bases
information when, in f act, it is predominantly design-configuration information.
The vendor's implicit definition of design documents are those documents that
ensure that the NSSS vendor can supply an identical or equivalent replacement
for any piece of equipment that has been in the original NSSS scope of supply.
The bases for the configuration so described may not have been included in these
design tiocuments. The vendor stated that much of the NS$$ engineering design
bases are cont;ined in test program results rather than in calculations. The
opposite situation was generally true with A/E design information.

The NSSS vendor noted that newer plants have as much need for engineering
design-bases documentation as older plants because the fundamental engineering
design bases for important aspects of recent designs are often established in
earlier design evolutions when documentation requirements were much less
rigorous.

The vendor favors the early establishment of a DDR team consisting of the NSSS
vendor, A/E, and the utility. It favors beginning with DDR pilot programt for
one or two systems and emchasizes the ownership of the DBD by the utility. The
vendor observed that utiiities with organizations that are strictly discipline-
oriented have more problems understanding engineering design-bases requirements
than utilities that have system engineers within their design organization.

The NSSS vendor has not encountered major problems with document retrieval for
the DBD programs it has supported to date. Design requirements at the start of
commercial operation are easily retrieved. Recovery of engineering design-bases
information may consist of written documentation of the bases or a consensus
opinion of design personnel who were involved during the original design. If
ths consensus approach is used, the information would be documented and filed
for future reference.

The NSSS vendor estimated that preparation of a DBD for a system nriginally
within their scope of supply would require about 3 to 4 months of effort because
the number of senior people still actively employed and available to support agiven NS$$ system are limited. A utility DBD program having a 3- to 5 year
duration generally can f.e supported. The vendor cautioned that the utilities
should act while the experienced engineers that were actively involved in the
projects during the design and construction are still available.

3.7 Verification and Configuration Validation

3.7.1 Verification and Validation Overview

The scope of the process used by most of the utilities surveyed to ensure that
a DBD is correct and that the plant configuration conforms to the DBD is similar
to the following definition from ANSI N45.2.10:

Verification: An act of confirming, substantieting, and assuring that
an activity or condition has been implemented in conformance with the
specified requirements.
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Other useful definitions for verification and validation have evolved in the
design practice for digital systems. A distinction is made between verification 'i
and validation (see Electric Power Research Institute document NSAC-39, "Verifi-
cation and Validation for Safety Parameter Display Systems," and Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Std 729 1983, " Software Engineering
Terminology"):

Verification is the review of the requirements to assure the correct
problem is being solved, followed by review of the design to assure Ithe requirements are met. The verification activities apply to the

|translation of design information from one development phase to the .

next, and involve document checking / review at each successive design
phase, with testing used as practical. Validation is the test and
evaluation of the integrated system to determine compliance to the
functional, performance, and interface requirements. Therefore, vali-
dation provides an overall assurance that the capabilities specified
in the system requirements have been implemented in the design.

While the ANSI N45.2.11 definition of verification appears to encompass both |
verification and validation, for the purposes of this report the team preferred
to define the terms separately. That is DBD verification is defined as the
process of checkirg that the information contained in DBDs has been correctly
and consistently translated from the source documents. Validation, or field
validation, is the process of ensuring that the physical plant and the DBDs are
consistent and that system configuration and functionality is accurately
represented by the utility design documents. Valid 6 tion also includes checking
that the information contained in other plant documents, such as operations,
maintenance, and surveillance test proceduret, and vendor manuals, is consistent
with the information in the DBDs.

The use of these definitions does not imply that a rigorous check is required
of previously approved design documentatiun. A reasonable approach would be to
verify that the design documentation retrieved, particularly documentation that
was generated during the initial design phase, is consistent with the current
plant configuration. Review of existing calculations for technical adequacy,
accuracy, and degree of representation of the current as-built configuration is
not part of most of the utilities' DDR programs except where SSFI techniques
are used in the validation process. Checking calculations would be appropriate
where requirements have changed or where essential missing infomation requires
regeneration of documents. Also, controls should be established to protect the
integrity of source data and its accurate translation into the DBD.

DBD attributes concerning system functional configuration, performance, or
operation are generally selected for validation. In some instances, critical
component functional parameters such as flow rate, heat transfer, response time,
and temperature also are selected for validation. Topical DBDs covering design
considerations such as seismic design, missile protection, flooding, and other
topical engineering design bases generally are not selected for validation.
Where these requirements have been addressed in other progr6ms, such as the pro-
gram in response to IE Bulletin 79-14, " Seismic Analysis for As-Built Safety-
Related Piping Systems," further validation is sometimes not performed by
utilities.
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Some level of validation of the plant configuration with the DBD is needed to
ensure that modifications have not created a condition beyond the design bases
and to ensure that correct design margins have been established for considera-
tion in future modifications. A comprehensive validation program typically will
address function 61, performance, and interface requirements established in the
DBD. Validation tools for achieving this purposa include reviews and walk-
throughs of configuration drawings and documents; physical walkdowns of plant
hardware; reviews of existing calculations; performance of confirmatory
calculations; reviews of preoperational and surveillance test results; reviews ,

of actual plant transient responses; performanct of confirmatory tests; refer-
ences to existing confirmatory progrsms (e.g. , Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50;
NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," November 1980;
10 CFR 50.49; and Bulletin 79-14 programs); reviews of modification packages /
safety evaluations; sampling programs for generic topics (e.
culations, electrical separation, and ndification packages)g. , anchorage cal-; and performance
of select internal SSFIs.

As a part of a validation program, it is generally recognized that certain
design documents and implementation of certain engineering design bases are more
likely to contain discrepancies than others. However, the areas of emphasis to
some extent depend on the age of the facility and the effectiveness of previous
utility design-control programs and practices. By intelligently selecting a
sample of the engineering products for verification and/or validation, the util-
ities could maximize the safety benefits obtained for the resources expended.
For example, it may be beneficial for early vintage plants to place additional
emphasis on the calculations and design documents that were performed before
the implementation of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B. It also may be beneficial to
place additional emphasis on validating the implementation of design bases such
as physical and electrical separation. These design requirements were imposed
by NRC at a time when the designs of some facilities were in progress. The
requirements to harden facilities against high-energy lins break, natural phr-
nomena (e.g., seismic events and tornadoes), fire, and internally generated plant
missiles may not have been as rigorously addressed in older facilities. In some
cases, the facility designs may have progressed to quite an advanced stage and
required innovative re-engineering or relocation of installed hardware and com-
ponents. Further, it may be more cost effective for a utility to target systems
that have been modified many times by many organizations for an internal SSFI.
The NRC has used this technique to judge the effectiveness of DDR programs. Con-
versely, plants that have undergone integrated design inspections or independent
design verification programs as a part of the licensing process may decide that
less scrutiny is necessary for aspects of the facility that were previously
reviewed, particularly if they have not been modified. . Since design control has
improved over the past few years, it may also be oeneficial to scrutinize older
modifications, perhaps implemented under iess stringent design control practices,
to ensure engineering design and licensing bases were not compromised.

3.7.2 Utility Verification and Validation Programs

Most utilities appeared to verify DBD source documentation with the support of
the original NSSS vendor or the original A/E, Verification generally consists
of retrieval of hardcopy evidence of the design-basis information or a documented
consensus of available experts if existing documents are not retiievable or
evident. The translation and compilation of these source document requirements
into the DBD is a procedurally controlled process.

I
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With one exception, the utilities surveyed appeared not to significantly chal-
lenge existing DBD source documentation. For example, most appeared to simply
accept the existence of a calculation rather than verify its assumptions or
methodology. One utility sppeared more aggressive in this regard, although the
utility did not have a large technical staff, it appeared more effective in
assuring that the DBDs were accurate and complete. For example, the utility
used data from abnormal operating events, such as a lightning-induced loss of
offsite power, to verify assumptions made in the DBD source-document analyses.

All of the utilities use design configuration validation tools described previ-
ously. However, a wide range of difference was observed among the individual
utilities' scope of validation and emphasis.

The utility that appeared to have the most aggressive DBD verification program
also appeared to have a very ef fective configuration validation program for
system design. The utility uses the following guideline to determine which
engineering design-bases attributes require field validation: a parameter that
requires validation is (1) derived from or bas H on a licensing commitment, (2)
essential to the performance of the safety function or component, (3) a calcu-
lation assumption or specified in NSSS vendor or A/E correspondence and not
likely to be well known or understood by engineering or licensing personnel,
and (4) significant as determined by operations or the PRA group. The utility
performed field validation of critical calculations, which were based on the
assumptions of normal and accident conditions, to demons + rate that (1) the sys-
tems are capable of performing the safety functions required by their engineering
design bases through appropriate physical walkdowns, (2) testing is adequate to
demonstrate that the systems would perform all of the safety functions required,
(3) system maintenance (with emphasis on pumps and valves) is adequate to ensure
system operability under postulated accident conditions, (4) oper6 tor and main-
tenance technician training is adequate to. ensure proper operations and mainten-
ance of the system, (5) huran factors considerstions relating to the selected
systems (e.g., accessibility and labeling of valves) and the systems supporting
procedures are adequate to ensure proper system operation.

However, some of the utilities surveyed have validation programs that lack
suf ficient attention to topical DBD areas such as single failure, system inter-
action, seismic design and separation requirementc. Others have inadequate
validation of component-level design requirements and information contained in
the DBDs, and other utilities focus on design related weaknesses in plant
procedures rather than including design documentation.

3.8 Operability and Reportability

Utilities were concerned about the questions of operability and reportability
that could arise from DDR programs. For example, utilities were unclear if sys-
tems, structures, and components should be considered inoperable if documentation
that provided assurance that the plant was being operated within its design bases
was unretrievable. Some plants had needlessly been shut down or had reduced
power as a result of documantation problems. Ir, addition, there was the poten-
tial for generating a substantial number of reportable events, many of which
would later be determined to have been unnecessary. (Additional insights into
these questions can be found in the Nuclear Management and Resources Council's
(NUMARC's) " Design Basis Program Guidelines" document dated October 1990.)
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There is a clear linkage between operability and reportability determinations.
Once the determination has been made that the facility has been or is operating
outside its design bases or that systems, structures, and components ay bei

incapable of performing their intended safety function requirements fce report-
ability as specified in 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73 become operative and the
time clock starts for any affected action statements as defined in the facility'stechnical specifications. These operability and reportability judgments are of
particular concern during the DDR phase for older plants designed before the
existence of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and NRC endorsement of ANSI Star.dards
N45.2.11-1974 and N45.2.9-1974 as requirements for d>asign documer.ts and record
retention. Design documentation practice for the older plants was not as
rigorous as more recent practice so that missing or incomplete documentation
is not unusual and is not necessarily an indication of an inadequate design
or other immediate safety concern.

,
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

It is very difficult to characterize the performance of nuclear utilities in
the area of design control and configuration management on the basis of a rather
limited survey of six licensees and one NSSS vendor. The one thing the survey
team can conclude with a high degree of confidence is that each utility controls
design and approaches configuration management in a different manner. Certain-
ly, there are similarities in the programs of different utilities by virtue of
the fact that they are all, in their own way, trying to achieve many of the samegoals and objectives. However, differences in organizational structure and areas
of emphasis result in different approaches.

In developing its conclusions, the team drew from the strengths and weaknesses
they perceived during the survey of the approaches and programs of the variousutilities. Utility
therefore, the team' programs may have evolved since the survey was completed;s conclusions should not be interpreted as bein
of, or an endorsement of, any current utility approach or program. g criticalAdditionally,
for completeness, the survey team has drawn from its direct knowledge of program
strengths, weaknesses, and problems encountered by utilities that were not partof the survey. Therefore, the conclusions and observations given below should
be viewed as a global account of the organizational or programmatic attributes
that have been beneficial or have caused problems in design control or
design-document reconstitution.

4.1 Overall Assessment of Utility Design Control

4.1.1 Engineering Capability

The utilities surveyed had adequate procedures and practices to control the
interface between the corporate and site engineering staffs. While each organi-
zational structure had its strengths and weaknesses, in most cases, where the;

eng.neering organization had the responsibility to control the plant design,
configuration, and modifications, the design documentation was more complete and
there was less likelihood that temporary and permanent plant modifications
abrogated the plant's design and licensing bases.

The utilities with plants that had recently started up had larger design staffs
with more engineering disciplines and performed more fundamental design engi-neering in-house. Utilities with plants that had started up in the early to
mid-1970's tended to have smaller staffs and relied more heavily on outside con-
tractor organizations for the more complex and involved design activities while
overseeing these activities in a project management role. Although operating
in a project management role is one of several ways for the utilities to control
and implement plant modifications, it is still imperative that the project man-
agement staff be sufficiently knowledgeable to be able to ask the right ques-
tions of the organization or person performing the work. This is true even for

,

! the more arcane technical specialties (e.g., seismic analysis or reactor core
thermal / hydraulic analysis) for which it may not be justifiable to retain
in-house capability. However, the team observed that project management staffs
were not always sufficiently knowledgeable. Although, of necessity, some per- 1
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centage of engineering work must be performed by contract organizations, it is
the licensee's responsibility to ensure that the work is done correctly and that
the plant remains within its design bases. It is important for utilities who
have delegated design responsibilities to outside contractor organizations to
establish engineering assurance programs and to maintain active technical man-
agement involvement and control of the design process. This is necessary to

.

ensure consistency in the design control process and to maintain control of
the configuration management program.

The percentage of engineering work h ne in-house varied among the utilities
surveyed. The utilities that retained a solid in-house engineering capability
tended to have a more thorough understanding of their engineering design bases
and current licensing bases and of the implementation of these bases. If a
significant portion (40 to 50 percent) of engineered plaat modifications (com-
plex as well as simple modifications) were done in-house, the utility would
maintain a technically competent engineering staff that was in touch with the
current technology.

There was a lack of utility design procedures (in-house design guides and
procedures) and the utilities tended to rely heavily on industry consensus
standards to engineer modifications. Certainly consensus standards-are neces-
sary and useful, however, they are typically broad-based documents that permit
multiple ways to achieve an acceptable design. The development and use of in-
house design guides would further refine and provide for a more consistent
design approach to the implementation of the guidance provided by consensus
documents. The use of in-house design guides would help to ensure that the
engineering design bases are considered in developing plant modifications.
These documents could also standardize, to the extent possible, the manner in
which commitments in the plant's design bases are implemented.

An important part of the design control, and also the design reconstitution
process, is tie recognition (but not necessarily quantification) of where
design margins exist and their categorization as being controlled by the design
organization or by the NRC. ,

It may be beneficial to quantify and control design margins when they are
referenced as the bases for acceptability of a design modification or a modifi-
cation to plant operating procedures. Original margins tend to be slowly ccq-
sumed during the life of a facility by various modifications. Many Class 1E
electrical tystems, for example. MJ excess capacity when the facilft began
commercial operation. Over i.ne years, electrical loads were contir M 1y added
to the Class IE system by designers, secure in the knowledge that ample margin
existed, only to realize one day that the margin they thought existed had been
consumed and, in fact, the diesel generators were unknowingly being required to

' operate in a condition in excess of the manufacturers continuous-duty riting.

The identification, definition, categorization, and tracking of margins in the
original plant design and during the design change process was generally weak.

None of the utilities had thoroughly ker track of design margins, nor considered
how small incremental changes to systems could affect design margins. Many
utilities did not update controlled calculations to incorporate minor changes
or track these minor changes so that they could be assessed in aggregate to
determine the total effect on system or component performance. Utility engineers
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relied on undocumented engineering judgment to assess the effect of small changeson system performance. Although the use of properly documented engineering
judgment is a valid way of assessing the effect of incremental changes, if the
increciental changes are not tracked and the decrease in available design margins
are not docuinented, at least qualitatively, sooner or later the design margin
will be nonexistent and systems may no longar be able to perform their intendedsafety functions. If utilities developed ac.J implemented procedures and controls
to track incremental changes to design calculations, the control of designmargins would be enhanced. ;

|

Inaddition,althoughdocumentedengineeringjudgmentcanbereliedonto
determine the threshold for revising the calculations for consideration of the
aggregate effect of the design changes, it is important that the related history
of a calculation remain with the analysis of record. There were instances where
the rationale for these engineering judgments was contained with the modifica-
tion packages and not with the original calculations. Therefore, an engineer
subsequently modifying a systeh, vould have to retrieve cil the previous, related
modification packages to understand where margins may have been reduced from theoriginal design. It would be beneficial if all original design calculations and
design-change related calculations- performed by either the utility or by A/Es,
NS$5 vendors, anel other contractors for the utility--were logged and filed in
utility document-control systems independent of tre associated design-changepackages. In this manner, calculations would all be recorded in a central loca-
tion and an engineer would be able to review a list of calculations for a par-
titular structure, system, or component to determine if reanalysis had been per-
formed and if the original design analysis was still valid and remained theanalysis of racord. Where calculations are restricted because of proprietary
considerations by outside companies, it would be useful if utilities mad
summaries and listings of such calculations in their files.

All the utilities surveyed had adequate methods to identify and to control in-
progress modifications so that other engineers and designers would be aware of
planned but perhaps not yet implemented modifications that could affect the
modifica; ion on which they were working. However, all utilities should pay
particular attention to their design-change control procedures and irplementa-
tion programs to ensure that controls are established to minimize the occurrence
of conflicts or adverse interactions between simultaneously ongoing modifica-tions. It is important that procedures also ensure that partial implementation
of a modification does not result in a condition that lies outside the approved
system design.

Most utilities have adopted the systems engineer concept. Tne adoption of the
systems engineer concept is indicative of a proactive utility organization
recognizing the need for this coordination / interface function. Extending this
concept to the design organization also would be beneficial because in many
instances there is no system ownership in the engineering organization and any
one of several individuals may prepare modifications for any given system.
Therefore, it is not likely that any one engineer in the design organization

,

I

fully understands the engineering design bases of a given system or what prompted
icertain decisions to be made and why and how certain design considerations were '

implemented. Extending the concept of the systems engineer to the design organi- !zaticc. would add greater depth of knowledge to the design organization as well |
as create a single point of contact or design counterpart to the systems engi-neer on site. It would also establish a cognizant individual for specific sys-
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tem or topical DBDs that would be created by a utility DDR program. The systems
engineer in the design organization could have responsibility for maintaining
his/her assigned DBDs current and assuring that his/her assigned system remains
within its engineering design bases.

In several of the utilities surveyed, the responsibility for instrumentation ;

and control (I&C) was under the electrical power discipline, which appeared to
dilute the resources available to handle modifications in the I&C area. Con-
sidering the rapid change in technology in the I&C discipline (e.g., the use of
digital instrumentation systems in place of analog systems, the increased use of
fiber. optics, multiplexing, and computerized protection systems with safety-
related software), a dedicated organization to handle I&C modifications could be
beneficial. Additionally, having designated individuals controlling the pro-
babilistic risk assessment and the failure modes and effects analyses also is
worthy of consideration.

The computer-based, fully integrated, configuration management information
system under development at one utility appeared to be a very capable and useful
tool to retrieve design information. In-house development of the software for
the system and the close working relationship between corporate computer pro-
gramming experts and configuration management personnel appeared to be a key
factor in the successful development of such a system. In the future, systems
such as this will help to ensure consistency _of design inputs when design
changes are made.

4.1.2 Control of Plant Modifications

There_ appeared to be appropriate lines of communi stion between engineering,
groups' responsible for implementing plant modifications, and operations
personnel.

-The development of a facility modification is a complex process that requires '
not only coordination of the-various engineering design disciplines but also- a

coordination between the engineering and site personnel.

A comprehensive design considerations checklist, which identifies appropriate
design inputs, design attributes, design criteria, and design documents, is a
useful tool for the design engineer. Further, multidiscipline walkdowns before
engineering the complex modifications were beneficial to identify and perhaps
resolve questions regarding interferences, operational problems, sequence of
installation, and other synergistic design considerations. ' Periodic multidisci-
pline meetings held before and during the implementation of complex modifica-
tions;were beneficial for planning the work in advance, defining organizational
responsibilities, and resolving any problems.that arise.

Utilities should encourage walkdowns before, during, and after a modification
is installed, particularly for complex modifications. The walkdowns would be
most beneficial if they were performed by a team comprised of design, construc-
tion, operations, maintenance, systems engineers, and health physics personnel

.using a standard set of questions. Walkdown observations and discrepancies '

could be jointly resolved ~by the participants. Following modification imple-
mentation, a formal walkdown involving the systems engineer, the design engi-
n)er, and representatives of other organizations such as the installing'organi-
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zatior operations, maintenance, and the QA/QC organizations should be held to
ensure p'oper implementation of modification details.

The proctdural requirements for system turnover of modifications were thoroughat most utilities. It is very important that druings and procedures critical
to system operation, such as those identified below, are updated in the control
room before modification turnover to operations.

drawings such as P&lDs, electrical single-line diagrams, schematics and.

logic diagrams, and valve and instrument lists

technical manuals required by operations*

'
operating procedures-

emergency operating procedures-

set point documentsa

surveillance test procedures required for operability determinations of-

the modified system or equipment

electrical load list for Class IE busses-

4.2 Assessment of Utility-Initiated Desion-Document Reconstitution Programs,

4.2.1 Development of Design-Bases Documents
.

Each utility surveyed had evaluated the need for a design-document reconstitution
progre.m and proceeded according to its needs. Each utility operates differently,
has a different organizational structure, and perhaps has facilities of differ-
ent ages with varying degrees of available documentation; therefore, each utility
must review its needs, establish the goals it wants to achieve, target the pri-
mary users of the products, and develop a program that fulfills its objectives.
Accordingly,-it follows that each facility should have its own program. Even
within the same utility, where facilities of different-vintages may exist, it is
not unreasonable to expect to have somewhat different programs for each facility.

-

It 10110ws that the format and content of the DBDs for each facility may be
unioue since they are driven by the predefined programmatic goals and objectives
and the needs of the:end users. However, since most utilities have common

,

objectives, many DBDs may contain similar types of information. Appendix F
provides a listing of fundamental design-bases document attributes.

DBDs are beneficial because they can capture the current corporate memory of the
engineering design bases (including.the NSS5 scope),.the_ design decisions that
were made, and the rationale behind these decisions. Experience has shown that >

this'information held in corporate memory fades over the years as a result of
staff turnover and attrition. DBDs also provide a user-friendly, central loca-
tion for.the engineering design bases and current licensing bases and a directory:

to supporting design documents. DBDs, for example, can provide reference infor-;

mation to support 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations necessary for temporary modifications
or regulatory waivers of compliance that may be required on an expedited basis
to keep a facility operating. Such ' situations regularly arise at inopportune
times, such as during weekends or on backshifts, when perhaps the individuals
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most knowledgeable of the specific design considerations in question or design
margins available are not on site or readily reachable.

Utilities may find it a worthwhile exercise to evaluate their organizations to
determine the need for implementing some form of DDR program on the basis of thefollowing factors: (1) loss of engineering and design corporate memory (i.e.,
utility, NSSS vendor, A/E) through personnel attrition, (2) the normal evolution
of the utility organization from a design to an operating orientation with the
typical shift in priorities away from expending resources to maintain and update
design documents, (3) lack of a centralized design engineering organization with
responsibility for design control and configuration management shifted to the
operating organization, (4) extensive reliance on contracted engineering services
with minimal licensee capability to provide technical oversight, (5) the availa-
bility of design bases and design analyses and calculations to support the as-
built plant, and (6) the ability to make timely operability determinations.
(Further self-assessment questions are addressed in Appendix H.) On the comple-
tion of such a self-assessment, utility management could judge whether a DDR
program would significantly enhance their level of knowledge of the plant designand the accessibility of information. If a decision was made to initiate a DDR
program, the self-assessment could provide the bases for developing the goals
and objectives of the program.

If a utility decides to initiate a DDR program, it should recognize that implicit
in this decision is a commitment of the necessary personnel resources and manage-
ment oversight to ensure management goals and objectives are met and that the
program will produce documents that may be effecti"ely used in design control,
configuration management, and plant operational programs.

However, the commitment of utility personnel to produce a useful set of quality
documents is an important ingredient to the success of a DDR program for several

First, the task of putting together a DBD will provide the individualsreasons.

involved with a wealth of information about and irsights into the systems engi-
neering design bases and with the reasons why certain design decisions were made.
It seems prudent to keep this knowledge in-house. This can be better accom-
p11shed if the DBDs are developsd by utility personnel rather than contractors.
Second, utility participation provides a strong sense of ownership of the DBDs
and a greater appreciation and understanding of the information contained within
the documents and of the amount of effort necessary to compile the information.

Strong pa*ticipation of the utility staff in the development of the DBDs should
be encouraged by utility management to yield en increased appreciation of the
plant design bases and to result in a greater level of acceptance of the DBD
documents by the working-level utility staff. The best way to achieve an imme-
diate level of engineering involvement is to dedicate utility design engineers
and appropriate plant personnel to the DDR program and to raintain the DBDs as

i living and useful docunents in the modification programs. However, it is neces-'

sary for the utility to do more than assign or contract a group to aevelop, com-
pile, and distribute the DBDs to well-defined users. It is al.,0 necessary for
the utility to develop an awareness and understanding of %e plant's design
bases and its importance within engineering and plant organizations. The DBDs
can be useful toward this end, but are not a substitute for utility engineering
involvement in the design of facility modifications.

)
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At the conclusion of a DDR program, most utilities have a thorough understand-
ing of their engineering design bases, a sufficiently complete set of documents
that demonstrate how the engineering design bases were implemented, and a high
level of confidence that the current facility configuration is consistent with
the design documents and is being operated within its design bases.

The level of involvement of the utility's design organization in the DDR process
is a major factv in the quality and usefulness of the DBDs. The utilities thathave exercis' t 75t control and leadership in their DDR programs have higherquality and e m cleful documents. In the long term, it would be beneficial
for utilities w minimize their reliance on outside engineering organizations to
provide the understanding of a facility's engineering design bases and how they
were implemented. The team recognized that a utility will always be dependent
to some degree on the NSSS vendor and the A/E of record and will certainly need
their assistance in developing DBDs. However, it would benefit the utilities
if they abandoned the-turnkey mentality of being solely plant operators and
thoroughly understood the engineering design bases of their facilities. The ,

first step in this transition may be for a utility to assume ownership and con-
trol of its DBDs. Heavy reliance on outside organizations to develop DBDs will
not bring within the utility a deep understanding or sense of ownership of DBDs.

.

Once created, the DBDs should be controlled cnd maintained as-built in a manner
similar to other drawings and design documents. Since DBDs by their nature con-
tain engineering design-bases information and configuration-specific descriptive
information, it may be necessary to update the DBDs after every modification.
Because it is unlikely that the engineering uesign cases will change frequently,
some utilities have tried to decouple the DBDs from the configuration specifics,
for example, by including references to facility drawings by drawing number but
without the revision number. This is an acceptable concept. Since the drawings
are themselves controlled, an engineer requesting a drawing would be typically
given the latest revision, unless othe Wise specified. It appeared unnecessarily
burdensome to have a change in one controlled document result in cascading revi-
sions of other controlled documents. However. when a plant modification results
in a change to a DBD, the change should be processed as part of the modification
package completion, in the same manner that other affected documents are revised.
Because of the important design information contained in the DBDs, it is impera-
tive that all DBD users are informed in a timely manner of DBD changes. Periodic
updates on a yearly basis, for example, would not make the DBDs a particularly
user-f riendly document.

4.2.2 Identification of Missing Design Documentation

Utilities with older plants will generally find design document reconstitution
programs more challenging because they typically have not obtained design calcu-
lations from their A/E or NSSS vendor and design ree;nciliation programs were, ;
at best, smaller in scope than those for the newer pMis.

Most utilities did not have a systematic method to determine the engineering
design bases or system parameters for which calculations should have been per-
formed. Many of the utilities had not identified the parameters or design
attributes that were necessary to demonstrate that structures, systems, and com-
ponents would perform their intended safety functions. Without this up-front
identification, it is difficult to determine what documents are missing when the
retrieval process is completed. In other words, the utilities were not totally
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sure which calculations were missing because they did not define the design
attributes or controlling design parameters that are necessary to (1) establish
and define the functionality and operability requirements of structures, systems,
and components, (2) demonstrate the conformance of structures, systems, and com-
ponents to the design bases, and (3) demonstrate that structures, systems, and
components will perform their intended $6fety function. During the conduct of
a DDR program, it is important to determine (1) which design attributes or con-
trolling design parameters lack documentation demonstrating proper implementa-
tion, (2) which documents need to be regenerated to demonstrate implementation
of the design bases, and (3) the priority in which the documents need to be
regenerated. A good approach to accomplish this is to identify a template of
design documents before beginning a system or topical design-bases document. A
review would then be performed to establish the degree to which the available
design documents match the template. Appendix ! is an example of typical types
of design attributes or controlling design parameters that may be included in a
template.

4.2.3 Prioritization of Missing Design Documentation

Once the template has been defined, it is likely that some documentation will
be unretrievable. None of the utilities surveyed had a proceduralized, defined
prioritization scheme to identify the documents that they felt needed to be
regenerated nor a schedule for regeneration to better utilize existing engi-
neering resources. Document regeneration was typically done on a case-by-case
basis with reliance placed on the judgment of lead engineers from individual
disciplines. In some cases, little thought had been given to the need for docu-
ment reconstitution. A prioritization methodology should be employed when
missing or deficient documents are identified. The methodology should ensure
that resources are expeditiously focused on items in a timeframe dictated by
their perceived safety significance.

One way the survey team devised to rank the importance of design documents vis-
a-vis safety significance is presented in Appendix J. This method divides the
design docements into five categories on the basis of their position in the
hierarchy of safety systems, with design documents relating to systems covered
by the plant technical specifications being considered the most important and
placed in Category 1 while documentation to demonstrate the seismic capability
of non safety-related systems from creating a hazard to safety-related systems
was placed in Category 5. Utilities that have completed probabalistic risk
assessments have used these to gaantify the safety significance of safety func-
tions by computing the increase in core-melt probability if, because of missing
documentation, it is assumed that a given safety function ma
This also is a reasonable approach to prioritize resources. y not be completed.

4.2.4 Concept of Essential Design Documents

In performing a design document reconstitution program, it is likely that
certain design documents will be unretrievable or contain inconsistencies.
While the survey team did not see the need to regenerate the complete set of
design documents, it is important that certain design documents are available to
support plant operation. This set of design documents will be referred to as
" essential design documents." It is the opinion of the team that all essential
documents be accurate and those that are unretrievable need to be regenerated
in an expeditious manner. The team has defined essential design documents as
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those necessary to support or demonstrate the conservatism of technical specifi-
: cation values, e.g., pump flow calculations and set point calculations and

design documents that are necessary both for engineering to support plant opera-
tions and for use by the operators to quickly respond to events. Examples of
essential documents include, but are not limited to, electrical load lists, set
point lists, valve lists, instrument lists, fuse lists, breaker lists, Q-lists,
dissel generator load sequencing, P& ids, flow diagrams, electrical single line
diagrams and schematics and breaker and fuse coordination studies.

4.2.5 Document Regeneration

It would be beneficial to regenerate all missing or inaccurate essential
documents in an expeditious manner. If a high level of confidence can be estab-
lished that the system can fulfill its safety functions through alternate means,
such as test data, it may be possible to schedule the regeneration of these doc-
uments in a timeframe commensurate with their perceived safety significance.
If other supporting information or test data is available to demonstrate that
a system, structure, or component can perform its intended safety function,
resources expended in the regeneration of missing documentation need to be
weighed against other-priority safety items, such as those listed on tne inte-
grated living schedule for performing plant modifications. For example, it may
not be cost-beneficial to regenerate all missing pipe support calculations if,
based on reanalysis of a sufficient sample, it can be demonstrated that adequate
design margins exist. However, if a modification is proposed that would affect
a pipe support then good engineering practice would dictate that it would have
to be reanalyzed, if a valid analysis did not exist. -The new analysis would
then form a point of departure for the proposed modification and quantify the
design margin available follouing the installation of the proposed modification.

4.2.6 Verification of Design-Bases Documents and Validation of Plant
Configuration

Many DDR programs did not contain adequate verification or validation of system
or topical DBDs. The utility programs were almost uniformly lacking in that DBD
source documentation was not technically challenged. The existence of a calcu-
lation was presumed sufficient to justify 08D inforsation while the validity of
the calculation assumptions, methodology, results, or consistency with the cur-

,
'

rent plant configuration was not vigorously reviewed. Calculations performed
before the NRC approval of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 need greater scrutiny.
Although calculations performed under approved design verificaton programs may
not require as thorough a check, it would be appropriate and prudent to verify

~ that (1) the calculational assumptions are still valid, (2) that any physical
data, dimensions, or other design inputs used in a calculation are still valid,
and (3) the calculational results appear reasonable on the basis of engineering
judgment.

.

A strong DDR program would include a quality program that assured (1) the
retrieved DBD supporting design documents were verified to be valid, (2) any
regenerated documents were verified in accordance with existing design verifi-
cation procedures, (3) the information contained in the system or topical DBDs
was verified to-have been correctly translated from the supporting design docu-
ments. (4) the current plant configuration was validated to be consistent with
its DBDs and supporting design documents, and (5) differences between the exist-
ing plant configuration and that specified in the DBDs and supporting design
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documents were reconciled. The most important benefit that could be gained by !a utility from a DDR program is the knowledge that the plant is consistent with
|its design documents and DBDs.

|

Some utilities have not consistently validated the plant configuration against
the system or topical DDDs. This was particularly true for plant-wide design j

;
considerations addressed in topical DBDs covering items such as single failure, !
system interaction, seismic design, and separation requirements, and in valida- |
tion of component-level design requirements.

It is important that utility verification and validation programs include |
topical desi
protection, gn aspects such as flooding, high-energy line break, seismic, fire iand environmental qualification. Although previous utility programs 1

have validated significant portions of these aspects, these earlier programs may '

not have completely verified all aspects of the system design bases. While some
credit can be taken for the earlier efforts, assurance must be gained that pre-
vious validation programs were correctly performed and that all necessary aspects
of the topical design area have received the requisite validation.

4.3 Operability and Reportability Determinations

The process of determining equipment operability and reportability of design-
bases inconsistencies must be a continuous process whereby conclusions regarding
operability and reportability are initially made and reevaluated as new or
additional infomation becomes available. This process should begin with the
working-level engineers who are involved in the collection, review, and cate-
gorization of design-bases information and design documents. It is important
that the working-level engineers have sufficient experience to recognize gaps
in design documentation.that may be indicative of potential operability or
reportability concerns and that these be brought quickly to the attention of
management for further evaluation in a timeframe commensurate with their safety
significance.

4.3.1 Operability Determinations

One of the utility concerns was cycling the plant and 2. W ing it through perhaps
unnecessary power or mode changes because insufficient design documentation was
available to conclusively demonstrate that systems or umponents were operating
within i. heir design bases and were therefore considered to be inoperable by the
plant technical specifications.

The existence or availability cf information to demonstrate that a structure,
system, or component is operating within its design bases is not necessarily
required to establish operability. Engineering judgment can be relied on to
make a preliminary determination of operability and reportability pending fur-
ther evaluation. The basis for engineering judgments may include operating
history; experience with similar structures, systems, and components; preopera-
tional test data; routinely conducted surveillance and testing (to the extent

-they simulate design-bases conditions); performance of simplified bounding anal-
yses; and other information. In some cases, it may be necessary to regenerate
missing design documents to demonstrate conformance with the design bases and to
validate engineering judgment.
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Implicit in this discussion is the premise of operability; that is, if the system
has been operable and meets its surveillance requirements and limiting conditions
of operation defined in the plant tecnnical specifications and if there is a
reasonable expectation (based on engineering judgment) that the system can per-
form its intended function, the system should not be immediately considered
inoperable solely on the basis of missing documentation. However, the process
is not open-ended and the period available to make engineering judgments, per-
form evaluations persuant to 10 CFR 50.59, or otherwise determine operability,
should be bounded by a time commensurate with the safety significance of the
open item. It is anticipated that operability judgments will continually need
to be reevaluated on the basis of the availability of information. During these
periods of evolving information, it may be beneficial to contact the NRC to
keep it apprised of the current situation.

4.3.2 Reportability

The 10 CFR 50.2 definition of design bases is used in determining immediate
notification requirements under 10 CFR 50.72 and licensee event report require-
ments under 10 CFR 50.73. These tegulations require the licensee to report any
event or condition that results in a nuclear power plant being outside its
design bases.

Some utilities believe that the number of licensee event reports (LERs) is
viewed by certain organizations as an indicator of poor licensee performance
without consideration of underlying reasons or the overall benefits in safety
and efficiency accrued by performing a DDR program. A related concern was that
the potential for reportable items increases as the design bases are more pre-
cisely defined by the DBD. This would tend to raise the ' yearly number of
reportable items after the DDR programs are completed. Further, licensees were
concerned that the NRC would require reporting of deviations from information
contained in DBDs that was part of the commercially driven design constraints
but not part of the licensing bases of the facility. The increase in the number
of LERs and other reports as required by 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 is considered by
the licensees as a disincentive for performing a DDR program, +

Another concern expressed by licensees related t,o the timing of reporting
missing information that demonstrates conformance to the design bases. For
example, during the process of gathering design-bases information it may be ini-
tially thought that certain information is unavailable to demonstrate compliance
with a particular aspect of the plant's design bases. However, experience with
design document reconstitution programs has shown that often information pre-
viously thought to be missing is either retrieved or regenerated and it demon-
strates that the facility meets its design bases. Licensees wanted to know at
what point in the information gathering process is the oreparation of a report
required pursuant to 10 CFR 50.72 or 10 CFR 50.73.

The reporting requirements specified in 10 CFR 50.9, 50.72, and 50.73 apply
equally to discrepancies discovered during ODR programs. Therefore, there is
no regulatory basis to treat discrepancies discovered during the conduct of a
DDR program differently than any other reportable item. Consequently, reporting

- suspected but unsubstantiated discrepancies discovered during a DDR program
should be handled by the utility in the same manner as other potentially report-
able items. While it may be prudent for licensees to informally apprise the NRC
of potentially reportable items of high safety significance, formal reporting is
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not required by the existing regulations until the determination is made by thelicensee. As discussed above, the operability and reportability evaluations areclosely linked. Therefore, the operability and reportability judgments for each
open item could be made in the same timeframe and that timeframe should be com-
mensurate with the perceived safety significance of the item. Generally, once
sufficient information becomes available to make the operability determination,
the reportability determination should be straightforward.

Utilities also have expressed a desire to combine closely related reportable
events in a single LER by supplementing existing LERs. Again, LERs generated
during the conduct of a DDR program are no different from other LERs. Guidance
has been provided on this question by NUMARC in its " Design Basis Program Guide-lines "

The subject of supplemental LERs also has been discussed by the NRC in
NUREG-1022, " Licensee Event Report System," September 1983, and supplementsdated February 1984 and September 1985.

Although it is likely that during the course of performing a DDR program a
licensee will generate a larger number of reportable events, from the NRC's
standpoint, this will be viewed as a positive indication that a licensee's pro-gram is comprehensive. Conversely the generation of a small number of LERs
does not necessarily connote a supe,rficial program. - The number ~ :.ERs gener-ated during a DDR program will probably be a strong function of .e age of the
facility and the importance historically placed by the licensee en the avail-ability of design documentation.
document reconstitution would be ar, indication that a particular licensee hasHowever, an aggressively implemented design-
recognized the need to have and maintain current certain essential plant design-documents. Although there are regulatory and financial disincentives to con-ducting an effective DDR
past encouraged licensee program, both perceived and actur.1, the NRC has in the

initiated DDR programs and has, within the framework
of existing regulations and regulatory policy, taken certain actions to minimizeregulatory disincentives.

The NRC staff recognize that decign-bases documents may contain commercially
driven design constraints imposed to provide operational flexibility, to facili-
tate construction, or to realize certain economic benefits.
constraintsdonotform.thebasesforthestaff'ssafetyjudgmentanddonotSome of these design
impact the health and safety of the the public. Therefore, deficiencies that
are discovered relating to inconsistencies in the application or implementation
of such design constraints tiiat are not part of the current licensing bases are
not considered reportable under 10 CFR 50.72 or 50.73 simply because the basis <

of the discrepancy resides in a document the utility calls a DBD.
abilit The report-
tion, y determination should relate the discrepancy, through a technical +.valua-to the 10 C?R 50.2 definition. In other words, the regulatory design
bases are defined in the FSAR and other docketed information not in the systemor topical DB0s. To apply an overly conservative reporting interpretation could
penalize-some utilities that have included useful design information in their
DBDs that would not-fall within the 10 CFR 50.2 definition of design bases.
Conversely, omitting commercially driven design-bases information from DBDs with
the thought of limiting reporting obligations will unnecessarily lessen the
usefulness of the DBDs.

t

i
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4,4 Summary
3

Af ter a plant begins commercial- operation, there is a strong economic incentive
to shift the emphasis from maintaining engineering excellence to continued

,

operation and maintaining high availability factors. It is important that both
are maintained. An internal conflict of interest exists in all utility organ-
izations between the competing interests of maximizing cperating revenues and
engineering excellence. It is the responsibility of senior utility executives,

and managers to balance these competing interests. Clearly, events of the
recent past have demonstrated that it is short Jghted to sacrifice engineeringexcellence. Over the long term, striving for and attaining engineering excel-
1ence will increase plant availability and plant safety. Overall, the expense

-

of reconstituting the plant's engineering design bases and certain design docu-
ments will be justifiable on the basis of economics alone without considering
the obvious benefits to .71 ant safety.

;

,

s

e
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The general survey questions that were provided to the six utilities and the
one nuclear supply system (NSSS) vendor are given below. The utility responses
were assessed, although not verified, during the surveys. The discipline dis-
cussion questions were used during individual meetings with.the cognizant dis-i

cipline personnel to gather information on the utility or NSSS vendor processes,

General Survey Questions l

Which organizations prepare, aporove, and issue design documents, such as spe-
'

cifications and drawings, and design change documents, such as design change '

requests and field change requests?

What are the requirements for incorporating approved design changes into a
design document? Is a design document revised and reissued at fixed intervals
or revised and reissued when a specified number of approved changes have been
issued against the design document?

,

What design documents are necessary for plant operations and maintained as-built
in the control room?

Who determines which design documents are affected by design changes, and who
requires revision?e

What are the design documents, such as specifications, piping composites, and
electrical wiring diagrams, against which design change documents are written?.

What methods are used to ensure that design documents are clearly linked to and
maintained consistent with safety analyses, licensing commitments, and the
design basis?

To what extent is a rigorous ANSI N45.2.11 design verification program employed
for modifications?

How are as-found conditions (documented in nonconformance reports, design
~

change requests, and field change requests) that disagree with existing design
documents properly identified and reconciled with the documented design basis?

How are minor or temporary modifications properly controlled and given adequate
safety evaluations and design verifications?

|

How is design information coordinated among-the utility's operating and engi-i

! neering staf f, the plant architect-engineer, the nuclear steam supplier, and
L other significant vendors and contractors and consultants?
V

How do the programs for upkeep of technical procedures, such as operating.-
3maintenance, and testing procedures, incorporate desi n document requirements?0

If a design document reconstitution program is ongoing, what is the level of
involvement of the plant architect-engineer and the nuclear steam supplier?
How does the the utility control this involvement? If a program is planned,

NUREG-1397 1 Appendix A
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!

what is the intended level of involvement of the A/E and NS$$ supplier, and
,

how will this involvement be controlled?

What discipline-specific types of corporate design procedures, guidelines, ,

'standards, end practices are available for the use of-derign engineers during4

the development of design changes?

What portion of the engineering of modifications is performed by the utility's
in house technical staff vs. outside contractors? q

How are coge,12 ant technicel staff made aware of the status and scope of modifi-
cations that are planned, or in process, that may interaft with other planned
or in process modificatuns? How are these interactions controlled to avoid

i conflicts between modifications?

How are the necessary and _ appropriate design documents made available to the
preparers of modifications?

What is the utility definition of a design document?

What types of documents (e.g., calculations, drawings, purchase specifications,
vendor manuals) does your facility consider to be design documents?

,

Which design document types does your facility maintain as controlled and which I

are maintained as built? How are design documents kept up to date with the
as-built plant?

Discipline Discussion Questions

-How is design information from modifications integrated into operations and>

maintenance procedures and training programs? Is this information provided to
these organizations in aLtimely fathion?

,

What do you believe is the overall effectiveness of the modification program,
and what improvements do you believe could be made to enhance the program? '

How is_the coordination of modifications /dcsign changes between the various
involved organizations accomplished?

' ' How is the design / engineering change process ~ initiated? '

For those items initiated at the plant level, is the up-front screening process-
adequate and is it-accomplished in a timely fashion? -!

What is the involvement of operations, maintenance, onsite engineering, and
other organizations outside the design organization in the review and implemen-
tation of modifications?

8

What'is the backlog of change requests that require engineering action?

Is design documentation (e.g. , drawings and calculations) found to be consist-
ent with the plant configuration or are substantial walkdowns and consistency

,

checks required when designing modifications?>

NUREG-139? 2 Appendix A
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What is the experience level of design engineers and reviewers, design managers
and safety reviewers? Are "old-timers" available for consultation or input on
original design decisions or on undeclying reasons for earlier plant modifica-
tions? When reconstituting or recreating missing or inadequate design documen-
tation, how do you compensate (or plan to compensate) ior inadequacies in the
corporate memory?

11 changes have been made in the design control and configuration management
process over the life of the plant, what reviews have been performed to provide
assurance that the documentation, safety analysis, and design decisions for
earlier plant modifications are consistent with and adequately support the
plant design basis?

i

,
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MATRICES OF DESIGN A'ITRIBUTES
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The design. attributes matrices are not considered to be a complete list ofimportant design attributes.1hc matrices were
used by the survey team to get a quick overview of tiac degree of control, retrievability, accessibility, and fidelity of variout, .
design attributes and design documents.The attributes include design inputs, design analyses and amluations, an. design
outputs. The key to design attributes matrices is given below.

A Not ypticahic.

13 Not retrievable-lhe documents cannot be located in the utility's files or archives; or the documents can be located,
but the information is suspert: or the utility does not recognize the need for such documents.

,

C Partially retrievable-Sor
.uments can be located, but some of the information h suspect or must be supple-mented.

D' Completely retrievable-All documents can be located, and are valid.

E Controlled-The documents are within the scope of the utility's document control ,ystem.

F Accessible-Documents that are distributed or made accessible to engineering and plant pctsonnel in a controlled
manner and are de t:lopeu ic be * user friendly" through format or training.

O As built-Documents that depict the installed plant cotfiguration.

,

!

,

.

l

1
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MECilANICAL COMPONENTS DESIGN ATTRiliUTES MAT'O
DESIGN A'ITRIBUTE CATEGORY

A Il C D' E l' GGeneral Design Criteria
Safety Classif: cations -

___

Regulatory Guides
llulletins
Codes and Standards

NSSS/llOP Interface Criteria
Systcm Desien Descrintions

System Functional Criteria and Safety Clanifications
Piping Design Specifications
Paping Purchase Specifications

Piping Geometry, Materials and insulation Data
Equipment Design Specifications
Equipment Purchase Specifications

Equipment Arrangement and Anchorage
Equipment Geometry and Materials
Pipe Support Design Specifications ,_

Pipe Supr:Jrt Purchase Specifications

Pipe Support Geometry, Materials and location
Tornado
Earthquake L

Flood

loss of Coolant Accident _(LOCA)
,

High Uncrgy IJnc fireak (HELII) .__

Moderate Energy Line Break (MElll) '

linvironment
Missiles

Fluid /Sicam Tnintients
Vibrat. LTransients
Seismic Category 2/Catecorv 1

Fire Protection Pine
Duried } Soc
Differential fluilding Settlements -
Vendor Equipment Allowable lads
Vendor Equipment Functional, Seismic and ^

Environnientajpualification
Vendor Equipmer .nstallation and

Malntenanq Reauirements
Vendor Standat ! Component Load Capacities

*

Rigorously Analyzedpping and Supports
,

Generically Oualified Piping e,d Supports .I=typical Support Details and Spacing Criteria for
Field Routed Pipe

: Supplementary Stect, Buildmg Steel *Imd Tracking Program
!Equipment Anchorage Qualification

Anchor llott Imd Capacities .,

_

C
onstruction Fabrication, Installation Inspection,7 and Testing Criteria.

Change Documents
L

. Modification Packages

NURiiG-lT97
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MECilANICAL/ NUCLEAR DESIGN A1 TRIBUTES MATRIX.

DESIGN ATTRIBUTE CATEGORI A il C D E F G
~

Desirn Cycles for Equipment and Systems
Vibratie r.al Data
Thermal fixpansion Data -
System Flow Requirements
System Resistance

Seismic and Environmental Qualification
Separation Criteria -
!!aui,iment Set Points
Procedures

isometnc Drawinns-
ICalculations -

'

Analyses
Specifications
Vendor Manuals,

Procurement Documentation
Safety Classification
Pressure Ratings '

- Failure Modes
Ore.rator Action Requirements

'

Normal Operating Parameters
*

linvironmental Reautrements
Support System Reauirements

,

Post-Accident Accessibility- '

IIquipment Ratings
Materials Selection ,

Welding, Fituo Specifications
|layout and Arranrement i

Isolation Reauirements ,

Pumn Suction and Discharte Prassures
_

Surveillance Tests -- '

Support I2) ads

Valve Data
Valve Stroke Times
Pump NPSH

i
- Seismic Categories 2/1 Considerations

6g| Testing to Post: accident Conditions

rf.J

-.
,

4

f

..

i

f
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INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL DESIGN A'ITRIBUTES. MATRIX

DESIGN ATTRillVTE CATEGORY A B C D E F G

IEeIrulatory Requirements (ODCs, Regulatory Guides, NUREGs)
llulletins, Notices, Circulars
FSAR
I.icensinn Commitments
Codes and Standards (IEEE, ISA, ANSI, ASTM, etc.)*

Utility Standards and Practices -
Process System Specihcations
NSSS Interface Cnteria
Vendor Requirements and Manuals
Calculation Assumptions and Results

AccidentfTransient Analyset
HEI.B/MEIJi Analyses

A'IWS Analysis
Hazard Analyses

Tornado
Missile
Toxic Gas
Internal and External Flood ~
Frecre s

- Fire '

Equipment Qualification
Thermal / Hydraulic
Radiation

.

Seismic (Categories I and 2/1)
Vibration

Functional Requirements

Channel Purpose / Function
Interfacing Systems and Functions
Safety / Quality Class -

Selection of Measured / Controlled Variables =
Control Mode / Strategy
Range Requirements
Interlocks / Protection Requirements

Operator Interface Requirements

Controls
Displays

Alarms
Trends / Records / Archives =

Bypass Indication
Post Event Accessibility

Survivability Requirementa

- Normal Service Environment
Seismic - ,

LOCA/Hiilli |,

MELil )
Loss of HVAC
Tornado
Missile

NURl!G-1397 - 4 Appendix il j
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INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL Continued

DESIGN ATTRillVTE CATEGORY A B C D. E F G
Flocx.1

External '
intemal

,

- Freeze
Fire / Safe Shutdown
Vibration
local liigh Temperature
Normal Radiation
Surge Withstand /ESD
Electromagnetic Compatibility

Performance Requirements

Preferred Fallare Modes
Reliability / Availability Goals
Accuracy /Repeatabihty
Transient Resoonse
Testability

Separation / Independence / Diversity Requirements
Software Requirements Specifications
Design Bases Document

System

Tonical
Failure Modes and Effects

,

Reliability Analysis
_

Trade-Off Evaluations
Architecture / Configuration
Instrument Type Selection
Analoc vs. Dinital

Safe Shutdown / Appendix R Analysis

Shutdown I.ocic,

- Fire Effects Evaluation
__

EO Analysis-

_ Component Evaluation
Aging Evaluation
Qualification Reports / Packages

Thermal Form Factor -

Internal Heat Rise -

Field Test Reports -
Qualification Report.

Electromannetic Compatibility -
Analysis

Groundinc/Shieldine Conficuration
Vendor Test Resorts
Field Test Reports

Surge Withstand Capability

VendorTest Reoorts
Field Test Reports

Control Room Design Review
1

i

l

l
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-INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL Continued !

DESIGN ATTRIllVIE CATEGORY A B C D E - I' G -

Task /o.#ysis -
Alarm EvaNation i

Primary Element Sizinn Caiculations <;

Orifice Cavitation Calculations
Calibration /Scaline Calculations i

Set Point Tolerance

Process Set Point Calcul*tions ,

[pBDlHLtDi Data
,,,.Chanr ...lerance Calculations

L t.e.it Resnonse Analysis
Spatial Effects Analysis
Software Test Reports I

Software Design Analyses
o - Verification and Validation Reports

Pipinct & Instrumentation Diagrams -
!&C System Specifications
instrument filock Diagrams
Control Irgic Diagrams , ,
instrument loop Diagr.*. ,FI/W)
Schematic Connec. ion Diagrams A

level Setting Diagrams
Instrument Installation Details-
Rack Internal Arrangement Drawings
PC.nel Arrangement Drawings

Rack Outline / Structural Drawings
Panel Outline / Structural Drawinc'.

_

Tubing Routing Drawings
_

Tubing Isometric Drawings
Equipment Specifications

Instruments / Devices !

Panels
Racks

Connectors
Rouipment Data Sheets
Installation Specifications->

Setnomt Document
Instrument index--- __,r_.

Software Design Specifications

Source Code
Software User / Maintenance Documents,

,

,
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=FLECTRICAL DESIGN A'ITRIBUTES MATRIX

DESIGN AT'lltIBUTE CATEGORY A B. C D E F- G
Regulatory Requirements (GDCs, Reputatory Guides, NUREGs)
flulletins, Notices, Circulars
FSAR
Ucensinn Commitments *

Cod:s and Standards (IEEE. NEM A. ANSI. etc3
Utility Standards and Practices :
Process System Specifications

_

NSSS Interface Criteria
Vendor Requirements and Manuals
Calculation Assumptions and Results -

--
Accident /Pransient Analyses
HDill/MEll! Analyses
Anticinated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) Analysis
Hazard Analyses

7brnado -
= Missile
Toric Gar
Internal and External Flood -
Precte

- Fire

Eauinment Oualification
Thermal / Hydraulic
Radiation

Seismic (Categories I and 2/1)
* Vibration

Functional Heautrements

- Interfacine Svztems/ Functions ''

Safety /Ouality Class ~

toad Purpose / Function
lead Sequence ~'

Interlocks / Protection Reautrements -
Operator Interface Requirements

Controls / Displays
__

Alarms
= Trends / Records / Archives

~
'

~

Hvoass Indication
- Post Event Accessibility

'

Survivability Requirements I

Normal Service Environment
Seismic
LOCA/HElJi . . ,

MhlJ1
' less of HVAC
Tornado '

~

Missile
- Fl m ) '~

Externa'
--

)
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ELECTRICAL Continued

DESIGN ATTRilllTTE CATEGORY A B C D E l' G
Internal

Frec7e

Fire / Safe Shutdown ~

Vibration
Local liigh Temperature
Normal Itadiction
Surre Withstanc' Canability
1Jehtninn

Performance Recyji ementst

Preferred Failure Modes
Reliability / Availability Goals
System / Component Impedance
Imad Duty Cycle
load Electrical Characteristics
Transient Response
Testability

Separat!an/ independence / Diversity Requirements
~

~~

Design-Ilasis Document
System

Topical

Failure Modes And Effects .

Reliability Analysis T
Trade Off Evaluations

_ , _

._ _

Configuration
-

Safe Shutdown / Appendix R Atmlysis

Shutdown loric
Fire Effects Evaluation

.

EO Analysis

Component I! valuation
Agmg Evaluation
Qualification Reports / Packages

Thermal Form Factor

Internal 11 eat Itisc
Field Test Reports
Qualification Reports

Surge Withstand Capability

Vendor Test Reforts
Field Test Reports

Set Pc;nt Tolerance

Electri _ j f Point Calculations!

Instrw ,, Tia

Circuit : " nce Calculations..

S_cyration/ Isolation Analyses
Lightning Protection Analyses
Emergency IJghting Calculations
load Flow Calculations

,5IEr1 Circiitt Calculations;
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ELECTRICAL Continued

DESIGN ATTRlillTTE CATEGORY A Il C D E F G
Motor Starting Calculations

Medium Voltare ac '
low Voltare ac
120 Vac
125 Vdc A__

System Transient Analysis
Protective Device Coordmation

Medium Voltare ac
low Voltare ac
120 Vac

-

125 Vdc

Degraded Voltare Analysis
Station Lilackout Analysis
Qffsite/Onsite Independence ~

load Sequencerriming Calculations

Diesel Generatodiizint Calculations
llattery Sizing Calculstions
flattery II, Generation
llattery Rechargin 1 Time
Charger Stzing Ca culations
inverter Sizing Calculations

~

Transformer Sizing Calculations
Fuse Fating Calculations
Grounding Impedance Calculations
I,oad Rating Calculations

Motor Acceleration Calculations
Motor Overload Sizing -
Cable Ampacity Calculations
Cable Pulling Calculations
Raceway Loading Calculations

lilectrical Penetration Calculations
Pane 1 board Derating Calculations
Heat Tracinn Calculations
MOV Actuator Sizing Calculations
lilectrical System Specifications

Medium Voltake ac
1.nw Voltage ac

_120 Vac
125 Vdc

One Line Diagrams

Medium Voltare ac
1.aw Voltage ac
120 Vac
125 Vdc

Control logic Diagtums
Scheinatic Connection Diagrams

Internal Wiring Diagrams

'lhree l.ine Diagrams

NURi!G-1397 9 Appendix B
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! ELECTRICAL Continued
;

DESIGN ATTRIBUTE CATEGORY- .A ~N ~ C= D~ E- r G

Electrical Arrangement Drawings
Raceway Layout Drawings
Enclosure Interr.al Arrangements
Panel Arrangement Drawings

Enclosure Outline /Stmetural Drawinct
~

.,

Panel Outline / Structural Drawings -
Cable and Raceway Schedule
Conduit / Tray Plans

Condult/ Tray Details .
Grounding Plans / Details

3s Electrical Installation Details !

Equipment Specifications
Equipment Data Sheets
Wire / Cable Specifications
Power Supply Specifications
Installatian Specifications
Motor and load Data / List

Medium Voltare ac -
Low Voltage ac

= 120 Vac

125 Vdc

Transformer Tap Settings
Protective Device Settings

Medium Voltage ac
1Aw Voltage ac '
120 Vac >

125 Vdc

Fuse Characteristics and Ratings -
Heat Dissipation Data

0 List

|

t

!

'|
,

|
-i
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DRAWING PRIORITIZATION METHODOLOGY
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Most utilities surveyed use a prioritization methodology to schedule drawing

,

revisions. Typical categories for p foritizing drawings are given below.
!Priority 1:

Ization 6 critical to plant operations.This category contains-drawings defined by the operations organ-
the turnever process and available in the control room.These drawings are updated ac_part ofj

consists af piping and instrumentation diagrams (P& ids), one-line electricalThis set of drawings;

diagrams, logic diagrams, valve index and circuit breaker list diagrams. :

Priority 2:

tions organization as second-tier operating documents..This cateoory contains control room drawings'def_ined by the opera-
' dated and available in the control room within 30 days from the time a systemThese drawings are up-

)
ihav become operational.

diagrams and schematics, P& ids (not included in Priority 1), and ins'.rumentThis set of drawings consists of elementary wiring
'

. loop diagrams.

Priority 3:
This- category contains drawings and documents defined by the inain-

plant maintenance.tenance organization (not included in Priority 1 and 2 above) as critical-to
operatiens has accepted a system.These drawiags are updated within 60 days from the time

However these drawings are not available inthe control room. This set of drawings con,sists of electrica; connection dia--
grams, internal wiring diagrams, . cable and raceway schedule, ').ghting and race-

-way drawings, selected vendor drawings that contain maintenance information,Q-list and EQ-list (equipment qualification list of components), total equip-
.

ment data base,.and pipe hanger drawings.

Priority 4:
neering organization (not included in Priority 1 through 3) as critical toThis catest,ry contains drawings and documents defined by the engi-

, engineering. These drawings are updated within 90 days from the time opera-tions accepts a system.
This set of drawings consists of documents related to

Appendix R criteria, piping isometrics, welding procedures, security hardware,
equipment list,: heat-balance-diagram, yard piping, and specifications. :|

Priority 5:
This category contains the remaining drawings and documents that -

are-not identified in Priorities 1 through 4. These_ documents are updated on
an as requested basis within 180 days after the request is received. . This set
of. drawings consiet of historical information on erection-drawings, drawings-

y

-such as piping 41an views and those drawings unlikely.to be affected by a
design change such as co@ onent outlines, printed circuit card schematics,foundations, and majonry.

,

i-
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APPENDIX D
,

AVAILABILITY OF
INTERNAL DESIGN GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS
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'The six utilities surveyed summarized the availability of their' design guidance
_.'documents that were either maintained in-house or planned to be availeble in-

house. Documents maintained by contracted organizations were not included.-

Topics covered by utility design guides, standards, or specifications are given
below.

Mechanical / Nuclear - Software design verification and
validation

Hydraulic calculation methodology General procurement specificationsPhysical separation ;rsta11ation details and specificationsSingle-failure analysis
ibterials selection Mechanical Components
Cotoonent design specifications
Component procurement specifications Piping design specifications
Welcing and fitup specifications Piping procurement specifications
Installation detailt and specifications Equipment design specifications'

Equipment procurement specifications ,

Electrical Equipment arrangement / anchorage
Pipe support design specifications

System calculation methodology Pipe support procurement specificationsConductor sizing Support details / installation
Overload sizing
Protective device application
Electrical separation / isolation
Failure analysis
Reliability analysis
Appendf 6 :ompliance ,

Raceway oesign
Lightning protection 5 q>General procurement specifications
Installation details and specifications ;

'

. Instrumentatiot,
. . .

1Control strategy
Instrument selection / application ;

!
L Primary element sizing

Operator interface i
|-Separation /1 solation ',

'

-Failure analysis
Reliability analysis

y Equipment qualification
Electromagnetic compatibility.o

? Surge withstand capability-
Set point tolerance'

i

|

|

|
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|

Florida Power Corporation has given the NRC permission to include an example
of its template approach to identifying the design attributes or controlling-

design parameters of important structures, systems, and components to perform
their intended safet System logic trees and desi
functional diagrams y functions.are used in this identification process. gn-bases
The utility stated that*

System logic trees serve as e outline for the development of the design-
e

bases document (DBD) for their tarticular system. For each safety function
of the system, a tree is generated that diagrammatically depicts the re-
gulatory requirements for the function and the supporting system / componentrequirements. The regulatory requirements (e.g. , general design criteria -
and' standards) are the current licensing bases for the function identified.
The system requirements (system parameters) are the activities the system

-

must perform to support the function and the component requirements-
:(component parameters) art the necessary components and actions required-

-

-to support the system requirements. The DBD developer can-then use the
-

logic trees for a particular-system to identify the required system / component j
,

-

parameters (i.e.,-numerical values) associated with the listed requirements.
-

The -trees -also help to identify the source _ documents that will be needed for
the DBD.- -

Shutdnwn logic diagrams.(SLDs) graphically depict the plant responses at*

the system level to those events -postulated in a plant's final safety j

analysis report. Each SLD identifies those systems essential to safe '

shutdown following an event, as credited in the plant's= safety analysis.,'

Each system appearing on an SLD supports one or more of the safety
functions necessary to achieve and maintain safe shutdown following the^ postulated event. System ?nterfacas and the safety function supported by
each system also are identified en each SLD.

For each system identified on an SLD, e safety function diagram (SFD) is
then created.- The SFDs presant in logic diagram format the complete set
of equipment that must function in order for the applicable system to

- Mfulfill its design-basis safety functions in support of safe shutdown. 1

The presentation of these diagrams comes in two parts, the composite and
the details.

On the SFD composite, all of.the -activo components and significant
passive companents required for the system to operate in response to an' l
analyzed event -.as shown on ti,e SLDs, are represented by appropriate
symbols. Thus, the composite graphically portrays the minimum set of'
equipment needed for the system to satisfy its safety design

.

* Source: Florida Power Corporation letter (NEA 90-1224) of August 6, 1990,
from K. B. Baker to-Eugene V. Imbro, NRC

NUREG-1397 1 Appendix E
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requirements. In addition, support requirements from interfacing
systems, such as cooling or lubrication systems, are shown within the
system composite.

For those system components that require supporting equipment for
operation (i.e., complex components), an SFD detail is developed to
display the ro'le of the supporting / interfacing equipment. The detail
drawings display in logic diagram format the plant-equipment needed to
support operation of each of the essential system components identifi:d
on the system composite SFD. As such, the detail drawings also show the
interfaces that exist between systems and that are required for system
operability. For_ instance, instrumentation and control inputs, isolation
signals, and actuation signals that are provided by other systems are
identified on the details. This, the SFD details include transmitters,
limit' switches, and other interfacing devices necessary for control of
equipment identified on the composites.

The SLDs and SFDs combined depict all systems;and components necessary-
for mitigation of the consequences of FSAR postulated accidents.-

Examples of the logic trees and diagrams follow.

NUREG-1397 i Appendix E
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DESIGN-BASES DOCUMENT ATTRIBUTES
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A list'and-description'of fundamental design-bases document attributes determined
from documents provided to the survey team and review of other documents prepared
by various industry groups is provided below. Utilities that have not begun a
design-bases reconstitution program may find this list helpful during the
planning phase of their program.

List of System-Specific Regulatory Requirements and Exceptions*

The regulatory requirements (e.g. , general design criteria, Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 10, and State, local, and other Federal agencies) appli-

;

cable to the facility design are defined and any exceptions to the require- '

ments that are reflected in the-current plant design are identified.

List of System-Specific Licensing Commitments and Exceptions-

The applicable industry codes and standards along with a reference to
where the commitment was made are identified. Commitments to applicable )

iregulatory guides and programs.also- are identified. Any exceptions to or l

interpretations of these requirements that are applicable to the current
|facility design are provided.
;

List of Supporting-References+

Reference documentation that supports the parameters, functions, descrip-
tions, design bares, and configuration of the system are identified in
sufficient detail to enable retrieval of the document in its current or
applicable status from utility document control systems. References that
are subject to revision to reflect the current as-built plant condition
-should not include revision identification. Examples of reference-documents
are listed below.

drawings
calculations
procurement documents
correspondence
, plant procedures-
licensing documents

' design change documents

System Functional Description and Desian Bases+

The overall system functional and performance requirements are defined
along with the basis for each requirement. The various operating modes of
the system are identified and the safety classification of the system
(safety related and not safety related) is provided for each operating
mode. The physical boundaries and functional relationship to interfacing
systems are specified.
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Component Descriptions-

. Major system components (i.e., those having important system functions)
are identified and described, including applicable codes and standards,
classifications, functions under applicable operating modes, and performancerequirements and their bases.

Description of System and Component Testing Requirements*

Test requirements for systems and components to demonstrate their accept-
able performance are identified and reference to applicable regulatory or
industry codes, standards, or commitments is made. Test restrictions under
certain plant operating conditions or unusual configurations required to

~ accomplish acceptable test results also are identified.

Description of the Functional Requirements for Support Systems-

The functional requirements for interfacing systems in support of the sub-
';

ject system are identified. Interfaces between the system and structures
(foundations,_ walls) are included and requirements defined. Control logic,
interlocks and sensors, and instrumentation in other systems' that affect
system operation also are identified.

Description of System Instrumentation and Control Requirements-

-The requirements for instrumentation and controls to ensure proper function
and performance of the system are specified. Requirements may arise from
application of industry design practices, engineering judgment, reliability,
or other factors in addition to regulatory or code requirements.

During the review of utility design-bases document programs, certain notable -
attributes were observed by the team that enhanced the preparation of the docu-
ments, the correspondence of the documents to source documents or requirements,.
or-the usefulness of the documents to the defined primary users, While most of <

the attributes were unique to one utility or another, a few were found at several
utilities. A list and description of these attributes is provided below.

Description of System and Component Desian Limitations
~

System and component functional ~ descriptions were enhanced by describing
additional limitations imposed by materials and chemistry considerations,
or operational considerations or restrictions.

Historical Summary of System Modifications and Why They Were Made+

A short summary description was included of each modification made to the
system since the plant operating license was received and the reason for
the modification. *

Description of How Regulatory and Desian Bases Were Met<

The listing of the regulatory and design bases and requirements was
elaborated and information provided on-how each one was met by the system
design.
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1

List of Open items.

An attachment to the DBD included a list of open items, such_as document
conflicts, missing or inadequate documentation, unresolved issues of a
plant-specific cr generic nature, and discrepancies found during plant
walkdowns or verification / validation activities during the development of
the DBD. If a categorization or prioritization program to resolve the
items was developed, this.information was included.

Description of System and Component Design Parameters and Reasons for-

Selecting Them

For each design parameter associated with the overall system and the
individual components of the system a basis was stated for selection of
the parameters (e.g. , regulatory requirement, commitment, or good practice).

System-Based Function Diagrams for Each._ System Characteristic-

Composite diagrams (success trees) were developed that show the state
(e.g., open, closed, running) of active and passive components necessary
to complete specific system functions during various accident response
modes (e.g., provide low pressure injection with the makeup pumps in the
piggyback mode, achieve containment isolation on u high-high containment
pressure signal). See Appendix E to this report for examples.

System-Based Logic Trees for Each Operating Mode Showing How Regulatory /*

Design Requirements are Met

Logic trees for each system operating mode were developed that show the
flow from top-level general design criteria to the safety function of the
system mode to the system parameters for the mode and finally to component
parameters for the mode. See Appendix E to this report for examples.

Design-Bases Documents for Safety-Related Structures-

Design-bases documents were developed-for safety related structures, such
as the containment, auxiliary building,' intake structure, and control
room, that define the requirements and bases for those structures that
house key safety-related systems and components.

Design-Bases' Documents for Chapter 15 Analyses-

System and component operating parameters were documented, analysis tech-
niques were addressed, and the gross effect on the analysis if a parameter
were to change was identified. Accident scenarios were identified and
described along with assumptions made by the NSSS vendor in performing the
accident analyses. The parameters and assumptions were validated by
comparison to plant data and-configuration. -

Operational Conditions Matrix-

A matrix was developed shewing the required system and system component
operating states and operating conditions for each mode of normal
operation and transient, abnormal and accident conditions.
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System-Specific Responses to Plant Transients and Accidents-

The specific response of.each system during a plant transient or accident
was defined.

Specification of Design Margins-

The margins available for each system and component parameter were
defined and these margins separated into design margins and performance
margins.

System-Specific Response to Postulated Failures During Different Plant-

Operating Modes

failures during different plant operating modes were postulated and the
system-specific responses expected during these failures were identified
to ensure that the design bases encompassed the system responses
identified.

>

Reasons for System Specific Alarms and Set Points-

The bases and reasoning behind the specification of system and component
set points and alarm settings were provided.

Calculation Summaries-

Summaries of major system calculations were provided along with the basic
assumptions, the relationship to other or previous calculations, and the
general conclusions of the cal:ula ions.

I

l

.

|
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|
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This is a composite listing of plant systems
design-bases document efforts at the six utilitiand gtneric design topics of the

es surveyed.
S_YSTEM/ STRUCTURE / TOPIC

_

Auxiliary / emergency feedwater
4-kV system including emergency dieselGaseous radwastegenerator

Liquid radwaste
NLclear instrumentation
Component cooling water Heating, ventilation, and air

conditioningAuxiliary saltwater Makeup water
Equipment seismic qualification

Annunciator, temperature monitor, andSafety injection
site emergency alarm systems12-kV systemResidual heat removal / decay heat removalMain generator 25-kV, 250-kV, and500-kV systems480-V system

Environmental qualificationElectrical separation and isolation120-V instrument ac
125 and 250-Vdc system Grounding system
Instrument classification Cathodic protectionDigital feedwater control

Solid state protection system / reactorBackup air system
protection systemInstrument air system

Plant computer Radiation monitoring system
Digital rod position indicating systemContainment structure Fire penetrationsAuxiliary building fuel handling buildingRaceway / structural aspects
HVAC structural duct and supportsPipe stress analysis
Cranes and fuel handling systemShutdown cooling
Piping support analysisEmergency response facilities Active valves

Primary and secondary sampling Site meteorology
Post accident sampling Demineralized water systemRecords retention Accident analysis
Regulations, codes, and standards Control room habitabilityPersonnel protection

Containment isolationCore riood
As low as is reasonably achievableCirculating water system
Nuclear steam supply systemIntegrated control system Containment H

Chemical and volume control Post accident venting
2 purge system

Containment spray
Reactor coolant Fuel handling system

Nuclear fuel systemSpent fuel cooling Condensate systemHeavy loads
Flooding Extraction and heater drip system

Auxiliary steam systemMissiles N2 and HHigh energy line break
Service cooling water system

2 system

Moderate energy line break
Lube oil and purification systemCompressed air
Main turbine systemFire protection

Feedwater system Oily water separator system
Turbine steam supply Condensate polishing system

Appendix R fire protection program Solid radwaste handling and storagesystem

NUREG-1397
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Hazardous waste system
Electric 61 cable terminatinn and raceway
Miscellaneous electrical devices

(motors, etc.)

Lighting, 120-Vac general use, boric
acid heat trace and cathodic
protection systems

Communications, security systems
Seismic monitoring system
Safety parameter display system
Nuclear monitoring system
Simulator
Multisystem interface (panels)
Seismic design
Intake structure
Tornado
Tsunami
Reactor vessel level instrumentation system
Welding

:

|

|

1

;

,
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APPENDIX H

SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS FOR
DESIGN-BASES DoctlMENT AND DESIGN CHANGE CONTROL PROGRAMS

1
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The following questions are provided to assist utilities in performing an
assessment of their design documentation and configuration management systems
to determine the need for a design-basis document program.

Are the design bases for safety-related systems, structures, and components-

specified and available for use in the design change control program?

,Are there reportability determination and regeneration prioritization-

programs for missing or inadequate design documentation?

Is essential design documentation, such as calculations identified,-

categorized, and weighed against what should be available?

Does the drawing control prsgram provide timely revisions to drawings-

required for operations, maintenance, and design activities?
|

Is the licensing commitment tracking system oriented to the plant design*

so that the current' licensing bases of the plant are clearly defined?

Are the design margins for safety-related systems, structures, and-

. components defined and assessed during plant design changes?

When a potentially reportable event is dispositioned, are you generally-

able to access the appropriate analysis and test documents?

If you were to develop design-br.ses documents for your facility, would-

your corporate engineering groups as currently configured be able to play
a significant role.in the research, development, management, guidance, pre-
paration, review, and validation and verification activities of the program?

Utilizing the guideline design attributes presented in Appendix A to 10 CFR-

Part 50, assess the retrievability, control, accessibility, and as-built
status of the design documentation.

If your plant is upgrading design technology, do the engineering organiza--

tions have sufficient design-bases information available to perform the-
upgrade? For example,-if analog instrumentation is upgraded to digital
instrumentation,.is there sufficient documentation regarding the power
quality, thermal environment, and electromagnetic environment for the
more sensitive digital systems?

-During the design change process, does the staff rely on oral historical-

information provided by senior staff, vendor personnel, or A/E personnel
rather than on controlled design documents?

Is the FSAR used as a design-bases document rather than more detailed-

information?
.
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How useful and accurate are the system descriptions for the plant? Do-

they adequately describe the bases for design decisions in addition to
describinr the design configuration?

The following questions are provided to assist utilities in performing an
assessment of their design control programs to determine the need for changes
or enhancements.

Do your corporate and plant engineering groups maintain a comprehensive set-

of design specifications, guidelines, and standards for the design change
process? Assess the coverage these documents provide for the design
attributes presented in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. '

,

|

Do you prepare most significant design modifict.tions to your plant as-

opposed to relying on the original plant architect-engineer and other
contracting organizations?

If you contract most significant design modifications to the original plant-

architect-engineer and other contracting organizations, do you require them
to prepare them to your own design specifications and standards as opposed
to relying on their individual specifications and standards?

If you contract most design modifications to the original plant architect--

engineer and other contracting organizations, do you perform engineering
assurance checks of the design modification packages these organizations
prepare?

Do you maintain your own files of design ocuments, drawings and calcula--

tions, as opposed to letting the original plant architect-engineer and
other contracting organizations maintain them?

Do you maintain in-house computer programs to perform structural analysis-

and piping analysis?

Does the technical competency within your corporate and plant engineering-

groups reside with employee rather than contracted engineers?

Do you maintain as-built flow diagrams and piping physicals drawings for-

all safety-related piping systems for your plant?

Does your drawing program provide revised, as-built drawings to the control-

room files at modification turnover?

Does your design change control program adequately identify and control-

incremental changes to design calculations?

Is supporting documentation for past plant modifications (e.g. , calculations-

and analyses, and safety evaluations) available and adequate?

Do you have a formal program for turnover of modifications to operations?-

When preparing design modifications, do engineering personnel use a com--

prehensive checklist of design attributes as a tool for making design i

decisions? How are the design attributes, such as those addressed in |
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50, addressed during the modification process? |

|
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Do you maintain as-built control logic diagrams for other than instru--

mentation and control personnel to determine interlock and control
requirements?

Do you maintain as-built instrument loop diagrams?-

Have you assigned systems engineer responsibilities in both the plant end-

the corporate design engineering organizations?

i

l
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APPENDIX 1

TYPICAL DESIGN ATTRIBUTES AND CONTROLLING DESIGN PARAMETERS
TO FORM THE BASIS OF A TEMPLATE

.
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The following is a list of typical design attributes and controlling design
parameters that could form the basis for a template: i

. -

.

Electrical _

Diesel generator sizing '

Safety-related power cable sizing
Safety-related system voltage profile
Safety-related system short circuit analysis
Diesel generator performance
Safety-related bus trcnsfer analysis
480-V MCC and switchgear protection and coordination
Class IE battery sizing
Uninterruptable power supply sizing
Low voltage and de cable sizing
Class IE ac/dc system protection and coordination
Safety-related instrument set point, and accuracy calculations
Control loop response time calculations
Electrical separation analysis
Raceway fill and loading

Nuclear

Control room toxic gas
Tornado loadings and external missiles
External flooding effects
Pipe break ef fects (i.e. , pressure, temperature, flooding, rupture)
Equipment environmental qualification (harsh and mild environment)
Systems _ required to mitigate design-bases accidents (DBAs)
Radiation source terms for DBAs
Containment analytical model
Post-accident conditions
Offsite dose analysis for normal operation and DBAs
Control room shielding and operator doses
Personnel radiation doses during DBA recovery activities
Airborne radioactivity transport from a fuel handling DBA
Loss of spent fuel pool cooling '

Ultimate heat sink capacity analysis
Control room habitability during blackout (air temperature)
Anticipated transient without scram events '

Pipe break discharge flow,

Secondary containment air pressure control analysis
Heat load determination analysis
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system failure modes and

-effects analysis
HVAC instrumentation set points
Control room enclosure air infiltration
Battery compartment hydrogen accumulatica
HVAC design analysis
Reactor transient analytical modelt
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'

Reactor coolant system transient analysis
.

'

Pipe flow hydrodynamic loads analysis
Piping network dynamic flow analysis,

; Valve operability analysis
ASME Code of record calculations
Computer code certification documents
Thermal analysis of components, supports, and structures

.'Component minimum wall thickness calculations

Civil|
_

Category I reinforced concrete structures analysis
,

Category I steel structures analysis
Civil structure dynamic / earthquake analysis
Dynamic / stress analysis of substructures
Dynamic / stress analysis of containment, nozzles, etc.
Tornado analysis of structures
Category I weld evaluations
Category I structure block walls
Component seismic / structural qualification
Pipe rupture restraints

. Bolt anchorage in Category I structures
| Probable maximum flood analysis
i Platform steel, cranes, monorails, doors, ladders
' Heavy loads analysis

Category I piping analysis
. Seismic analysis of electrical conduit4

Instrument line analysis
Category,I supports analysis (pipe, duct, conduit, tray and
instrumentation. and NSSS supports)

Penetration qualification
_

,

Earthquake ground motions'

Category I focndatioa analysis

Mechanical

Piping minimum wall thickness
Pump net positive suction
Pump total system head
Valve pressure drops (Cv)
Tank nozzle / branch line reinforcement

'Heat transfer. (sizing Hx, condensers, heaters etc.)
Pump / system performance

; Pressure / vacuum relief valve sizing ;

Sump capacity '

Cooling water flow rates
Equipment performance calculations
Corrosion / erosion allowances
Tanks (volume, wall thickness, etc.)
Pipe sizing / flow
System design / operating pressures and temperatures
Pump brake-horsepower requirements
Valve actuation times and check valve closure
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TYPICAL CATEGORIZATION OF DESIGN DOCUMENTS
BY ORDER OF SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE
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Use of a prioritization methodology in considering whether to regenerate missing
or deficient documents can ensure that the licensee focuses resources on the
more safety-significant items in a timely manner. An initial screening process
would enable the licensee to determine the significance, effect on plant oper-
ability, and reportability requirements related to the missing or inadequate
documentation.

One way the survey team used to rank the importance of design documents ectord-
ing to safety significance is given below.

Category 1 - Design documentation that supports or defines technical speci-
fication safety limits, limiting conditions for operation, limiting safety
system set points or surveillance requirementi. These documents demonstrate
that the systems, structures, and components (SSC) addressed by technical
specifications will perform their active safety functions.

Category 2 - Design documentation that defines controlling parameters or
demonstrates the active functionality of safety-related SSC that are not
explicitly addressed by the technical specifications, but that support the
SSC addressed by technical specifications, such as heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning systems.

Category 3 - Design documentation that defines controlling parameters or
demenstrates active functionality of safety-related SSC not included in
categories 1 or 2 above.

Category 4 - Design documentation that defines controlling paran.eters or
demonstrates the functionality of safety-related SSC with regard to passive
considerations (e.g., seismic considerations).

Category 5 - Design documentation that demonstrates the design of non-
safety SSC is such that its failure would not impair the functionality of
safety-related SSC (e.g., seismic considerations related to seismic classi-
fication Categories I and II).

I

l

1

l

|
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